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INTRODUCTION

The study of turbulent jet shear flow plays an important role in numerous engineering

applications. Free and confined jets aie common devices present in mixing processes and the
production of thrust. Jets form due to flow issuing from a nozzle and the resultant velocity difference

forms a shear layer consisting of coherent toroidally shaped vortical structures whose dynamics are

responsible for entraining surrounding fluid and the generation of fine scale mixing requisite for the

initiation of chemical reactiona. It is therefore desirous to control dte transfer of mass, heat and

n.iorncumti via laige-sUlue and smail-scaie mixing processes,
A passive method of enhancing the rate of entrainment by as much as 500% in subsonic open

nozzle flows has been obtained by modifying axisymmetric nozzle geometry to a 2:1 aspect-ratio

elliptic nozzle.l Small aspect-ratio elliptical jet nozzles have been demonstrated to more efficiently

control mixing processes and to exhibit increased rates of spreading and entrainment than

axisymmetric nozzles at subsonic 2 and supersonic conditions, 3 in a conficed dump combustor,4 and

in Oiigh-temperature ramjet facilities.5

Toroidal elliptic vortices in asymmetric jet shear layers are characterized bN azimuthally varying

radii of curvature. The section of the vortex ring occupying the major axis plane with minimum

radius of curvature is convected faster downstream by nature of the Biot-Savart Law of induction

than the minor " plane section which has maximum radius of curvature. The faster moving

section of the major axis section convects forward as it bends inward decreasing its local radius of

curvature until it matches the radius of curvature of the minor axis section which is simultaneously

moving outwards. This asymmetric process called vortx self-indftion is the principle mechanism

driving entrainment in small aspect-ratio elliptic jets which entrain ten times more mass in the

minor axis region than the major axis region., These vortex dynamics unique to three-dimensional 01

nozzles severely deform the topology of the large-scale structures and are responsible for the elliptic

jet's enhanced mixing properties. The phenomenon of axis switAiag occurs whcn the original

ellipti,-ally contoured ring briefly sustains a symmetric configuration following a series of "'

ty cdodownstream deformations and its distance from the nozzle exit reflects increased levels of large- •
AlaJ .
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scale mixing.

Results at the University of Southern Caliornia demonstrate that the initial frequency content,

velocity, temperature, upstream geomarrry of the exit nozzle and ics aspect-ratio governs the

hydrodynamic instabilities responsible tor the creation and evolution of the elliptic jet's shear layer.

These initial paiameters modify the boundary layer momentun thickness at the jet exit creating an

asymmetric diatribution of vorticity throughout the elliptical nozzle's contour. This alteration in the

initial Kelvin-Helmholtz instability wave strongly modifies the downstream self-induction process of

the ensuing largt--scale structures. Current investigations have determined that the mechanism of

self-inducdion which controls the large scale evolution of the elliptic jet is also the principle source

of small-scale production in the shear layer. Whereas vortex merging is responsible for small-scale

production in two-dimensional and axisymmetric free shear layers. 6 Therefore, the entire spectrum

of mixing from the large inviscid structures down to the smallest viscous dominated fine scales are

controllable either directly or indirectly via the self-induction mechanism.

ELLIPTIC JET FACILITY

The experimental jet facility is driven by four centrifugal blowers in parallel and heated by two

electric heaters in parallel. The flow enters an anechoically treated settling chamber, contracts into

an alumilnum, st-gnation cha.mber of constant udiameter7 ai passes. .... uuugi a N•ies of aluminum

honeycomb, aluminum foam, and fine wire mesh screen sections enhancing flow uniformity and

reducing turbulence. An aluminum composite nozzle smoothly contracts to a 2:1 aspect-ratio

elliptical orifice whose major and minor axes' dimensions are 50.8 cm (- 2a) by 25.4 cm (= 2b),

respectively. The sernimajor axis length, a, will be the typical scale for nondimensionalizing lengths.

The operational conditions of the jet facility are bounded by a maximum velocity of 85 m/s and a

maximum temperature of 220 C.

Instantaneous velocity signals are sampled by high temperature hot-wire probes connected to

multi-channel constant-temperature circuits providing a flat frequeicy response to 30 kHz.

Instantaneous tempera.ure signals are sampled by a cold-wire probe that is digitally frequency

compensated to 3 kHz. The single wire sensor element consists of 5.08gun diameter platinum-10%

rhodium wire attached to a 1 mm wide probe and the parallel wire probe has two elements 0.4 mm

wide separated by 0.5 mm nllowing enhanced resolution in detecting small structures. The probes

are mounted on a microcomputer controlled traverse system translatable in three-dimensions.

Fluctuating multiple-channel data is digitized by a 33 MHz 80386 PC microcomputer at acquisition

rates up to 1 MHz and recorded on a 650 Mb erasable optical disk and an ethernet networked 1 Gb

Winchester disk. Data is subsequently processed and transferred between Localtalk networked

80386 PCs and a 40 MHz Macintosh Ilfx woikstation. 7

Sampling along the major and minor axes provides mean and fluctuating profiles o" velocity or

temperature, respectively, which indicate jet spreading rates and axis switching locations. The

massflow, small-scale distribution and strearwise velocity gradients are investigated throughout one
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quadra-at at respectiv, downstream cross-sections by sampling velocities ai'd temperature across a

rectangular grid. Measturements of the total massflow are determined by sampling the velocity and

temperature across an entire surface normal to the free stream direction and indicate the amount of

ambient fluid entrained into the flow by the large-scale vortices. Instanataneous velocities are phase-

averaged with respect to a second hot-wire probe recording the passing of large scale structures.

Large-scale information is obtained by smoothening raw data with a finite-impulse response digital

filter. Frequency content is determined with the 1-D fast Fourier algorithm and both physical and

spectral information are obtained with the 1-D Wavelet Transform algorithm. Small-scale struc.ures

are detected through a series of conditional statements employed in the Peak-Valley Counting

Technique developed at the University of Southern California.8

TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS

I. Initial Conditions

T'he effects of exit velocity, temperature and frequency upon the elliptic jet's development

were investigated at the jet exit to understand what factors influence vortex self-induction. The

initial momentum thickness in the major and minor axes' regions confimied previous findings of the

existence of an asymmetric distribution of momentum thickness about the nozzle perimeter.'. At the

lowest velocity measured, Uo= 20 mi/s, the momentum thickness is narrower in tie minor axis region

than the major axis region such that 0,/lO. 6 inferring the existence of intense vorticity disrribution

in the minor axis region due in part to a smaller radius of curvature along the upstream nozzle wall

contour in the minor axis plane which induces a larger transverse pressure gradient in that region of

the boundary layer. At higher exit velocities the momentum thickness decreases in the major axis to

match the minor axis momentum thickness and create a more symmetric distribution of vorticity

that retards the effects of vortex self-induction.

The influence of frequency conten"twas investigated t.hrough f ...c.gaim Preferrcd Mode

frequency, the characteristic passage frequency of the large scale structm res at the end of the jet's

potenfial core region approximately five exit diameters downstream. Under forcing the momentum

thickness increases by 100% due to additional flow acoustically driven from the forcing chambers

adjacent to the jet exit. I-owevcr, the momentum thickness ratios decrea3e to half the natural values

1 Id 6./0b decreases from three to unity with increasing exit velocity. Therefore, Preferred Mode

forcing enhances the initial vorticity distribution in the major exis region.

Dramatic increases in flow spreading are achievable by forcing at the Preferred Mode becasue

the initial vortices amalgamate into larger structures at a frequency approximately one-tenth their
'natural' value resulting in a Collective Interation phenomenon.9 Spectral analysis of the instability

waves near the jet exit confirm the ability of Preferred Mode forcing to suppress vortex merging.

Preferred Mode forcing is a useful diagnostic means of investigating the isolated effects of vortex

self-induction in asymmetric jet flows. 10
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Exit velocity and temperature profoundly alter the elliptic jet's flow field. Mean velocity profiles

in the major and minor axes exhibit greater shear layer spreading rates at lower exit velocities and

higher exit temperatures. Jet growth may be properly illustrated by plotting the veody hafit, the

radial location at which the local velocity is half the centerline, for varying streamwise stations. The

elliptic jet's spreading is greater and hence its bulk mixing properties improve when the axis

switching location is nearer to the nozzle exit because the outward radially growing minor axis region

entrains more ambient upstream. The length of the Wtis switching location is a strong indicator of

the efficiency of vortex self-induction and is dependent upon the exit Reynolds number, and the

exit density ratio, F = p/p,.. 1 Axis switching locations occur farther downstream in larger aspect-ratio

asymmetric jets and consequently these nozzle configurations offer lower rates of mixing.12 Refer to

Figure 1.

Entrainment ratios obtained by normalizing the local massflow to the exit massflow

demonstrated the elliptic jet to entrain more fluid than an axisymmetric jet of equivalent exit

hydraulic diameter at varying velocity and temperature conditions thereby extending its operating

range. The minor axis region entrains more than the major axis region for all velocity and

temperature cases studied confirming the existence of an asymmetric massflow distribution due to

self-induction dynamics rather than vortex merging.' Entrainment ratios in the elliptic jet decrease

with incr:asing cxit velocty afind inc~eaze aE higher flow temperatures which correlates remarkably

well with the axis switching location. High temperature nonAomogeneous flows entrain as much as

30% more at T0 = 480 K than ambient flows inferring that density effects exert stronger instability

influences than the Reynolds number upon vortex self-induction dynamics. The near-field region of

a nonhomogeneous elliptic jet entrains up to six times more than a homogeneous axisymmetric jet

and entrains up to three and a half times more than a nonhomogeneo as axisymmetric jet."I Refer to

Figure 2. These findings are promising in view of the fact that combustion processes P"re typically

initiated in the near-field region. Stability calculations reveal greater deformations in the initial

vortices at increased exit temperatures supporting experimental observation., and increased

temperatures improve bulk mixing characteristics in an elliptic .itt.13

The initial exit conditions, including velocity, temperature and freq,iency content in addition to

the nozzle geometry, together significantly modify the initial momentum thickness and hence die

initial vorticity content of the large scales, The momentum thickness is an important length scale

and coupled with velocity and the initial instability frequency through a constant Strouhal number

relationship for jet free shear layers dictates initial conditions.1 4 The degree of asyrameti-y in te

vorticity distribution is responsible for the azimuthally varying induced velocity distribution that

determines the rate of growth of the shear layer by inviscidly controlled dynamics of vortex self-

induction.

II. Self-induction Dynamics"i

The mean velocity profiles emerging from asymmetric nozzle possess top-hat profiles and evolve
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into bell-shaped profiles downstream. However, three-dimensional jets are distinguished from their

axisyrnmetric counterparts by displaying unique velocity profiles and spread rates in the planes of

their major and minor axes regions, respectively. The minor axis velocity profiles display

considerably higher spreading than the major axis veiocity profiles. The Reynolds number

dependence of vortex self-induction is evident in the degree of asymmetry of the mean velocity

contours at two extreme exit velocities. Increased spreading of the minor axis shear layer into the

ambient and near-circular topologies characterize the lower velocities and at higher velocities

spreading rates are less pronounced in both axes' regions and contours of constant velocity retain

their elliptical nature signifying delayed axis switching. Refer to Figure 3(a).

Preferied Mode forcing severely distorts the mean flow field from an elliptical to a rectangular

distribution and downstream of the potential core tOie acoustically modified azimuthal modes

severely distort the vortex ring into a 'cloverleaf' distribution possibly as a result of the toroidal

vortices interacting ivith enhanced streamwise vortices.is Lower degrees of spreading characterize

the minor axis region. prolonging the onset of axis switching, thus Preferred Mode forcing appears to

strengthen the vorticity content of the major axis region at the expense of the minor axis region.

Refer to Figute 3(b).

An approximation of the large scale vorticity field in the natural and Preferred Mode forced cases

was obtained from low-frequency bandoassed, time-averagerd and phase-aver..aed ana!yses of the

vcl'city strain rate field, au/ax, au/oy and au/az. Two of the three vorticity components lie parallel to

the vortex ring plane and are approximated by two of the velocity strain quantities, o =- au/az- aw/ax

-au/az, and o0 = -'v/x- au/ay - --au/lay. Vorticity in the major axis region may be approximated by

values of--au/y, and similarly, vorticity in the minor axis region by values of au/oz. intersections of

phase-averaged Du/4y with the major axis plane and phase-averaged au/ldz with the minor axis plane,

respectively, readily visualize vortex cores. Near t~he jet exit at the second vortex merging location

the major axis section of the ring is shifted downstream of the minor axis section in agreement with

now visualizationi and the Biot-Savart Induction Law. At the location of axis switching the minor

axis core surpasses the major axis core accompanied by an increase in its local ring radius. Far

downstream in the fully tu:balent region both core sections exhibit weakened vorticity of one-fifth

their initial value due to phase decorrelation of the large scale structures.J 6 The major axis vortex

cross-sections are approx:mately 100% larger in dimension and as much as 50% weaker in magnitude

than the respective minog axis cores confilming the presence of more intense vorticity in the minor

core. Preferred Mode forcing intensifies the vortex cores by reIducing their cross-section 20% and

increasing peak vorticity by 100% by more efficiently imparding energy from the mean flow into the

large-scale vortices. The forced major cores are of approx'mate strength as the minor cores adding

evidence to the existence of an enhanced major axis region under Preferred Mode foicing.

The temperature field was investigated at ncnhomnogcneous conditions and displayed regions of

cooler ambient fluid penetrating into the potentiai core along lhe minor axis. Investigations revealed

greater rms temperature peaks in the minor axis section and a conspicuous bifurcation of the
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centerline temperature peak in the mean temperature field at the end of the potential core together

substantiated the existence of larger mixing rates in the minor axis region. Probability density

function analyses of the turbulent temperature field identified broader, more evenly distributed

temperature profiles along the minor axis skewed towa~ds ambient temperatures. In contrast the

major axis profiles were characterized by narrower peaks skewed towards centerline temperatures.17

Density fluctuations in the nonhomogeneous elliptic jet was visualized by conventional

shadowgraph, schlieren and focused schlieren optical diagnostic methods.' 8 The wrinkled turbulent

three-dimensional outk structure of the shear layer, streamwise vortices anr.d toroidal structures wete

imaged at various velocities and temperatures confirming the existence greater spreading in the

minor axis plane. Focused schlieren techniques imaged planar sections of finite depth within the

shear layer and individual cross-sections of tilting large scale vortices albeit at reduced levels of

contrast.

111. Small Scale Topologyl1, 19
The three-dimensional topology of the small-scale structures in the elliptic jet shear layer was

investigated for the case U0 -20 m/s to document small-scale production regions and to identify the

physical mechanism of small-scale generation. Small-scale structures designate regions of small-scale

mi:ing where large parcels of ambient fluid are homogenized and broken down to progressively

smaiier scales by complex large-scale vortex interactions and infer the existence of combustion

regions in reacting flows possible under required thermodynamic and stoichiometric conditions. The

flow was forced at the Preferred Mode frequency to isolate vortex self-induction effects from vortex

merging on small-scale generation and compared against the natural case.

Within the firs, five semimajor axis diameters downstream the small-scale structures are

asymmetrically distributed in the vortex ring regions in the natural case with as much as 40% larger

populations in the minor axis region. In the Preferred Mode forced case the modified rectangular
vortices contain a more symmetric small-scale distribution wiuh Only 10% greater small-scalc activity

in the major axis region. Farther downstream in the natural case the small-scale structures spread

inwards to the jet center taking on a symmetric near-circular distribution and similar events

characterize the forced case eyzept that the small-scale contour levels take on rectangular contours

and further downstream 'cloverleaf' distributions characteristic of the mean velocity field in the

distorted shear layer. In the natural case the distributions are maximum in the near-field minor axis

region by as much as 40% more than the surrounding shear layer with the reverse occurring in die

Preferred Mode forced case where they are more symmetric with less prominent peaks which arc

10% greater than levels occupying the vortex ring downstream of x/a = 4 in the forced case, Maxima

in the number small scales per number of local large scales increases parabolically in the natural case

aownstream because the large scale populations decrease downstream due to successive vortex

mergings. However, in the forced case vortex merging is suppressed and consequently the number

oz small scales per local large scales remains nearly constant with a small peak at xia=5. Refer to
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Figures 4(a) & 4(b).

Preferred Mode forcing distributes moie small scales over a greater cross-section and overall

small-scale population increases by 25% than the natural case possibly due to enhanced interactions

between larger, concentrated toroidal vortices ,and ';reamwise structures. Therefore, the mechan;sm

of vortex self-induction rather than vortex merging is principally responsible for smnall-sca'

generarioi in a subsonic 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet.19 Small scales are produced one semimajor aýis

diameter closer to aie jet exit under forcing thereby decreasing the distance to turbulent transitio

and shifting higher levels of small-scale mixing activity nearer upstream to the exit. In the natural

case both majer and minor axis regions generate equivalent numbers of total small scales, whereas

the forced major axis region produces as much as 50% more small scales than the minor axis region.

Self-induction enhances vorticit- in the major axis region. Refer to Figure 5. In the natural case the

number of small scales peaks at x/f4 - 8, the second vortex merging location similar to that of a

subsonic mixing layer 8 and at higher exit velocities the peak in the stream'vise small-scale

population shifts upstream to x,)4 = 4. The smal-scale levels steadily decrease downstream due to

the dissipation of decreasing turbulent kinetic energy in the decaying free shear layer at the

wavelength of the small-scale structures.8 The peak in the forced case occurs upstream of the

natural peak at X1aF = 0.3, where XF is the Preferred Mode wavelength, for all velocity cases due to

increased turbulence levels nearer to the jet exit. Downstream the numbers decrease, then gradually

increase to a small peak at the end of the potential core and finally decay downstream in a fashion

similar to the natural case. Refer to Figures 6(a) & 6(b).

A frequency histogram analysis of the small-scale content in the shear layer reveals peaks

identifying thu mo:.t probable small-scale frequency whose values increase lirearly with gieater

Reynolds number. For a given velocity the peak of the small-scale frequency distribution decreases

very gradually downstream along the decaying shear layer for both the natural and Preferred Mode

forced cases. In addition, these distributions are idtntical in both axes' regions for both flow cases

indi.ncang that forcing only modifies thc large-scale Siuutuies and the population of -mali scales but

it does not directly affect the physical nature of the viscous-dominated small scales. The dimension

of the small-scale scructures are about one order of magnitudie larger than the Kolmcgorov length

scale and 1/2 to 3/4 smaller than the Taylor microscale.

Time-averaged and phase-averaged population densities of the small-scale and velocity strain

rate distributions suggest the minor axis region of the vortices control small-,;cale processes. Two-

dimensional raster imaging demarcates regions of small-scale activity during successive phases of the

passage of one large scale structure. 14 Contours of constant au/az representing the pardal vorticity

component in the minor axis region correlate with the small-scale topology in the natural case than

contours of Du/fiy representing the partial vorticity component in the major axis region. Small-scale

production by the correlated and stronger vorticity field in the minor axis regi-n complements the

existence of greater entrainment values and maxima of the small-scale distribution in the minor axis

region. In the Preferred Mode forced case the au/az distribution also correlates more strongly witm

7



the distorted albeit more symmetric small-scale distribution. Phase-averaged analyses confirmed the

occurrence of small scales and both au/ay and au/az velocity strain rates within the vortex core cross-

sections. The maximum number of small scales occur in the downstream circumferential section of

the vortex core for the natural case and in the center o. the vortex core for the forced case.

Furthermore, the regions of velocity strain rate extend upstream into the 'braid' region in tlde natural

case but do not under forcing. Observations of natural and forced small-scale mixing activity in the

subsonic elliptic jet correlate well with combustion product concentrations visualized in natural and

Preferred Mode forced chemically reacting nozzle flows.Z0 Refer to Figures 7(a) & 7(b).

CONCLUSION

By passively changing nozzle contour geometry and aspect-ratio and actively varying the initial

frequency content, velocity and temperature, the initial asymmearic vorticivy distribution in the

elliptic nozzle boundary layer has been demonstrated to modify the dynamics of vortex self-

induction. Preferred Mode forcing effectively suppresses vortex merging ir, the elliptic jet by

"driving many locge-scale structures to roll-up ",ito one larger vortex via the Collective Interaction

mechanism. The three-dimensionally deforming, mutually self-inducting coherent vortex structures

control the large- a-id small-scale mixing properties of the elliptic jet. Two related jet properties, the

locaniori oL the first axis switchiig and mnss entrainment, demonstrate increased large-scale mixing

at decreased exit velocity and inc'eased exit temperature. Phase-averaged mean velocity strain rates

visualize the topology of the coherent vortex rings and illustrate phase decorrelation of the vottices

downstream. The temperature field in the nornhomogeneous elliptic jet displays regions of strong

mixing in the minor axis region confirming the existence of asymmetric mixing. These results

reaffirm an excellent correlation between elliptic vortex ring dynamics and their associated axis

switchings with mass entrainment verifying that the flow is indeed driven by azimuthally deforming,

self-inducting elliptic vortices.

The sinall-scale topology of the elliptic jet has been investigated by thz Peak-Valley-Counting

method and the small-scale mixing riegion is asymmetrically distributed with maxima occurring in

the minor axis region. The small-scale production regions correlate with the Zu/az velocity strain rate

field- the m.'nor axis ,orticty field. Small scales are concentrated within the cores of the large-scale

votices and peak between the first and second vortex merging over the range of Reynolds numbers

studied from 2104- 1.3x105 . Small-scale activity is decreased downstream of this location due to

decaying flow conditions. Acoustic forcing at the Preferred Mode severeiy deforms the large scales

.nducing larger spreading of the mean flow field and 2.5% increased sm. 1i-scale levels over the

natural case. The most probable frequenvy associated with the viscous-dominated small scales varies

linearly with the Reynolds number, but it is independent of initial frequency coitent.
2:1 aspect-ratio eii-ptic jets appear by many accounts to be very promising improvements over

axisymmetric jet configurations because of their enhanced mixing characteristics. The mechanism of



vorte,( self-induction, which is influenced by nozzle geometry, Reynolds number Skid derisity ratio,

en1hances'.argc; scale mixing more efficiently thax, vortex merging and it I's the dominant snl-z~

production mechanism in the elliptir jet. The vortex self-induction mechanism is the principic
mecans responsible for large scale mixing arnd small-scale production, therefore, bulk entrainmcnt

processes and fine-scale mixing necessary in comnbastiwv' .iystcrns ar"- controllable via this

mechanism.
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Sunday Morning

SESSION 8D: INSTABUTnIES OF JIETS AND WAKES 1 11:39
Sumday morning, 20 November 1988 BD 4 Rtested jets are different. D.W. BECHERT, B.
214 Norton Hall at 11:00 LEIIMAN, B. BARSIKOWC, DFVLR Berlin, .R.P and
F. W. Roos, presiding P.A. MCNKEWITZ, U.C.L.A.. Los Angeleg, UtIS.A.-1reated

axisymmetric jets are inventigated (t=15O-4OO*C,
Ra=e5 103-103). The absolute instability causem

dramatic. changes: (i) The spectrum of the fluctua-
11.00 tions changes from brand band of a cold- jet to a line

BE) I apectrum of a heated jet as predicted. A regular
The low-Frauds number wake of floating bluff obiocS* G. vortex ring structure appears. (ii) strong planar
TrfantatyIlou and A. Olnmas. MIT - The stability of the viscous Wake quasi-stead7 side jets occur. Theme side jets distort
behind floating bluff objects is analyzed. For a fully submerged object, the cross section towards a
if is wet' known that the flow separates and folms a region of Astamr-shaped structure with 2-6
recirculating flow behind the object: after a critical Reyitotdr number, lobes. Spreading rats and mix-
thie flow in the wake becomes absolutely unstahle, and the bubl is in ar~e enhanced dramatically-
destroyed creating a vortex street. Foi 1 floating object at low FFoude by the side jets. The side jets
numbers. ho,.vever, it is shown that the instability is of the convective are conaidered to be caused by
type for all Reynokdi numbers. As a result, behind floating objects the *,-.~\, a lobe-like instability of the
recirculating ftow regipon remairs infact and no vortex street is formed.\.j\J ring vortices. Thus, side jets
This result is vcnfted experirrentally for the flow past a half-submlerged -can be generatad alao in a
circular cylinder at Reynolds number based on the cylinder radius fre odjt
equal to 25000. The flow is visualized throughi bmjbb~es, produced by fre odjt
dropping the pressure in the tunnel. The presence of a region of
steady reaciralating fltow is clearly visualized, reminiscent of the flow in suppoted y TCFLAM
infinite fluid at tow Reynolds nurnberS. It is concluded that. for low
Froude numbers, the presence of the tree surface has a stabilizing
effect on the wake, suppressing unsteady elfefots.

11:52

Work supported by ONR, Contract N000t14-67-K-0356 D5EervBdrfoAtmion

B. CREIGHTON and S.P. LIN, Clark-son University.-" Arn equation
of mechanical energy balance in a viscous liquid jet is derived-
Nutmertcal evaluatiorts of each term involved in the equation reveal

11:13 that the work by the fluctuating ambient gas pressure is responsible
ED~~.JZ1 2 tonlnerffeiliv f t1j.Jg for the convective instability in the atomnization mode.

jet- J. HtORVITZ, S. ROSENBLAT, IL IS 2t TQ NO~L0Id9X*- Atomnization is a process of brcaking up a jct into small droplets of
?he temporal stability of a viscous circular jet with sizes much smaller than the let diamieter. T'he ZtrnM -i7.1don mode is
respect to axias'umtlc il-tezbancez! iz ztudlad di'c frmteRylihmd for which the capillary pinching is
First, the Stuart-Watson method is used to study the disponsibl fror the Rnsablighty.
weak nonlinear Interactions. The Landau constant is repnilfoth sably
positivt indicating there is a supercritical Nopt Submnittedby S.P. LIN
bifurcation at R,58.3. This unthod also reveals the SuprebyAOD L080K02
nature of the 2 additional modes arising from the self * upre yAODAO-6K07
interaction of the fundamental and provides a basis for
studying the more strongly nonlinear interactions.
Finally, a truncated Fourier-eigenfunction expansion
leads to a system of 5 o.d.e.'s. Numerical results
showv that the periodic solution appearing at 58.3 Is SESSION HD: INSTABULITIES OF JIETS AND WAKES I
stable when R076.2. 'here Is a secondary bifurcation Sitaday morning, 20 November 1988
at R-76.2 to a quasiperbodic solution with 2 214 Norton Hall atl11.00
incormansurate frequenciex which ends In a homoc~lnic F.WRospesdg
orbit at R-79.5. A search for solutions when 8>79.5 .W os rsdn

results in only unbounde4 ones indicating limitations II
of this~ model. 1I.00
tSupiported by AFOSR Grant 86-0165 BE I Inlec ofTrblecessureiit lý

Waves inan xiymretric Jet . J. E. hMILS and
G. RAMAN'~ NASA Lewis RAsecar Cggg Cleveland,
Off. --- The influeace of turbulence due to a circular grid

11:26 on shear layer insitability pressure waves is investigated.
DD 3 Instability' in ja Vortex Jet; at Htigh 9ev=.]A2 Auto- spectra, transfer-function, and colierence melusirn-

~~~tdt_ --,a.Fs~t A particualar ments are made to investigate instability pressufe waves
slender vortex- -a member of a family of exact solutions in a 8.S9-cm diameter jet for an ontripped inilia condi-
found by R. R. Longl--corisists of a ring jet acram. tion, an initial condition due toea. trip ring, and an iaitial
which the swirl velocity changes from rigid rotation to

* a potential vortex. Such a structure occurs when thme condition due to a circular grid. The transfer-function.
the axial flux of axial momentum is much-i larger than the, and the coherence ai.ý measured with & pair of micra-
axial flux of angular momentu=. At axial wave lengthis. phones at the same distance from the jet centerliine bunt
comparable to ths vortex width, the instability at separated axidally by 5.08-cu.L
infinite Reynolds number is governed by sinuous and *vrrpTcnlgIc
varicose flickley modes. Lang-wave instabilities, how-.. edu ehtlgIc
ever, involve the three-dimensionality of the vortex,

4. arid so deviate from the Bickley modes. Modifications of 11:13
the these long-wave imrisicid modes at large but finite BE 2 Tmerature Effect an Entrainment of an
Reynolds number are presented. Becauve the exact vortex EJliiptic-aT -jet, ?IAISTIN, TOM & HO0, CHIH-MtING,

* solution has radial ve].ocity larger chant 1/Re, such Univ. So. -Calif. 5 -- Previ~ous studies or, an eJ..ip-
viscous corrections to the inertial modes are never t=mcai j~et ha~vTg an aspect ratio of 2.1 have
solutions ot a paral3.ol-f)ow equation. revealed a ohenomenal difference of as much as'

500% increased entrainment commoared to an or-
'Long, R. R. , J. Fluid Hahiet. 11. 611 (1961) dinary circular jet. Presently' we are exaitmin-
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Sunday Morning

ing the effects of temperature on the develop- fee and shrouded jets (ejectors orthrust augmentoss). Hot-wire
ment of a iet. Preliminary studies of the el- measurements were made at the exitofashrouded jet at Re of
liptical jet at exit temperatures up to 250 C 100.000. The mean velocir/ profiles show a significant
have shown a further increase of 30% in the el- increase of entrainment for the shrouded blooming jet
liptical jet's entrainment rate over the un- compared to the shrouded natural jet. The jet response to
heated case. We will measure the jet's mean different amplitudes of both the axial and the helical excitation
and fluctuating temperature field along with is documented by ve:iocity and tenpa-ature profiles. Flow
its associated velocity components by means of visualizanon reveal, the robust nature of the shrouded
a combined hot-wire and cold-wire probe. A cor- blooming jet
relation will be deduced to determine the sig-
nificance that temperature has upon an ellipti- *Work supported by AFOSR Contact F49620-8-K-0020.

"cal jet's inherent entrainment.

*Supported by the AFOSR Grant No. F49620-85-C-
0080.

11:26 SESSION BF: TURBULENCE--MODELING I

BE3 Dynamics of Turbulent JeVs near a Free Sunday morning. 20 November 1988
£ilz..ana.* K. Madnia and L.P. Bernal, U llOKnoxHallatllO90
klJsUa. -- The interaction of the .free surface P.S. Bernard, presiding
with a turbulent round underwater jet has been
studied experimentally. Hot film axial velocity
measurements were conducted to etudy the effect 11:00
of the free surface on the jet turbulence. Mean BFI Secon d order modelin of low ReynoIds number turb-
and rms values of the velocity fluctuation were ulence near walls. T.H. SHIH Center for Turbulence Research
measured along directions parallel and and N.N. MANSOUR N A set of second order do.
perpendicular to the surface for several jet
depths. The jet flow structure is altered by the sure models for low-Reynolds number turbulence is proposed for
interaction with the free surface. The velocit', the simulation of wall bounded flows without using wall func-
profiles show an increase of the maximum mean tions. The wall -effect is built in the pressure- -strain con-elation
velocity compared to the free jet. The jet term of the Reynolds-stress equation and inI lhe modeled terms
growth rate in the direction parallel to the of the dissipation rate equation. We find that realizability is
fr:ee surface is larger by a factor of 1.4
compared to the growth in the direction particularl'" important for modeling the near wall turbulence.
perpendicular to the surface. Simultaneous and is used it the present models to ensure that the modeled
measurements of the surface curvature and the eqrations will have no unphysical behavior near the wall. The
jet axial vclocity aro being conducted o i present itndes are particularly suitable for surfaces of arbitrary
additional insight on the mechanisms of
generation of surface waves and motions by the topology since they do not use the wal distance as a parame
jet turbulence. ter. The models are tested by computing the fully developed
"*Supported by ONR.Contract no.N000184-86-K-0684. channel flow. The full set of equations are used to compute the

mean velocity, all the Reynolds stresses and the dissipation rate
of the turbulent kinetic energy. We find reasonable agreement

11:39P13 between the predictions and the data for a fully-developed tur-
HE 4 Excitation of an Axisynimetric let at
Fundamental and Subharmonic Frecuencien G. pjjMAN* bulent channel flow.
and E. J. RICE NASA Lewis Research Center. Cleve-land, OH. -- The a~xisymmetric jet mii layer cm• n•

be controlled by generating resonant interactions, such 11:13
as the rjaoniance between a fundamental waves and its BF 2 Turbulence Modeling in Rotattng Frames of
-bhirmunic. Expments wer performe at a Mach Reference. C.G. SPEZIALE, ICASE-NASA Langley Research

number of 0.AS with fc-idamental and subhuratonic ci Center. -- The effect of an arbitrary, time-dependent
tations at Strou-al numbers of 0.4 and 0.2 respectively, change of frame on the structure of turbulence models is
The initial phaw diffuenoe between the two excitation examined from a basic theoretical standpoint. It- is
components was varied at intervals of 45 deZree for one proven from the Navier-Stokes equations that turbulence
full cycle of the fundamental. The fundan,.ta velocity models must be form invariant under arbitrary trans-
excitation level waseqnal to 7 percent of the jet exit m lationai accelerations ot the reference frame. Morelcitaand thevratiol f fundatentamlfsubhzontenjc waex5 i importantly, it is shown that turbulence models should
Phase averaged coherent velocitie, were recorded at the only be affected by rotations of the reference frame
two frequencies along the jet centerline. At certain v&- through the intrinsic mean vorticity-a rotational
ues of the initial pitsse difference the growth of the sub- dependence that must vanish If the flow becomes two
harmonic wu significantly augmented, while the growth dimensional (the constraint referred to as material
of the fundamental remained unaffected. Mean velocity frame-indifference in the limit of two-dinensional
measuremnents along the jet centerline showed that the turbulence). A direct application of these invariance
initial phase difference which produced the largest mub- properties along with the Taylor-Proudman Theorem and
harmonic augmentation also produced the highest cen- Rapid Distortion Theory are shown to yield powerful
terline mean velocity decay rate. constrainr.s on the allowable form of turbulence models*Sverdrup Techvoloy, Inc. which are seriously violated by most of the commonly

used models. Alkternative turbulence models with in-
proved properties in rotating fremes are developed and

11:52 some simple applications are considered.

BE 5 Effect of D•uI-MsCx..Excitation on Jet *Partially supported by OUR Contract N00014-85-K-0238
tagiam t.* PJ. Juvet and W.C. Reynolds St a

Uvlixvi•i. - Round jets subject to dual-mode dual-frequency
acoustic excitation have been shown to spreat moore rapidly
than natural ijts. When the ratio of symmetric to helical 11:26
excitation frequencies is a non-integer, the jet blooms and BF 3 Analysis of Turbulent Flows by a Thlermodynamically
sends vortex rings in all directions. Blooming occurs in both Consistent Rate-dePendent Model. SJ. CHOWDHURY and

Vol. 33, No. 10 (1988) 2238



Tuesday Afternoon

up to ten percent exists for the riblet-mounted wall in comparison with the two intersecting walls. These results ame used to investigate
the smooth wall of the chamnncl. For the first me, we present detailed anisotrupi-. turbulence models and bouidary-conditions for modeling 1f
turbulent statistics in a complex geometry. These results are in excelent such flows. The vortex dynamics responsible for generation of the
agreement with available experimenW data and provide a quantitadve secondary flow are discussed.
picture of the drag reduction mechanism of the riblets.

Work supported by NSF.
SESSION JB: TURBULENI JETS III

16:34 Tuesday afternoon, 26 November 1991

JA 4 Numerical Simulation of Two-Dimensional Vonice•*. Grade Ballroom B at 15:55

DANIEL C. CHAN, University of Southe=n California - We used a
pseudo-spectral method to simulate the interactions of two-dimensional
vortices inside a spatially periodic square domain, which was initially
filled with an array of 6x6 counter-rotating vortices. Reynolds 15:55
numbers, based on the diameter and rotational speed of the vortices, of JB 1 Small-Scale Tonologv of a 2:1 Asect-Raiao -Ellintic Jet.
100. 1,000 and 10,000 were used. respectively in conjunction with THOMAS AUSTIN and HO, CHI]H-MING,- y. So. Cauj.--The
1024x1024 collocation points. Temporal integration equal to small-scalc topology of a homogeneous, subsonic elliptic jet is
approximately 50 large zddy tumo,,er time was performed. Vortex investigated for the purpose of controlling small-scale transition and,
pairing was observed at Reynolds number of 100. For Reynolds ultimawly, fint.-s-ale mixing. The leng scale of the small structures
numbers which were higher than 1000, turbulent flow field was responsible for -nergy dissipation is found to be larger than the
generated by tCe onset of hydrodynamic instability arld inverse Kolmogorov scale and smaller than the Taylor microscale. The
cascading was observed in the later stage of the interactions. The slope streamwise velocity fluctumions arc measured within the first ten *et exit
of ihe energy spectrum at the inertial subrange changed with time and in diameters in the shear layer over the range, Red= 3xf1, 4-1.7xI0. The
some instances, the theoretical value of -3 was predicted. data is analyzed by the EUniK-_YU-;giuntiny ntethod, which yields

population distributions and iength scales of the smnll-scale activity.
*work supervised by Prof. Tony Maxworthy and J.A. Domaradzki The flow will be actively controlled by acoustic foreing at the jet exit to

increase small-scale production and enhance fine-scale mixing.

16:47 Supported by AFOSR Grant No. 90-0301.
J&5 D •,iyrctnuieri Sicmulation of a Turbulent Boundary Layer
with Heat Trnsfer.a D.M. BELL, J.H. FERZIGER, ,,anf.dUi ., P.
R. SPALART, ... ing.--- The unsteady, three-dimensional, 16:08
incompressible Na.ier-Stokes equations, and the passive scalar form of JB 2 Instanneous Sparial Strucre of a Confined SwirlingeFloy
the energy equation, are solved numerically for the spaiially-developing DUNSKY & C.F. EDWARDS, 51I,_[ i o_.•[m glia -
flat-plate boundary layer. The solution for several Prandtl numbers is instantaneous spatial structure of a co.mfied sw.irl-ing flow juwnsor
computed simultaneously with a -ingle flc,-" field soludQoF. Rebuks have various throat geometries is investigated via transient planar Mie sc;
been obtained for ruonenntun thickness Reynolds numbers 300 < Re0 < imaging. The flow corresponds to the cold flow conditions in the
700, and Pr = 0. 1, 0-71. and 2.0. The computed mean profiles, integral axisymnetric optical access research furnace. This furnace is used for su
quantities and turbulence quantities agree very well with experiments, swirl-stabilized combusting sprays, and has an octagonal cross sectit
The results also support the Reynolds analogy for Pr = 0.7 and 2.0, but area-equivalent diameter of 58.5 cm, and throat diameters ranging from I
not for Pr = 0.1, at these Reynolds numbes cm. Previous LDV studio:, indicate that typical tiam-averaged ax

tangential velocity components in the turbulent flow are 10 and
"'This work is supported with funding from Wright Pattson and NAS. respectively. The planar Mic scattering technique allows for unaml

visualization of flow structure by slicing through the flow with a thin -

laser light sheet it various locations in the axia/radial and radiial/at
17.-00 planes. Typical images obtained in a diarietral plane of the flow
.A 6 Large Scale SctruqvsinEriocally Forced 2-D Flows. B. structures of various scales not resolved by time-averaged measuremet
NTCOLAENKO, A4.1ona SLte UnJiv., Z.S. SHE. . - suggest that a vorticity description may be appropriate for characteriz
The dynamics of large scale structures in 2-D flow, is related to both type of flow.
emtrophy cascade and inverse energy cascade. We present results froin
large-scale simulations of 2-D generalized Kolmozorov flows at Re - 16.211
10.00. 'lTes we forced flows with shear instabilities, with a force 1 3 The Effect of Velocity and Density Ratio on the Mixins of
periodically modulated in space. Specific forces considered are i) Subsonic lets. PJ. STRYKOWSKI, jInj'. Mjinna, , and A.
anisorropic forces with a single large-.scnle Fourier wave-vector KROTHAPALLI, Florida A&M Univ. & Florida State U Jniv. -- Recent
component, and ii) isotropic forces with a tandom Fourier wave vector studies in low-speed jetsi indicate that mixin& and entrainment can be ,
distribution on a fixed spherical shell. Both cases are simulated with effectively controlled by establishing coun.ercurrent mixing in the jet
and without stochastic noise. The anistropic case is characterized by shear layers; countercurrent mixing is created by appiying suction
strong competing dynamics between large-scale rotating coherent around the jet periphery. In the present investigation the effect of
vortices and Saffman vortex sheets. The local shearing effects result in suction (velocity ratio) on jet mixing is examined in a subsonic circular
localized enstrophy cascades, which we dcmonstiate as a wave-like jet up to a Mach number of unity. In addition, experiments were
propagation of enstrophy toward small scales. The isotropic case performed at density ratios Pj./Ptnubient between 0.5 and 1 by heating
exhibits large-scale structures in the streamline patterns, with some the jet The experiments were designed to map the mixing properties of
evidence of inverse energy cancadc, whereas vorticity remains turbulent the jet in the velocity-nitiofdensity-mtio plane at several subsonic Mach
at small scales, numbers. Measuements reveal that above a critical velocity ratio the jet .

mixing can be significantly enhanced. This enhancement is due to a
strong forcing of the jet at supercritical velocity ratios, which we believe.
is related to the absolutely unstable nature of the velocity profiles in the '

17:13near field of the jet.
JA 7 Direct Numerical Simulation of Turbulent ow in a St.uar
CIannrd. A. HUS'ER and S. BIRINGEN, U n.. of oStrykowski, P.J. & Niccum, D.L. 1991 J. Fluid Mech. 227, 309-
- A study for generating an accurate description of a fully developed, 343.
low Reynolds number, anisotrmic turbulent flow in a square channel is
l.ptsenlted. The numerical scheme employs a time-splitting method to
integratr the full Navier-Stokes equations using spectraWnite difft.rence 16:34
discl.-tization on a staggesed mesh. 1r / Differential Molecular Diffusion at igh Schmidt Numbers in

Tm,' averaged results are compared with the available experimental Turbulenit Water Jets. I.R. SAYLOR & KR. SREE_•JVASAN, Yak
results. Higher order correlations are prmsented with emphasis on the U1. - Two-dimensional laser induced fluorescence imaging was used to

/ behaviot of the Reynolds stress and the dissipanon rate budgets along determine whether differerces in the molecular diffusivity of passive *'

Vol. 36, No. 10 (1991) 2710
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ENTRAINMENT OF ASYMMETRIC JETS

AFOSR CONTRACT NO. F49620-82-K-0019

Chih-Ming Ho and Thomas Austin

Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Southern California

Los Angeles, California 90089-1191

SUMMARY

The control of mass transfer between two streams of fluids is an important technological
problem in turbulence research. Ho and Gutmark [19871 found that a small aspect ratio
elliptic jet can entrain approximately five times more mass as compared with a circular
jet. This efficient passive control technique was due to a new entrainment mechanism -
unsteady deformation of vortical structures caused by self-induction. In this presentation,
we sumin,,anilu zonmt recent studies in this area.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS

Homogeneous Elliptic Jet:

In many engineering devices, the efficiency will be much improved, if the mass transfer in
the transverse direction cdn be increased. The large vortical structures are responsible
for engulfing fluids from both streams and mix them in the shear region. In a two-
dimensional flow, the coalescense of Lhese structures was identified to he the main
entrainment me:hanism [Winant and Browand 1974].

Ho and Gutmark [1982, 1987j found that an elliptic jet can entrain several times more fluid
than a two-dimensional jet, either a circular or a plane jet [Fig. 11. More importantly, they
identified a new mechanism, other than vortex merging, for mass transfer. The self-
induction of an elliptic vortex ring will make the structure switch its axis orientation. The
vortex element near the minor axis moves outward and the vortex near the major axis
moves toward the jet axis. This process makes a large amount of ambient fluid move
into the jet near the original minor axis region.

Hot Elliptic Jet:

One of the main applications of entrainment enhancement is to improve the efficiency of
combustion. The high temperature gradient between the ambient cold fluid and the hot
combustion jEt will certainly modify the vorticity distribution of the coherent structures.
Hence the self-induction will also be affected. In order to examine the tamperature
effects on the entrainment, we installed electric heaters in the elliptic jet and can neat the
jet upto 5000 F. In this way, we can isolate the influences of the temperature and the
chemical reaction on the vortex deformation.



2

The entrainment rate of the hot jet was found to be about 25% above the cold elliptic jet
[Fig. 21. Apparently, the axi -switching must be modified by the temperature gradient.
Based upon the time averaged velocity profiles, we found that the switching position is
changed (Fig. 31. The reasons for the changes of switching position and the more
efficient mass entrainment are not clear yet. However, it is obvious that a fundamental
understanding of this process will lead to further development of the entrainment control
techniques.

Elliotic Jet with Combustion:

The advantages of using an elliptic jet in combustion is also phenomenal. Schadow et al.
(19841 used a 3:1 elliptical nozzle in a premixed jet flame. Toey found that the centerline
temperature increased sharply a short distance from the elliptic nozzle. At end of the
test section, the temperature was much higher than that of a circular jet [Fig. 41. By
using some other asymmetric nozz!es, they were not only able to increase the
combustion efficiency but also minimize the combustion instability.

Supersonic Asymmetric Jet:

The spreading rate of a supersonic shear layer is much slower than that of a subsonic
flow. Obviously, the combustion efficiency of supersonic flame is hindered much by the
low mixing rate. This is the most pressing problem in developing a hypersonic aircraft.
In a preliminary experiment, we found that by using the small aspect rectangular nozzle it
was possible to enhance the entrainment as it did in the subsonic flow. Fig. 5 shows the
spreading of several shear layers. The M = 2.4 flows spread slower than the M = 0.6
flows. However, the improvement of the rectangu!ar nozzle over the circu!ar nozzle is
about the same for both supersonic and subsonic jets in the far downstream locations. In
the near field, we did not measure the mass flow rate, but the variations of the cross-
section area ratios are similar for supersonic and subsonic cases [Fig. 61. Hence, we
expect that tne supersonic rectangular jet will entrain much more mass than that of a
supersonic circular jet in the region near the nozzle.
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ABSTRACT In engineering devices involving chemical reaction,
it is important to be able to control the mass transfer between
two streams of fluids. Ho and Gutmark [1] useu a small aspect
ratio elliptic jet which can significantly enhance the
entrainment. This efficient passive control technique is due to
the unsteady deformation of 3-D vortical structures caused by
self-induction.

l.Passive and Active Control of Free Shear Layers
The possibility of controlling the mass transfer in the

transverse direction of a shear layer is important in improving
the efficiency of devices with chemical reaction. In a
two-dimensional flow, the coalescense of the vortical
structures in the shear layer was identified to be the main
entrainment mechanism [2]. If the vortex merging is
prohibited, the growth of the mixing layer is stopped or even
decreased [3]. On the other hand, if the shear layer is
actively perturbed by the subharmonics of the most amplified
frequency, multiple vortices will merge simultaneously 14].
The growth of the shear layer is increased.

The spatial development of the shear layer is extremely
sensitive to the initial perturbations or the boundary
conditions. The alternative approach of controlling the
enhancement is to change the upstream boundary condition of the
shear layer. Ho and Gutmark [1, 5] found that a jet with an
elliptic nozzle can entrain much more fluid than that of a
circular or a plane jet [Fig. 1]. This passive control method
is even more advantageous for engineering applications, because
no delicate forcing arrangement is required. More importantly,
they identified a new entrainment mechanism; the self-induction
of an elliptic vortex ring makes the structure switch its axis
orientation, the vortex element near the minor axis moves
outward and makes a lprge amount of ambient fluid move into the
jet near the minor axis region. This concept can be
generalized and used in other flow configurations, such as
combustion chamber.

2.Applications in Combustion
The ramjet is a device which can be benifited by the

entrianment contol technique. There is a short distance from
the flame holder to the exhaust nozzle. Combustion needs to be
accomplished during a short residence time and combusti.on



instability has been a troublesome problem. The advantages of
using an elliptic jet in the ramjet has been shown to be
phenomenal. Schadow et al. [6] used a 3:1 elliptical nozzle
in a jet with combustion. They found that the centerline
temperature increased sha:ply a short distance from the
elliptic nozzle. At the end of the jet potential core, the
temperature
was much higher than that of a circular jet [Fig. 2].

The combustion instability problem was alivated by using
another type of asymmetric nozzle. They used a triangular
nozzle and injected fuel near the tips of the triangle [7]. In
this way, the fuel is mixed by the small eddies near the tips
and the large structures do not trigger the combustion
instability.

3.Supersoniz Asymmetric Jet
The spreading rate of a supersonic shear layer is much

slower than that of a qubsonic flow and the combuscion
efficiency of supersonic flame is hindered by the low
mixing rate. Actually, this is the most pressing problem in
developing a hypersonic aircraft. In a preliminary experiment,
we fcund that the small aspect ratio rectangular nozzle could
enhance the entrainment as it did in the subsonic flow [8].

In general, the supersonic flows spread slower than that
of subsonic flows. However, the entrainment improvement of the
rectangular nozzle over the circular nozzle is about the same
for both supersonic and subsonic jets in the far downstream
locations. Near the Nozzle, the variations of the
cross-section area ratios, indicating the shear layer
spreading, are similar for supersonic and subsonic cases.
Hence, we expect that the supersonic rectangular jet will
entrain more mass than that of a supersonic circular jet in the
region near the nozzle.
4.Asymmetric Jet in Confinement

Most of the combustion is taking place inside a confined
space. The entrainment process is very different from a shear
layer in the tree space. As has been pointed out in our
previous findings [1] the unsteadv evolution of the vortex
structures can engulf the fluids into the mixing region. We
used a 2:1 aspect ratio rectangular jet in a confined
environment. The deformation of the vortical structures was
found to be much more convoluted than those in a free jet.
These deformations are produced by the local 3-D shear layer
and the induction of the image vortex. In other words, a
properly designed confinement should be able to facilitate the
mixing process.
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1. ktaoductlon

The study of tudAwlent jet shear Blow pLays an Impotunt role in numerous engineering Rpplmlon. Frce and

confined jets are common devices preent in mizing prcmses and the ixoduction. of d=rSL It is ther~re des-frams Mo

control miing, or the trander of mass, heat arid mnomentum. Comhustiou is an extremely corn Ucated proces

involving fluld dyw=4ca chemical hndsanti acoustc In~ctIoiu Heat releas in subsoni a2M m.ionL dzemicafly

reacting flow is believed to be asociated veith vanex dynamica in which WFr scales provide the bulk of mixin

between the fuel and cadd~mm Sucocssle interactons anmmg large scals produce smahvc =6le which in twa gwc fts

towards fine mixing and initiate reactions leading to combustion at the molecular levdl WVin hLA is released in a

cbcrri.li reacting turbulent shear layer the resuting Sow Is characterized by a nonconstant density field whose

iSM5d CU-hM-,0dvCOIPC- t Ct=MABS1I'd U7iAW. Ch~ .11 iU7 i3 hapoD= 10 Wahun LILI tLe dIiectt

coupled efcts that torbule . shear flow and acxnbustlon prow~w have upon echt other. Therefor, to control znd to

irupwuv combustion dwcv.harctsac one needs to passively, if not activly, direc the developmcoial processs of large

and srnall-wsce sructums In shear lws.

L I WPOCicJ

A pusire~ method of enhaucing die ate: of entrainment by as much 2s 500% in subsonic open nonde flmw has

been obtained by uxxllfyng citauar nozale geometry to a I.1I aspect-ratio elftse-' (fig=r 1) This design offers a

passive MiXing Control kdcvl2e and, xire ~npatlny, it iS MUre efiCIent than eidia 2 OW~tiOWi1 tw4U-dinenO:i1 Or

axisynamri zzulc. Smill aspect-ratio elliptic ntrrdc bnv ctbJI~td s~gifl Antky higi~er spreadig aWend mrlinicnt



rates providing improved large-scale mixing propties. This concept has bcen successully demonstrated at both

subsonic2 and supersonic conditons,3 in a confined dump combustor,4 and in hgh-temperaturc ramjet facilities

yielding incr=sd combustion eicincy'

Toroidal elliptic vortices are shed at the eliptic nozle ext. They are ch c==d by vaying radii of curvature

such that the section of the ring in the major axis plane with minimum radius of curvature is convected fster

downstream by nature of the Blot-Savart Isw of induction than the rumor axis section of maximium radius of currature.

The faster moving section of the major axis section convects forwAr as it bends inward decreasing its local radius of

curvatur until it maiches the radius of curvanire of the minor axis section which is concurrtndy moving outwaids. This

process of se In-b ciion is the principle mcchanism driving entrainment in a 2:1 aspa-r•do elliptic jet by mezsurement

which indicate as much as ten times more enrainment in the minor axis than die major axis region of a2:1 aspect-ratio

elliptic jet. The phenomenon of axis swUcbitg occurs when the initially elliptic ring momentarily sustains a circular

conliguration following a series of downstem distortions. These dynamics which are unique to thre-dimensonal

nozdes dramatically e•he spreading and mixing in small-apec ratio elliptic )e ows.

Recent measuremets reveal that initial conditions in three-dimme onal jet nmls profbund 2her the downstream

evolution of the flaw. Two prminent tatures associated with the flow, the location of the fhr. axis switching and mass

entrainment, were found to vary sgnificf y with exit velocity and ezit mmpezature. 'the location of the first axis

switching of the elliptic vortices Increased downmtream in direct proportion to tde mean exit velocity and in inverse

proportion to the mean exit tempc=razue. Accordingly, mcasuremes of the mass eirainment inarased ith higher

eat temperanrm and decreased with higher eit wlocte These resulm staffirm the existence of a strong correlation

between the dynamics of the ellptc vomtx rings and their associaed axis switchings with mass entrainment by the

Large scales verfyig that the flow is drive by self-Wnucfti ellptic: vortcm!

1-2 !be Sr~cw

Turbulent =ar fAow are now imewn to be composed of srcte ofvarying dimension and are charzacied by

a specific phase coherency 7 The process of turbulent mixing begins with the ent-ainment of ambient fluid into the

flow by either merging or self-inducting large-scale vortices. In plane mixing layers' and axisymmetric jet flows' the

dynamics of vorte merging is responsible for the growth of the turbulent shear layr in both homogeneous flows and

chemically reatng mixing iayer 0 However, in the d're.dmensional flow fields chaacteristic of elliptic jets a second

mechanism cs-d by the selfinduction motions of the azimuthally deformed elliptic vortices controls lare-scale

ming, Self-fnductlon is responsible ke the elliptic jes large rate of enuainmen and its efect upon the mean flow is

evident in dte constant velocity contours at downsteam jet cross-sections. (figure 2)

Succssive interactios among the enermctc, coherent spanwise (or torokdal) and sreamwise lar,-scale structures

2



tespectvely, Instigam the pioductioa of umall, hrec.diienksmoi scales within dhe cores of the vortces coinciding

with the turbulent transition region.'1 The onset of small scales convolutes the tpology of he larg scales thereby

increasing the intedcial surtice area.MTe engulfed is broken down into smaller homogeneous parceLs and

the process concludes at scales below the Kolmogoror microscale where molecular dusion smears out rena.ing

velocity gradents and chemial processes are Initiated. The most probble length scale of the small structures lies

between the Kolmogorov microscale and the Taylor micruscale and this small scale appears to be responsible for

dissipating most o the kinetic en y of the mean flow into heat thereby steeing &ie miWng proos towards completion!'

Products of chewl reactions concentrate within die large scles and in particular among the sili-sc*le regionss.

Planar laser induced fuorescence flow vLsualitton of hydroxyl concentrations reveal the existence of combustion

products within vortex cores." Therefore, small scale concentrations appear to overlav ,ones of combustion in

reacM g shear Lyr ad increased mal"lc production nazs fine-mixing which enhances combustion.

13 Evet~agmo Iffects

Non-reacting turbulent free shear layers" and combuston processes" have been shown to be sensitive to the

external excitation corresponding to the intia bility frequency dic*ing their formation. This fact reinforces the

possibility of indirecdy coantilng combustion by the passiv and aive methods wciesslly employed in controlling

coherent strucures in non-reacting shear layers. The reasons for controlling cmbustion are three-fold, to raise the

amount of energy released and inczase thrust; to extend immability limits thereby broadening the operational range

and to eliminate potentially disastrum combustio instbilities Zohar has enhanced small-scale production in a plane

mixing layer by forcing ar the shar layer Mode plu its firSt ubhannoni(cfigUr 3) JM are uniquely characteried by

two length scales, their initi momentum thickness an exit diameter. Prvfmid mode forcing involves acoustic forcing

at the frequency corresponding tu a constant Strouhal number (nondinesional frequency) based on the exit diameter,

Sto =0.4.17 Its global effect on the ensuing shear layer is to delay vorte merging by driving the creation of larger

st-ictures and isolating the eects of self-Induction from vortex pairing in 2n elliptic jet.

Operation of hypersonic aerospace vehies, the United States NatiorrA Aerospace Plane and vehicles similar to it4

will require supersonic mibng inside scraamt combusturs. Potential benefits arising from the applicaion of elliptic

shaped nozales include, unproved combLstion efdency the alleviation of combisto instabit"r, subsonic ad supersonic

exhaust noise reduction; vectored thrust for increased aircraft agiliry, thrust auguienettion ejectors for Vernical/Short

Takeoff or Landing aircraft; airca engine infrared signature reducdion contributing uwards ste:lth;' laser ejector

pumps; and improved steam ejectors in heat-actuated hear pumps'.

3
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1 - importance of understanding the role of the smaller structre in nixng procem-es motivates our curnt

research. in twodimesonal flow, induding plane mmng hyers and aisymmeic jet, the process of vortex merging is

responsible for entrainment and small-scale productio. Howeve, in three-dimnscional flow fields vort= self-induction

dominates entrainment. Therefore, it is important to study the effect of self-induction on the genetm on of small scales

in elliptic jets. It is proposed to actively exaite the flow field by means of acoustic forcing in an attempt to control

small-scale producion and improve fine-scale mixing. In this light the small-scale topology of a homogeneous, subsonic

2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet is investigated for the purpose of controlling small-scakL transition and, ultimate, fine-scale

mixing Streamwise velocity fluctuations are. measured and analyzed by phase-averaging and Peak-Valley-Counting

methods in a region four semimajor, a, axis diameters downstream of the exit where the flow is becoming fully

turbulent.

2. E ertmenta hedure

ZIJet fadity

The experimental subsonic jet facility is driven by multiple ccntrifugl blowers in parallel and operates at a

maximum exit velocity of 85 m/s bordering the upper ilmit of incomprAglity. The flow enters an anechoikally treated

cylindrical chamber, contacts into an aluminum stmaudan chamber of aonm t d-iameue' n.ass .,.c...i -2=ni•um

honeycomb, aluminum foam, and a series of fin wire mesh screens where the flow field becomes more unlform and

less turbulent. An aluminum composite nozle smoothly cntraats to a 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptical orifice with dimensions

of 2" (major =s, 2a) by 1" (min axis, 2b). (seefigar 4).

A small azimuthally symmetrc lorclng chamber is machined Into the nozze eit xmnitting complete ircumtenrmal

acoustir forcing of the initial shear layer. (figure 5) Four Realistic 13 speakers with a response rang betwemn 100 Hz

and 15 kI4W emit at opposed ends of the major and minr as, respecfively, at the na= exit to permur the flow. The

speakers ar p,-wer,, •b a --i tIw--'E Carver M-200t i20W per channel power amplifiers. The output is

synthesized by either a B&K function generator which sends continuous sinewaves, a simple abitrary waveform

transmitted by an RC EleF1ronics Waveform Generator or a more complicated high-frquency wavform sent via a

L-channel Data Translation DT-2814 digital-to-analog converter. The ucoustic field generated by the azimuthally

positioned speakers was uniform a=os the span to within 5% of the UMS presstur levels measured by a microphone at

the exit.

Turbulent velocity signals containing the signatm of the large and small scales in the shear lar as well as the

inotational fluctuations induced into th quiescent fluid by the nassage of the large scales are sampled by two Dantec

55P71 hot-wire probes connecw d to a constant-wtmperatum circuit which provides a flat fequmncy response to 30 kl-z.

The sensor consists of a 0.0001" diameter platinum-10% rhodium wire attached to 0.75 mm wide probes mounted on a

4



mlctocomputer controed tame systm trandatabk In thm.dimcioins. Hencc, small scales larger than the probe

separation with frtquencies small than the operating range of the hot-wire circle are resolvable. ThIs places an

efectie uppe: limit of 50 m/s at the exit upon the operation of dte fality. The fluctuating data is digitized, recorded

and nalyzed by a PC AT micomputer-controled analog-digitil convexr at acquisition ram up to 1 MHz. FWa

processing Li perixmed on a Macintsh lifx wouriatkm.

2.2 PAk-Va, dy,.oWt g Mdahd

Measurements of longitudinal velocity fluctuations are undertaken throughout a ros-sectional cut orthogonal to

the mean flowv four semimajor a= lengths dowstream. Every data time record contained at least 15,000 =a scales

and 2,000 lage s&ale muctums to insure staistical reliability. The velocit tyces contmn lowiretuency fluctuations

caused by the Larp-scale strucu= and higher frequency fluctuations som of which are due to the presence of small

scales. Phase-v d data from the second hot-wire prom-e local large-scale statistics allowing for the purposes of

zonditionaI avmegg. The Pea-Vailey-Counting method developed by Hu2n? an Hsiao" an improved by Zolr

was used to detect the small-scale structcu .This algorithm genemm a pulse train cortesponding to the proper loczI

tr associated with small-s•le fluctuations in a aubulent velocity signal by employing a series of logical conditions.

(figur 6") The final Locnons of te tual =mal-=l fltuatIons arc obmied by disc-imiaig amoig the 'peak' a•d

A.leys'of the tme signal which Indudes the removaL f se fltuatimons, erroneow consecutive maima (or minika),

amioiive rtcr noise componen and ramdom higb-firquency noise by incorporating specific amplitude and

temporal thr levels throughout the five stages of the algmrdm.

3. Rulb and DMlss

3.1 hut"a Co~sdikUu

The small-scale toology of the elliptic let was kvetigated at an exit velocity, U. - 45 n• courre nding to a

Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter of l0. Two cases ar considered, firs the natura flow and second, the

jet emxited at its Prefrred Mode by forcing at4 - 570 Hz with an ampltude of 12% of the fre sUe=Ma mean velocity at

the centerline of the jet exit. The initWd momentum thicness, 0, for the unfumm case Is 0.12 mm corresponding to a

Rcynokis num=r based on ibnidl momentum thickness of 10W, and increases to 0.33 mm under fxcing.

The shear layer initiay rolls-up via the kylvin-Ielmholtz Instabil ty mechanism Into vortices two instability

wavelengths, A, downstream at the ie n corresponding to shar hM Strouhal number, S% = f NO0 = 0.017 in

accrdance with n instanity dteory." Mhe power spectra obtained from a fast fourier transform analysis of the

initial unforced flow reveals the initial frEiqueny and it irsc mubbarhmoirc indicatve of votux pairig at four X0

downstream. (figures, 2,7b) Prerrd mode frcing effeively sppresm vomr pairing at the f&st imnzabilty ftcqucnq
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ubhbamonlc and instead pumps energy from the mean flow to form larger move coheret voric at 570 Iz by the

leck'ke ineracdo process. (figures 7c, 7d) There-fio, in the brced case only the efcf of elf-tnducrton dicm

theevotonofthe owall as pcti n ofthe sm l sue

3.2 SMreanwiw Heasena

The mean ceterldne velocity distribution with respect to downstream disfn illustrates the dramatic effect of

forcing by die dcased length of the potential core regio in the elliptic jet from /a = 5 to•a = -3 and a 33% smaller

mean velkcity further dawmntream In the turbulent region. (figure 8a) A smilar plot of the rot-me square velocity

shows twice as much Ructuating energy in the center of the low in the transitional region at the end of the potential

corc between /a- 4 to z/a - 7 which also coincides with the region of very large enarinm nto the mean flow.

(figure 8b)

Small-scale populations in the streamwise direction fr the unforc cse ame measued by the P•ak-Valley-Counting

method and reveal a sil picare simil to the plane mixing laye. (figure 9) The number of smallscaes increases

sharply from the fim vortex merng position at xA,- 4 to the second merging position at Ai,- & The distbution

peaks at the thd meging positio v 146, and graduly decreases downstream -there is no downstream asmptotic

pirwic ftgi~wL in die case of the plane nuzing hyer energy is comantly supplied to dhe mcan flow fron nora-tro

velocity regions above and below the shme layer. A ruzbulent je with mo co&w does no receive neg beyond the

e=it nowze and hence the kinetic energy of the flow Weld, which is Imparted to the smaHllscae struct:ures from the

large-scale structures via an =&V, camcd m zshlhor, s=ily deas downstream and is dissipated into hear by the

small scales.

A still unknown nonliner secondary histbk trlt s production of sm-41 sales within the am of the spanwise

large scales and uny be In part due to complen sfrchlng and tilting pro=es among the large scales. The region of

transition to full turbulence appears to follow the fir vorter merging and approaching compeencss after die second

vurten merging. Evidence of this Is provided by the number of small scles per iWU2a large scale as lculawd by the

Peak-Valle-Counig methodL ", the -5/3 slope of the rail-off opoent of the one-diensionia energy spectrump,

and increased chemical product concentration.? (figure 10) Hnce the location n/a- 4 in the lilptic jet flow w

qualified fir detiled investigaton of the amUl-,se topology beause it is at the third vortex merging locatn and is a

rtgon approaching fully mu znt coonditios.

3.3 &xaU-evk ropoloV

At four sesn*i c axs lengths dowatream. the amall-scale population densities were mapped out over a 12 by 12

grid encompassing a spaL, cross-sdaon intersecing the entire mean fkyw. Following symmetry checks only one
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quadrant in the flow am-section is measurtd. The Peak-vall-y.Counlng method detects and oucts spatial, temporal

and velodty information assodated with the smull-scale strucures embedded ta tde coherent Large scales yielding

population distrimtions, leng:h scales and f.equencies pertaining to the small-scale activity.

The mean velocity profile :across e major a=W minor =es, respecrtiy, at r/A= 4 show distortions in the profile

when die flaw is flhrccd at the Preferred Mode. These distortions var with the foxing level and one observes hi Sgenli

an increase in the jet width resulting in greater spreading of the flow field, in the minor zus in paricular. (figre. 11)

Density plots overlaid by constant populatbon contours of the number of snalU soles per local ar xsa show greatest

cootratlons o the small scales in the shear layer of the jet for both cases. (figure 12) The population distribution in

the unforced case appears 'fuller' with more cunarAre than the forced case. In general both contour plots appear

smilar in shape and density strongly suggesting that sdf-nduction dynamics gover the evolution of the elliptic jet

rather than the mechanism of vort c rSgin& The aimn number of small scales per local larg sale atuins a value

of 8.8 In the forced cased is 10% greaer n the peak of 8.1 nthe natulfow. Forcing at the fiquency predlicd

by linear instability thear increa2 te cohereni of the large sole strucrs by pha• ioddng them into a moe

unique frequency and pattern This would increase tie capacity of the large scale stru as to contain more smaller

scales as described here. It is interesting to note that fr both natural and forced cases the maxiumm number of small

,u - d ie -r axis -cruion oi the shear laer rather thin the minor axis. Previous measrments hv•

shown that the minor axis region of an elliptic jet fow are hraicterizd by larger spreadng rAtes and cxxsequendy

entrain m fluLd. Hwcvr, due to the nanwt ut the unsteadily defixming elliptic vortices whidi comprise the annular

shear laye other cross.sectional furthe mezs ents at upstram and downitrem smamwlse lcations ate necesmy

before the fow topology an be fully understood.

The volume integral of the population density cotours representing the totl nwmmber of small.scale strucres

throughout the crossection reveled that the fkcced case produced 25% fewer total smail scales than the mnral case.

This finding is signiianx because vortex manjng has been believed to perhm an important role in the evolution of all

turbulent free shear ye however, now It appears that in the case of the threedimensional elliptic flow field the

dynamics of vorte= self-induction is responsibte for 75% of the sinalscale production. As the natur2l case did produce

25% more small scales than the fnrced case one can surmise that the stain rAte produced by vortex merging is more

effecti in the generatioi of small scales than that produced by the slNduction process. To increase the production

of small scales in an elliptic jet flow wuuld tbarefre suggtm forcing at the initial ility fttquency and its related

subbarmonics rather than the hved Mode fequency thereby promoting more energetic vortex merging.

Further analy of the mall-sca, popuktions were performed by etamining slices along the major as directon

at equivalent minor axis (z7b) stations. (figure 13) At first glanxx it appear. that the forred case (f=--f,) populations are

similar f not greater than their nantual (f=O) cuunterpww Carful observation a statons within the sher laze, zd =

7



0.76 through zb - 1.4, reveal greater population Levels near the core of the flaw which account for the 25% larger

number of sm2ll scls in the natural flow.

At every statko in the mi sumrd region the Peak-Val!ey.Counting method builds up a t icaay meauing hi: am

of the number of small scales c•-•ponding to a specific frqu y assocmd with the fluctuations of the small scLes.

The smnl-sC freuency histograms illustrate the sence of a most probable firquency gssoiatcd with the small

scales and that it is cmstant thromghout the entire ross-sectomal region of the flow. In the current investigation where

the Rem= 1d' the most probable frquency of the small sles is 13,900 Hz. Previous ntasurememts reveal the frequency

to increase with Rgynolds number. At the center of the flow there s little or no small-scale activity, but at incr_,sing

radially outward locatons along the major aids the histogam begis to Mk on a remagnizabl shape with a discernible

constant peak of the most probable small-scale fequenc. Finally at towards the edge of dr. shear layer the small-scale

frequency histograms diminish. (figuie 14) The forced case ihows similar prgesn along die major axis with the

same most probable small e firquenc. (figtur 15) A characteristic smal-sal kngt can be estimated as t,= UJ.-

1.6 ram, where f, represents the most probable small-scale frequency and comvection velodty is U,- U. x 0.6.

4. Conclusion

Preliminary invergations upon the small-scale topology of a 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet have been performed by

the Peak-Valley-Courang method. At an ealt velocity of 45 at the unforced ellptic jet ansiions to full turbulence at

the third vort= mergng. Downstream of this location eergy dissipation beconms gre than the level of kinetic

energy reiaining h the gow. Small scales am distrbcd mainly within the shear laer region and exhibit a prdrenm e

towards the majo, axis region. Acoustic forcing at the Prefrcd Mode effi:vety suppresses vortex merging and isolates

thde ecT of self-luction and cmuses grener spmreding of the mean flow fieU Forcin cmatc4 a 25% decrease in tL-

small-scale population but did not significauny alter the topoo' of the turblent smru Therebre, the mechanism

of self-induction is more desirable than vorm= merging in turbulent jet flows because it is responsible for improved

larg--s ci mixng and appears to be the dominant mechanism in the production of small sAles in the elliptic jet. These

results support the en nrawaig mports hlrolving eliptic nomi oer d lar nmw in echem recting pm nts.

Quantfitatrvely, Prefered Mode forcing decteased the number of small scales by 25% thereby reducing the small-scale

mixing process. The peaks of the fhequency histograms throughout he enter Mgion of interest for both natural and

forced cases yidded a most probable smallscale frequency, f, = 13,900 Hz, translating Into a characteristic small-scale

length, r, - 1.6 mnm Therefore the scale of fine urbulence is unchanged by forcing and it is constant at a given

Reynols number similar to the Taylor and Kolmororm micromales.

2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jets appear by many acounts to be very promising improvements over axisymmetric jet

I[ I I I8



configurations betmise of their enhnced lar,,m znd small-ecak mrzing characteriwcs. Further ria~iti~uoa of the

topology of the sm~kaIIsme structre and the auchanism. smcming dhi& rtbmnnun by the sefiter.actlniglarg.,oca

stuctures will significandy aid in the understandidng of controllng and ilraeu~ng production of die siial scales. This

end~vor vMl promote an understanding of the effect of fine-sca mating whk~t is wmtnL4 to asobard and supersonic

combustion processes

This work is suppurted by the Air Force Office of Sclment* Research under Grant No. AFOSR-90--0301
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Peak-VaI Iey-Counting Method

(a)

(b)

(C)

(d)

(e)

The pulse train of peaks anid valleys after the:
(a) 1st, (b) 2nd, (c) 3rd, (d) 4th and (e) 5th stage of the PVC algorithm.

Figure 6.
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Small Scale Population
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Abstract Light wave fronts turn and refract in variable
density flow owing to the variation in the index of

The turbulent flow of a heated subsonic elliptic jet refraction. In the basic schlieren system ordinary white
of 2:1 aspect ratio was studied experimentally. The flow light is focused into parallel beanms by being passed
structure was visualized using planar imaging by a through 3 lens and transmitted across a test section. See
focusing schlieren system and conventional still and .figure 1. A second lens subsequently focuses the rays
motion photography. Density gradients in an thereby fonning a final image. By blocking part of the
inhomogeneous flow permit visualization of the resultant light at the focus of the image with a knife edge the
bending light rays by a schlieren system. Focusing screen visualizes the gradient of density normal to the
Schlieren is a long overlooked improvement upon the knife edge.
criginai arrangement as it permits visualization of
individual plane sections of finite depth within a strati-
fied gas flow. Actual planar slices revealed individual ......
cross-sprrions of lar.-e-wcale voyrtical str-.xture5 acd *

small-scale three dimensional turbulence in the jet. .......-:

Introduction FIG. I Basic Schlieren System.

Flow visualization of heated jet flow is a simple Therefore, the deflected light in a schlieren system
and helpful tool to aid in the analysis of the dynamics of is intercepted prior to zhe formation of its image and the
turbulence. A heated iet can simulate the combustion sections of the field traversed by the light rays becomeprocess involving the mixing of hot fluid with ambient darker. Only a single plane is focused upon in thisair. The ability to visualize the flow dynamics in the manner, however, light is integrated along its entire path
increases the overall understanding of mixing and and the method does not yield a true image of a olane

on - within the flow. A more practical albeit larger schlieren
Light behaves as a series of wavefronts, such thatwhentwoplaie avesat mal anles ropgat inthe set-up replaces both lenses with inexpensive concave

when two plane waves at small angles propagate in the mirrors relocating the !ight source and screen off axis.3same direction, their amplitudes sum together. The Shadowgraphy is equivalent to schlieren visualization

resulting light wave will form light and dark fringes-- an exce phe is nokieedend the n displays
inteferncepatern Prngeseprazon s idictiv oftheexcept there is no knife edge and the imaging displays

inerference pattern. Fringe separation is indicative of the the second derivative of the density.' The schlieren
difference in the optical path length which in turn is . he method is found to be more sensitive than the shadow-
integral of refractive inde.x times traversed length.1  graph method and is beter suited towards visualizing

O.P.L. low-temperature flows.0
nds The line-of-sighr integration peculiar to conven-

tional schlieren and shadowgraph imagery drastically
Schlierei flow visualization is based on the limits the ability to study the inner structure of a compli-

fundamental concept chat the speed of light is inversely cated flow field. Therefore, conventional schlieren and
proportional to the index of retraction, n, of the medium. shadowgraph methods cannot image individual planes
In turn, the index of refraction is directly proportional to within the flow field, whereas Focusing Schlieren depicts
the density of the medium, p, where 13 z 0.000292.1 a more accurate image of the structures embedded

within the plane of -oe -low. The method of Focusing
n I 1 ÷ Schlieren was originaily developed forty years ago by

P0 Ralph Burton', and Ar, ur Kantrowitz and Robert



• Trimpi', reviewed by R. Buzzard" and very recently The principle viewing area of interest is shown in
improved by Leonard Weinstein.' figure 3. The size o& the flow region in the near field of

The Focusing Schlieren system uses multiple the elliptic jet dic--tred the minimum size of the neces-
light sources by passing light through a grating. whose sary optics for visuaiization.
lines are typically aligned parallel to the mean flow
studied. In this manner many beams of iight pass
through any given point within the test section and
subsequently there will be many beams of deflected light
within the test section. Finally, there must be multiple I " '
knife edges or cutoffs to focus and filter the incoming
rays. A screen receives rays which have passed through :.
one given point. Other points intercept and deflect these
rays but none of the rays focusing upon the screen will
have encountered any points in common, along their-
respective paths. Only the deflection from the common
points within a plane in the test section will contribute to
the intensity of light at the screen. Other planes remain
out of focus and their offset images blur out as in the
focusing of ordinary lenses. There is only one moving
part- the screen whidn is translated forwards and
backwards to visualize different planes in the test
section.

FiC. 3 Jet Exit Nozzle Facility.
Focusing Schlieren Flow Diagnostic Method

Previous measurements of velocity and tempera-
Visualization was performed on a heated subsonic ture profiles utilizing hot-wire, cold-wire, pitot tube and

elliptic iet whose exit nozzle geometry was character- thermistor snrsors indicated tie approximate boundaries
ized by a 2:1 aspect ratio. See figure 2. Flow in an of the flow.
elliptic jet is highly three-dimensional establishing it as a The laws of optics dictated the dimesnions of the
good subject for Focusing Schlieren measurements. Focusing Schlieren flow diagnostic facility, specifically
Maximum exit velocity of the jet was 85 m/s and exit the lens maker's formula.'
temperature wast63 6C, respectively. The density in the
potential core of the jet was low enough to enable the . +1 = L
flow to be visualized even though its value was only d0  di f

65% of ambient density. Where d. is the distance between the first set of
"VW AA A: Ronchi Rulings and the primary lens, d, is the distance

V between the second set of Ronchi Rulings and the
2/ \ •rimary lens. and i ic --he effective focal length of the

Ai,--av ": : { primary lens. Weinstein obtained highest quality images

Wire Mug.*- with a distance ratio of d/d, = 2. The main drawback
with this ratio is that it dictates a longer facility than for a

Alumir.m distance ratio of say, ad, = 1.
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White light is emitted from a variable strobed lignr color distortions. Th.e lens aperture should be large
source, General Radio,' 1540 Strobolume Oscillator, enough to obtain a snorter deoth of focus arid at the
controlled by a funcion generator. Light is collimated by same time shoulc -'ave a short focal length in order to
a 10.5 inch focal length Fresnel Lens from Edmund minimize the size of .he entire system. A depth of focus
Scientific and passes through Ronchi Rulings consis-ing between '/, and of an inch was obtained. The jet
of verti(al 25 line per inch fringes. The fringe pattern region visualizea was between 2 and 6 inches deep,
was drawn on an Apple Macintosh" Ilfx microcomputer therefore, planes occupying no more than five percent of
with Ashlar Vellum' drafting software and printed onto the volume of interest could be individually visualized.
3Ma transparency paper by an Apple Laserwriter* lINT Initially, an achromatic 12 inch focal length converging
laser printer, lens of smaller ace.ure than the 10 inch focal length

Light rays penetrate the jet region and are focused lens created a poor -eoth of focus between '/, and /,of
by a 10 inch converging lens, and then are deflected by an inch deep.If the :ens aperture is too large it may be
a second set of Ronchi Rulings. The second Ronchi stopped down wite an iris diaphragm.
Rulings were created by placing Kodak Ektapan• 8" x '10" The system was indifferent to the type of light
black and white photographic paper at the location of source- both continuous reczangular white light and
the second Rulings anu exposing it to the image created strobed square liar: s-ources were employed. An image
bv the first set of Rulings fc.'r one second duration under formed as long as any light source was placed in the
very low intensity whiie light in a blacked-out room. The same fixed position. The intensity of the light source can
resultant film was over developed by two extra minutes be diminshed with ootical density filters.o
in addition to the required ten minutes in Kodak The lining uo and fine adjustment of the fringe
Microdol-X" film developer so as to obtain very dark patterns was very ;rncortant towards obtaining an
fringe patterns. acceptable image. it was found that 2- lines per inch

The second set of fringes is aligned with the first set was the highest ruiing density that yielded the best
of fringes such rha: an interference image of moire images. A word oi caution must b- included about the
patterns disappears. The final plane image within the creation of the seccrc set of fringes: they must be
flow appears on a cardboard viewing screen behind the properly archived -v oeing run through film developing
second Ronchi Ruling or on ground glass from Edmund fixer and a % ater ba-t:. twice, respectively. Weinstein haq
Scientific to enabl: ..e.ording of t.e flow uy camera0 oeveloped a simpie scaling rule to determine the number

The entire system is fixed with respect to the jet of fninge., (number of lines per inch on fringe) x (dis-
nozzle except for the viewing screen which is required tance of image grid to final image in inches) 2! 100.'o
to move in F. linear fashion so as to allow focusing of Observations of the flow cdearly revealed
various planes within the flow. As weil, the entire system vortices when imaging plane cuts through the center of
is painted black to prevent stray light reflection and it the jet. Otherwise. focusing at other cross-sections jet
rests on a sturdy steel frame to prevent bending of the permits visualizations of vortical structures at non-
optical path because the resulting interference pattern is perpendicular angies and the images become unrecog-
sensitive to shifts in both Ronchi Rulings. The entire set- nizable. See figures 3a and Jb. However, focusing on
up was shielded from exterior light with black curtains. cross-sections ricar he ;, edgý! faintly revealed

Recording of the images on the ground glass screen streaiTwise vorticai szructures. See figure Sc.
was done by an ELMOO SE 301 black & -. nito C,) TV
Camera connected to a Panasonic, TL AG 6750 Super view AA
VHS Video Cassette Recorder and PanasonicO Cl 2010-
Y Color Video Monitor. Still black and white im-avges
were taken by a Pentax' Stopmatic F 35;no Camera with

a Vivitar 1 :4.5 macro focusing zoom lens anu a NikonI
F4S 35mm Camera with Vivitarf 1:4.5 macro focusing
zoom lens on Kodak" 1"MAX 100 ASA and TMAX 400 view AA:
ASA film. The overall sharpness of the im-age on filhn is
limited due to diffraction effect and lower speed films
are preferable because they have a finer grain. Final Figure 3a Figure 5b Figure Sc
prints were developed using Kodik Polycontrast [Ilk' RC
black and white photograptnic paper with 3.0 color filters Videotape of :re 'ow was digitized by ImageLab*
and Ilford .1NM black arid white photographic paper. software and har-waie on a LiNIPAQ• 386 PC micro-

computer, processec cn an Apple Macintosh" Ilfx
Results and Discussion microcomputer usin; Soyglais Transforms software,

enhanced with Siiic..n 3each Digital Darkroom-' soft-
The principle focusing lens should be achornatic ware and printed o.. Apuie Laserwriter• lINT Pos-

or..........ee or yeiiow-oran~e coior riiters to corre,:c scripil laser prinze- S._- Apoenciix A.
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One of the shortcomings associated with this In the future, Super-VHS videotape images will be
system is that the size of the final image is geometrically processed on an Applec Macintosh IIfx workstation or a
distorted. As one focuses different planes by moving the Sun` 3/160 workstation driving a Gouldo IP9515 image
viewing screen further away from the object, the result- processor. Image frames will be digitized to display and
ant image grows linearly. See figure 6. analyze contours of constant temperature; to enhance

and contrast flow structures from the background; to
detect eoges" smoothen and reduce noise; create graphs;
and compute radiance. The fractal dimension of
inhomogeneous flow could be estimated from digitized

o•i .e images as detcribed by Gutmark et al.', Finally, Focusing
Schlieren can be expanded into an elaborate three-

Figure 6. Image Distortion. dimensional holographic diagnostic facility.,
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but this is a complicated and time-consuming process. It a Focusing Schlieren System," Program Status: Viscous
is apparent that Focusing Schlieren will permit visual Flow Branch. NASA Langley Research Center.
investigation of three-dimensional, and hence more 10. Leonard Weinstein, August 8, 1990, Private
realistic, flow field. communication.

The Focusing Schlieren method also requires a 11 P. Strykowski, D. Niccum, 1990. "The Stability of
smaller optical set-up than conventional schlieren or Countercurrent Mixing Layer in Circular Jets," submit
shadowgraph due to its direct light path which does not ted to Jojarnal of Fluid Mechanics.
require mirrors. HoweIk a very good quality lens is a 12. E. Gutmark, D. Parr, T. Parr, K. Schadow, 1990,
necessity making the system more expensive. Overall, "Fractal Behavior of a Wrinkled Annular Diffusion
Focusing Schlieren is a more difficult system to set-up. Flame," Combustion and Flame, 79, pp.7-30.
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CONTROLLED ENTRAINMENTI I.N A
2-1 ASPECT-RA-TIO SUBSONIC ELLIPTryIC NOZZLE

Thomas R. Austindand Chihli-Ming Ho

Abstract dnamics to cz-=istrv. [c is imiportant to understand the
directly1, COU~ieC- :ffec: char turbulent shear flows and

Large-scale and small-scale mnixing proc5ese in sub- comoIustlor) proccesses have upon each other. Theref'ore,
sonic Lurbulentc jL-t flows have been passively enhanced to control and to Ui.orove turbulent mixing rates. and
by the application oi small aspec-c-ratio elliptic noczzle comnbustion prooerties In particular, one needs to
ge: merry and actively enhance-d by the application of passively, if noc actively,,, direct the developmnental

Pie-efend .Wode forcinc. Tevouinfteas mei- procC5ese of lar-,-- and small-scale structures in free shear

cally deform-ing coherentc elliptic vortices is resconsi'olt flows.
for lzrge-scale mixing in asymmetric jets thereby signifi-
cantly enhancing the rare of enricainmenc by means of L.1The c. :r T1r~ec
the sielf-inducri~on process. The effects of the self-induction
mechanism are strongly enhanced at: lower Reynolds Turbulent s*,r =-.lows are now known to be composed
numbers and higher teMperatures. Therefore, jet spread- of structcures or va:%ng, dimension and are characterized
ing and entrainimert are controllabie by varying the exit by a specific phiase coherency.' The process of turbulent:
velocity and ternperacure. Small-scale production occurs mixing be~gins with the entcrainiment: of ambient fluid
within the toroidal vortices principally due to self- Into the flow .b,: e.-aer merging or self-iniducting large-
inducti:on unldike rwo-dimensional free shear lavers Where scale vortic.-s. I.- -iane mixing, layers' and axisymmetric
sm~all scales arise chrougn the actionn of vofrex memging. jet flows' thec dvinamdcs or vortex merging is responsiole
The vortex merging arocess Was suppr5ssed by forcing for the growtha of tnýe turbulent shear layer in both
the elliptcicet at the exit at the Preferred.Mode frequency homogeneous ;cows and chemically reacting mixing
effecivelyv isolating t1he inlflueýnce, of self-Inducrion lauers. H e:er, -in _hcrhee-uý n~oa flo0w filýds
Small-scale structures Were succcssfully detected by pro- characteristic or el!iptic jets a second mechanism cause-d
cess~ig turbulent fluc-uating velocity signials with the by cthe self-induct-ion motions of the azimuthally
Peaki-Vallev-6'od- algorithmn. Preferred Mode forcing deformed efliotic vortices controls largre-scalermixinrg.
ernhanced the large-scale seif-induction processes and Successive intErer1ons among the energetic,
modified the small-scale mixingr process but did not alter coherent: spanwise ,or roroidiil) and strearnwise lazge-scale:
the characteristics of the small scales. structures, resocctivelly, Instigate the production of

smaller, Ithret-dicrncsional SCaleS Within the cores of the
I. Intr-oduction vortices coincidingI with tie turbulent transition region?

The on-ýt o f small scales con7vo1Lures rhe topology of the
The study of turbulent jet shear flow plays an impc-r- large scales increasing their incerfacial surface area. The

rant role in numnerous engincering applications. Jets form eneiulIfed rnate.-iai isý brck,ýn down into smaller haomoge -
uuc to0 flow issuing from anozzle and cthe resultant velodry n,7.ous parcels and the proc-ss concludes at scales below
differ-enc, ,ornas a shear layer consisting of coherent vor- the Kolfmciororv ,n, .croscaic' where molecular diffusionl
tical structures whose dynamics arc. responsible f(-r on- smicors our r1em1a,'11un velocity gradients and chennical
training siirrcuading 1lid. Pree and confined jets are proces3ses may,-ý Or.:initated. The most probable- lenigth
Common devices prescent im mixing procecses and thec scale of cne: small sr.-u;ccures lies betweeni the KullmogoroV
pr oduction of chrust. IC. Is the-refore de!sin.u.5 to cont~rol rtmicruoscale arsi t Tavior mnicroscale and &.is smnall scale
mixing, or the transit.r of mass, hear and momrentum, aoor~ars C to- -C50r1Spo iCl for dissipating- most of the
Succe-:ssIVC interactions among iargeý scalts pr-oduce kinetic anerg'; of th.e meain flow into hear thereby steering
smaller scaiks which In turn give uise towards firer mnix~Ing the mixring proce-ss towards compler:oit." Pioduct-s of
and Initiate anjy possibl,. chemnical re-,crions at the chemnical .-IaCtions appear to concenriacr- within dhe large
mol:cu-Ilar level. When beat is relvased in a chemically scaleIS and in partcular among the small-scale reginoar
reacrzing turnulenti shear layer the , ilt1ing flow is Planar laser loducezd fluorescecace flow visualization of
charicterized by a nionconstantc den --y fleud whose hydroxyl concentrationF supporrs this view by revealing
imposed nionhoaioveneicv ,ouples the eif.ects of fluid the ex~istence of corrbusrioni products within vorttex

P~ecarh Asisari. AAA emli: lni'vert- o. I o.uthern Califurnia, De,'a:2=.rt of At.Cncc 2!ngineerirign,(
Los Aiuvelu5, C.A SN)0819

tProfes-sor. Af,ýk Mcmnba.m. Loi'e.--srv of Caiifurriia Los Angelet, >cbnc,.Aroc and u learngilicering
IDejairreat, Los Anee.CA 90024



cores." Therefore, smail scale conc=ntradons appe= r o smaller Scrz-cUrCS :n mixing processes mouvatas our
overlap zones of combustion in reacting shear layers and current research ind their generadon by large-icale

increased small-scale production increases fine-mixing vortices. In vwo-dimcnsional flows, including plane mix-
which enhances combustion. ing layers and axisvrnmeric jets, the process of vortex

mer-ing is resoonsi bie or large scale growth, enuainment
i2 E!lioic~erd. and small-scaie oroduccion. However, in three-

dimensional flow -ieids vortex self-induction dominates
Apassise mehod orienhancing the race or en.rainment entrainment. In dis light the effect of large-scale self-

by as much as 500% in subsonic open nozzle flows has induction on the gpneration of small scales in elliptic
been obtained by modifying circular nozzle geome'7 to jets is investigated for the purpose of controlling
a 2:1 aspect-ratio ellipse.9 (figure 1) This design orfers entrainment as weil as small-scale mixing.
a passive mixing controi device and, more imporantdy,
it is more efficient than either a conventional cwo-
dimensional or a'cisymrmecric nozzle. Small aspect-ratio II. Experimental Procedure
elliptic nozzles have exhibited significantly higher spread-
ing and entrainment rates providing improved large-scae 11, 1 let Facili."
mixing properties. Self-induction is responsible fbr the
elliptic jet's large rate of etarainment. and its effect upon The experimental subsonic jet facility is driven by
[he mean flow is evident in the constant velociry contours multiple centrifugal blowers in parallel and operates at a
at downstream jet cross-sections. (figure 2) This concept maxinium exit ve!oc!:-,, of 85 m/s bordering at the uoper
has been successfully demonstrated at both subsonic:' limit of incompressibiiicy. The flow enters an anechoically
and supersonic conditions," in a confined dump com- treated cylindricai chamber, contracts into an aluminum
bustor,"Z and in high-temperature ramje: facilities yield- stagnation chamber of constant diameter and passes
ing increased combustion efficiency., through aluminum honeycomb, aluminum foam, and a

Toroidal ei;iptic vortices are shed at tie elliptic nozze series of fine wire mesh screens where the flow field
exit. They are characterized by varying radii of curvature becomes more uniformn and less turbuient. An aluminum
such that the section of the ring in the major axis plane composite nozzle smoothly contracts to a 2:1 aspect-ratio
with minimum radius of curvarnrc is convered faster eiiiptical orifice with dimen-ions of 2" (major axis, Za) by
downstream by nature of the Biot-Savart Law of induction 1" (minor axis, 2b). (see figure 3).
than the minor axis section with maximum radius of A small azimurtnally syrnmetric forcing chamber is
curvature. The faster moving section of the major axis machined into the nozzle exit permitting cotuplet-e
section convects forward as it bends inward decreasing circumferential acoustic forcing of the initial shear layer.
its local radius of curvature until it matches the radius of Four Realistic '13' speakers with a response range of
curvature of the minor axis section which is concurready 100-15,000 Hz emit at opposite ends of the major and
advancing outwards. This process of self-iinduction is the minor axes, respectively, at the nozzle exic to perturb
principle mechanism driving entrainment in a small the flow, The speakers are powered by a pair of two-
aspect-ratio elliptic jet as revealed by measurements cvi- channel Carver M-.00r 120W per channel power
dencing as much as ten times more enrraimrent in the amplifiers. The outou," is synthesized by efther a B&K
minor axis reaion than the major axis rc-oion of a 2:1i function genier:tor which sends continuous sinewaves, a
aspecr-ratio elliptic ler. The phe:omerion ofasxsirsaiiing simple arbitrary waveform transmicted by an RC
occurs wien tie irildaily elliptic ring momentarily sustains Elect'onics Waveform Generator or a more complicatEd
a c:rcular configuration following a series of downsur.ean high-frequenc'! wave;otrm sent via a 12-channel Data
d'sro-,ons. These dynamics which are unique to thre.-- Translation DT-2314 digital-to-analog cotverter. The
dimensional nozzles dramatically enhance spreading and acoustic fieid generatod by the azimuchally positioned
mixiwg i, smnall aspect-rato elliptic jet flows, speakers was uniform across the nozzle exit to within

Ope 0)rtio V of hypersonic aerospace vehicles, includ- 5% of rhe RNIS pressure levels measured by a microphone
Ing the United States National Aerospace Plane and ve- at die exit.
hickcs similar to it, will recuire supersonic mixing inside The flow field of the elliptic jet is ighly three-
scramjer combustors. Potenrtiai benefits arising from the dimensional and is mappen out by investigating one
application of eilipric shaped nozzles include, improved quadrant of downsrream cross-seceions after performing
combustion efficiency; the alieviation of combustion in- symmcwj checks. Sampling along rhe major and minor
stability; subsonic an& super.sonic exhaust noise ieduc- axes provides mean and fluctuating profiles of veloci-W
rtion; vectored thrust dbr ioccased aircraft ai. ricF; thrust or temperature with hot-wire and cold-wire anemometers,
a3ugmtnration eiectors 'or Vemical/Shoru Fakeoffor Land- respecdvely. The veiociiv profiles i:idicate jet halfwidth
ing aircraft. aiblofan enmne infrared siq~aacre reduction spreading rates and axis switching locations. The
concriuiurzrg towards stealth:' laser ejector pumps; and entuainmcýnt is measured bysa mpiing velocitc and
improved stca:mi e;ectors in hezt-acuar.ed heat pumps. tetnperature across 25 by 25 grid points separatced by Ax

The importanco of und.ersanding the role of te and Ay within a :ross-5 cction. The total arnount of
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rnas'Aow- is the summation of the product of denIsity, 'vailey S' of the s~e ignal which includcs the remnoval
velocvit and incremnental area, AxAy. The results are of False fluctuations. erroneous consecucive maxima (or
verified by insuring lie total mnomentumn flux, :ý 7;(y,z) minima), analogz-tig"1[itl-converter noise componients and

(;y,z) LdvLz, Is constcant at the respccrive cross-seccions. random hihfeunynoise by incorporaring specific
Two Hlow parametzes., the Re-:nolds numbers, Re., - amolitude and :e=.poral threshold ldevels hiroughout the
3x104 and the Richardson number at maximum exit five stagcs of Ltie cioihm.
ternoerature. Ri - D1 (1--F)! (rU i- IT; where the
density ratio, F . pip, and D. denotes the hydraulic
diameter 4AiP = %b/{%(- )/J},cearl, ' "demon- III. Experimenta Resuilts
strate the dominance or ýinertial forces over both viscous
and buoyancy forces in the expe~iment. 11. 2v-hcci~Dnamnics

For small scale investigations, turbulent vclocity
signals conraining tie signatures of the large and small Measurements nave been carried out i the ste-ady
scales in the shear layer as Well as the irrotacional state flow of a homnogeneous 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic Jet
fluctuatoios induced into the quiescent fluid by the anid have conirp..ed n-e findings of Ho & Gutmark (1987)
passage of the large scales are sampled by two Dant.-c verifying the ciliotic jet to have increased; nixing qualities
55P711 hot-wire probes connected to a constant- over an axisv-mmerric jet. The addition of heat further
temperature circuit -,itm- a flat frequency response to 30 intensifies die Spreading and mixing characterisftis of
kHz. The sensor conisists ofa 0.000 1" diameter platinum- the ellipticJet. The- experimentis; were performed on the
10% rhodiumr wire attached to 0.7 mm wide probes same facility ernoioving elliptic and axisymanetric nozzleý
mounzed on a microcompouter controlled traverse system of equal exit areas and opcrating at equal exit rnassflow
translatable in three-dimensions. Hence, small scales rates thereby remov~ng any potential bias. The parame-ter
I arge. lr saeo hecretsui than the probe sepaaraton witn frequencies smale sacoftecrnttuyildd subsornic velocities
than ~he operating ranige cf the hot-wi~re circuit. are from 20 mis to 835 nis and terrperatures ranginga from
resolvable. This places an effective upper limit of 55 the ambienI: to 12200 C.
mis at the- exit uponi the operation of the facility. The The velocity proffies e.merge at the e.Xit with a top-hat
fluctuating data is digitized, recorded and analyzed by a profile and evolve into bell-shaped profiles downsremm
80386 PC AT FiC'ýkLlJE-.-~uie analog-digital rese-mbling asymmetric and :aismmnetric jets in gene~ral.
coniverter at acquisitcion rates up to 1 MHz. The The spreading of:the flow is differenit be:tween the major
fast-fourier transform implementing Welch's 4-point and minor axes. At low velocities the shear laver ira the
algorithm calculates the one-dimrensional wieigy spectra minor axis region expands by spreading out into the
from which peak frequencies nf the appropriate fluid ambizant region as evidenced by the increasing velocity
structures may be inferred. Str-.amwise velocity profiles. Velocity contour plots clearly indicate larger
fluctuations are mcasu~ed and analyzed by phase- spread ntecs in me mninor aXis direction and Illustrate a
averaging and Peak-Villey-Counting methods. Final nearly circular mean velocity distribution between four
processing is performed on a Macintosh IIfx workstaiion., and eight semimjrai lntsdwstem fgr

4) The velo~ciy halfwiddhs emphasize the linear growth
11,2Pe:uk V311lev.-Courdnatn merho. of the minor axis region and inuicate an unchariging scate

of affairs in the major axis region. The first axiS switching
Measurements rýf longitudinal velocity fluctuations location is evident in the neighborhood of x/a - 7.

are inder-aken thi-oughouic cross-sectional cuts orthogonal Downstream of the First eight semi-major axis lengths
to) rhe meani flow at varying distancts downstream. Every both regions grow at a nearly equivalent linear rate. At
data time record contalined at least 15,000 small scales higher exit ve!ocitie the diff'crences; betwee~n die
and 2.000 large scajeC str-uct.ures tO In&.re statistical respective spruadin.g rates become less pronounced as
reliability. The velocity traces contain low-frequenicy corboae by Ih veoiyhlwdh hwn io

fluctuations caused by the large-scale structures and axis region to bie soreadinig only slightly more than the
hiiLher frequency fluctuations soMe Of which are due to major axi's reggion. The location of the first axis switching
the presence of small scales. Phase-averaged data from location depends upon the jet exit velocity (or exit
rjhe. second hot-wire provides local large-scale statistics Reynolds nuimber). Cetnterline mean velocity Plots show
allowing for the purposes of conditional averaging. The velocity to remain constant: up to Five semi-major lengths
Peak-Valley-Count~ing mcthod developed by H-uang"' confirming the length of the potential core to be in
and -lsao' and improved by 'Zohar' was used to detect agreement with conventional jet propert~ies.
the small-scale structures. This algorditm generates a Temperature Was Increased inside the facilitV to)
pulse train corresoondin g to the proper local extremav investigate nlonnomouceneous effects on the developmrent
associated with smiall-jcale fluctuations in a turbulent of an C!liotic Jetz. H-cating the elliptic jet, moderately
velocity signal by ecmployirng a se~ries of logical conditions, enihanced Lie soecngrates by modifying Lte self-
The Final locations of teactual small-5cale fluctuations induction dynamics and the velocity proFlies indicated
are obtained by discriminating among theo 'peaks' and an inner growth n a t.-i major aXis region of the sh~ear
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layer aiA an outer growth in the minor axis region similar Nevertheiess. :no te ý.rst two semi-major axis lengths
to the homogeneous low-speed case. The corresponding the nonhormtogeneous tiliptic jet entrains up to six times
ve!ocit, hal fwidths point out that the location of axis more than a 'o.rrogeneous axisyrnmeuic jet and enuains
switching for a heated elliptic jer with the exit velocity up to three and , haif res more than a nonhomogeneous
kepr constant is shifted upstream to xia - 5.7. (figure 5) axisymmet::ic e:. The near-ficid of the homogeneous
The spreading characteristics of higher ve!octcy elliptic and nonhomogenesous small aspect-ratio e~liptic jet was
je:s indicate the :ocation of axis switching to scale with found to be a :ac:on c.-.aracterized by large scale mixing
the exit Reynolids number, and nonhomogeiCoous density more intense :han in an axisvmmetric jet or two-
efec:s suggest ai inverse dependency upon the density di1ensionai ;ee an.rose findings are promising mn view

ratio. r. A good it results when the axis switching location of the fac: rL=-: his coincides with the region where
is plotted versus RdDJP. Nonhomogeneous centerline combustion proc.-sses are initiated.
mean velocities are virtually identical to their Constant mean :emperature contours revealed the
homogeneous counterparts and the length of the potential existence of -er..eran.'re maxima on either side of the
core remains unchanged. centerline alorg :he major axis following x/a - 4 and

Turbuience transportrs heat similarly as it transports merging into one peak beyond x/a - 3, in a repeatable
momentum. Hear diffuses more rapidly than momentum pattern more pronounced a: higher temperatures. These
due to a larger turbulent diffusivicy of heat than double peaks ocrur ;ln the mixing region following the
momentum. Subsequently, the mean temperature termination of rte ?orenrial core where tbe shear layer
distributions, albeit broader and flatter, closely resemble has closed in upon :rse!f at the centerline. Supporting
the mean velocit- distribations and, hence, a universal evidence to this p-henomena is given by contours of RMS
behavior of mean quantiries exists throughout the jet. In temperature wotch sHow similariy distributed double
the case of the elliptic jet, the mean temperature profiles peaks of the thermal turbulence but along the minor
mimic mean velociry profiles as they grow inward along axis. The evolution of the turbulent temperature field
the major axis and grow ourward in the minor axis region. downstream as shown in R-MS temperature contours
A temperarure haIfidth may be measured like its velocity portrays higher intensities in the minor axis region
counterpart, and the location where the major and minor beginning at xia - 2 and become acute a x/a - 10.
axes regions have equal halfwidths occurs upstreamn from The existe:rce of greater thermal turbulence in the
M"C axis wiLching !ocarion at x/a - 4. It appears that the minor axis region suggests the existence of inczeased
spreading rate in the elliptic jet's minor axis is retarded mixing processes engilfing more ambient fluid into the
at higher exit ve!ocities (or Reynolds number) and on hotter inner fluid along the minor axis region. This would
the other hand is enhanced by higher exit temperature5 create cooler regions in the minor axis region and probably
(or lower density ratios). This pattern is exhibited by be responsible for the mean temperature distribution.
the mean velocity contours for a high velocity (85 mis) Larger amounts or mixing are to be expected in the
and high temperature (185 C) flow field where similar minor axis region whe-e greater spreading rates and
growth is apparent in the major and minor axes regions significandy larger rates of entrainment occur. Cener.ine
as for the low-speed homogeneous case. mean temperatures remain constant over shorter

The primary purpose of investigating the elliptic downstream lengt-s at highei temperatures suggesting
jet is to measure the mass entrainment and, hence, large higher rates of.mixing in inverse proportion to the density
scale mixing. The catrainment iaidi is defined as the ratio. In the mixing tegion downstream of the end of the
ratio of the local massflow at a cross-se5tion to the potential core he certer!ine mean temperatures are lower
massflow at the nozzle exit normalized with respect to in the elliptic Je: :nan an axisymmeric Jet at the e.xt
the exit masstlow, Q(x) - (Q(x) - Q0)/Q,. The local conditions of 220 C and 55 mns perhaps indicating deeper
massflow is defined as, Q(x) -r n-(y,z) U(y,z) Ay~z penetrations o0" arnoiea fluid into the mixing region of

kgi/s], and the density and velocity components aic the jet.
summed over all grid locations across a jet cross-section. The initial m..romen.ctum thickness varies with the
Entrainment measurements for vaiying velocities in the inverse square roac of the exit velocity in the same
homogeneous ei0Uotic jet agreed with the earlier prescribed manner. as .,usymmerric jets. To understand
spectacular results of Ho & Gurmark (1987). The minor the physical mecchanism driving self-induction,
axis region, defined by diagonal borders set at 45' with measurements ot :ne initial momentum thickness were
respect to the major and minor axes, entrains at least performed and confirmed previous findings of the
five times more fluid than the major axis region. (figure existence of a nonconstant momentum thickness about
6) These massfilow measurements add credence to the the nozzle perime=er. At low exit velocities, U, - 20 m/s,
proposed enrrainmean mechanism by the self-induction trhe momentum Chitcxness in the minor axis region is one
or asvmmetric vorrica5. third the thickness measured in the major axis region

Tihe nonhomoge:neous eCliptic jet entrained as much due to a smailer :adis curvature in the upstream minor
as 23% more than til homogeneous case." The axis contour or -"e uozz'z walls inducing a larger transverse
axisvmmeQ-ric nozzie also showed a small improvement pressure gracien:. A: higher exit veiocitici; the
io toe entrainmcnt under nonhomogeneous conditions, momentum tnic:n:t-a !2creases considerably in the mninor
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axis reg-ion and oxecrnes aearly equivalent about rhe downstream asv.nocouc plateiu-like region. (figure 3) A
nozzle exit at U, - 70 mis. The initial instabiliry of rhe plane mixing -'er characterized by nonzero veiocity
flow is modified aI different Reynolds numbers. It is streams supopies constant energc to the mean flow due
suggested thac iow exit velocities and high exic to the constan: •snzr mposed in the stremwise direc-on.
temDeratures decrease the initial spaual growth rate in A airbulLh-t j' wim zero co-flow does not eceive e.ergy
the minor ixws secd•on of the ne,.vly formed elipiuc vortex beyond the : nozz'e and hence the kinetic energy of
ring, thereby increasing its initial deformation and in the flow fieiZ. wnilch is imoarted mo the small-scale
turn vigorously enhancing the self-induc:ion process structures from -e large-scaie structures via an enecgy
downstream, cascade fashio., steadily decays downstream and is

dissipated into "eat by the small scales.
lu[.2 Small-icale \%fixini A still unknown nonlinear secondary instabiiity

triggers produc-:on of small scales within the cores of
The small-scale topology of the elliptic jet was the spanwise :arge scales and may be in part due to

investigated at an exi• ve~oc', U0 - 45 m/s, corresponding complex srtretc'ing and tilting process among the large
to a Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter of scales. The regon oi transition to full turbulence appears
10'. Two cases are considered, first the navtral flow and to foilow the :rst vortex merging and approaching
second, the jet excited at its Preferred Mode by forcing completeness ýre: me second vortex merging. Evidence
at fp - 570 Hz with an amplitude of 1.2% of the free of this is provides by the number of small scales per
stream mean veioc:-v at the centerline of the jet exit. initial large scaie as calculated by the Peak-Valley-
The initial momen..:um thickness, 0, for the unforced Counting method, the -5/3 slope of tre roll-off exponent
c,.se is 0.12 mm corresoonding to a Reynolds number of the one-dimensional enercy spectrum,t1 and increased
based on initial momentum thickness of 10a, and increases chemical produc: concenrraioni.ý Hence the locatcon
to 0.33 mm under forcing. x/a- 4 in the e;it"oc jet flow was qualified for detailed

The shear laye: initially rolls-up into coherent investigation of _-ae small-scale topology because it is at
vortices two instaoiiiy' wavelengths, k., downstream at the third vor-,ax merging location and is a region
the frequency corresponding to shear layer Strouhal approaching fuilly nrbulent conditions.
number, Stc - f, 8/(e_- 0.017 in agreement with lirear At four semtmaior axis lengths down5seam the small-
inS .t2.ii" h±eor.. 9 Th, powei spedaaU Ubtained, from a scale populatior . ensities were mapped out over a 12 by
fast fourier transform analysis of the initial unforced flow 12 grid encompassing a spatial cross-section intersecting
reveals the initial frequency and its first subharmanic the entire mean fnow. Following symmetry checks only
indicative of vortex pairing at four ý, downstream. (figures one quadrant in .9e flow cross-section is measured. The
7a. 7b) Preferred mode forcing effectively suppresses Peak-Valley-Counting method de.ects and extracts spa-
vortex pairing at the first instability frequency subhar- cial, temporal and velocity information associated with
monic and instead pumps energy from the mean flow to the small-scale structures embedded in the coherent lrge
form larger coherent vortices at 570 Hz by the colleaive scales yielding pooulation distributions, length scales and
interation process.' (figures 7c, 7d) Therefore, in the frequencies pertining to the small-scale activity.
forced :ase only :h effects of self-induction dictate the The mean velocity profile across the major and minor
evolution of the flow as well as production of the small axes, respectzive>:, at x/a- 4 show distortions in the proflie
scales, when die flow is :orced at the Preferred Mode. These

The mean cenrieruine velocity distribution with distortions vary 'wim the forcing level and one observes
respect to downstream distance illustrates the dramatic in general an inc:ease in the je: width resu!tng in greater
effect of forcing by showing a 20% reduction in the length spreading of the :low field, in die minor axis in particular.
of the poen:ial core region and an overall decrease in the Density piots overlaid by constant population contours
mean velocity in e turbulcnc region downstream of of thCe number of small scales per !ocal large scale show
the core by as much as 33%. The root-mean-square greatest concen::z::ons of the small scales in the shear
velocity data shows -- ice as much fluctuating energy in layer of the jet for coth cases. (figure 9) The population
the center of the -low in the transitional region at the distribution in th'e unforced case appears 'fuller' with
end of the potential core between x/a- 4 to x/a - 7 more curvacur- -han the forced case. In general both
which also coincides with the region of very large contour plots aip cr similar in shape and density strongly
entrainment into rhe mean flow. suggesting chat scif-induction dynamics govern the

Small-scale populations in the streamwise direction evolution of the tiliptic jet rather than die mechanism
for the unforced case are measured by the Peak-Valley- of vortex mering. The maximum number of small scales
Counting method and reveal a similar picture similar to per local large scale attains a value of 8.8 in -he forced
the plane mixing 'ayer, The number of small scales case aid is 10% greater than the peak of 8-1 in the
increases sharply from ".at first vortex merging position natural flow. Furc:rg at the frequency predicted by lineau
at x/X•- 4 to the second merging position at x,'2 •- 8. The instabiiit':' thore •Uncrcescs .e coherence of the large-
distribution peaks -': -c third merging oosition, x/•- scale strucu•ies :v .;c.-se-!oc~kng oerm into a more unique
1, and gradually ý.:zrzses downstream -there is no frequencF': ind zz::ar:'. This would increase the capac:tv



of the large scale structures m contain more smaller scales scales is 13,900 HZ. Previous measurements reveal the
as described here. It is interesting to note that for both frequenct' to :nc.easc with Reynolds number. Ac the
natural and forced cases the maximum number of small center of the :low there is litle or no small-wcale activity,
scales are located in the major axis region of the shear but at increasing :adiallV outward locations along the
laye. rather than the minor axis. Previous measurements major axis the histogram begins to take on a recognizable
have shown that :he minor axis region of an e!liptic jet shape with a discernible constant pear of the most
flow are characterized b! larger soreading rates and probable small-scazie frequency. Finally at towards the
consequently entrain more fluid. The Biot-Savart edge of the shear layer ctc small-scale frequency
inuct-ion law dictates portions of the ellipdc vortices in histograms dimiinish. (figures 10a, 10b) The forced case
the minor axis to be expanding outward whiie portions shows similar progression along the major axis witr the
in the major axis are comoressed. Vortex compression same most probable small-scale frequency. A charac.eris-
may be the candidate for small-scale production. tic small-scale length can be estimated as 1, - Ufr, -1.6
However, due to the nature of the unsteadily deforming mm, where f, represents the most probable small-scale
elliptc vortices which comprise the annular shear laver frequency and convection velocity is U.- U, x 0.6. The
other cross-sectional further measurements at upstream frequencyV assoc'ated with the small scales does not change
and downstream streamwise locations are necessary under Preferred Mode forcing due to the dominazion of
before the flow topology can be fully understood. viscous forces ove:coming the effects of the larger

The volume integral of the population density coherentstructz:res.
contours of the total number of small-scale struc-ures
throaghout the cross-section revealed that the forced case
produced 25% fewer total small scales than the natural IV. Conclusion
case. This finding is significant because it shows that
the self-induction mechanism produces small scales. By passively changing nozzle geometu-y the initial
Vortex merging diciates the evolution of two-dimenisional conditions in chree-dimensional je: nozzles profoundly
nurbulent free shear layers. However, now it appears that alter the downstream evolution of the flow. The upstream
in the case of the forced three-dimensional elliptic, where curvature of the exit nozzle as well as the exit aspect-ratio
vortex merging is suppressed, the dynamics of vortex together dictate :he initial momcnwum thickness distri-
se!f-induction are, -eponsiblc fur generating 75% of me bution. As a result, the initial azimuthal distribution of
small-scale population. As the natural case did produce vorticity along the elliptical nozzie's contour strongly
25% more small scales than the forced case one can modifies the self-induct: in process. Two prominent
surmise that the strain rate produced by vortex merging features associated with the flow, the location of the first
is more effective in the generation of small scales than axis switching and mass entrainment, were found co vary
that produced by the self-induction process. To increase significandy with exit velocity and exit temperature. The
the production of small scales in an elliptic jet flow would location of the first axis switching of the elliptic vortices
therefore suggest forcing at the initial instabilicy increased downstream in direct proportion to the mean
frequency and its related subharmonics rather than the exit velocity and in inverse proportion to the mean exit
Preferred Mode frequency the:eby promoting more temperature. Accordingly, measurements of the mass
energetic vortex mering, entrainment increased with higher exit temperatures and

Further analysis of the small-scale populations wee decreased with higher exit velocities. These results
performed by examining slices along the major axis reaffirm the existence of a strong correlation be'.veen
direction at equivalent minor axis (z/b) stations. At first the dynamics of the elliptic vortex rings and their
glance it appears that the forced case (f-fd) population5 associated axis switchings with mass entrainment by the
are similar if not greatcr than their natural (f-0) large scales verifying that the flow is driven by self-
counterparts. Careful observation at stations within the inducting elliptic vortices. Therefore, the mean ve!ocity
shear layer, z/b - 0.76 through z/b - 1.4, reveal greater and temperature 5eids strongly affect the initial instability
population leve!s near the core of the flow which account of the flow thereby modifying the elliptic 'Ct's develop-
for the 25% larger number of small scales in the natural ment.
flow. The small-scaie topology of a subsonic 2:1 aspect-

At every startun in the measured region rhc Peak- ratio elliptic jet has been investigated by the Peak-
Valley-Counting method builds up a statistically Valley-Counting metlod. At an exi't vwlocicy of 45 m/s
meaningful histogram of the number of small scales the unforced elliptic jet transitions co full turbulence at
corresponding to a specific frequency associated with the third vortex me-ging. Downstream of this location
the fluctuations of the small scales. The small-scale energy/ dissipation becomes greater tman the level of
frequerncy histograms illustate the existence of a most kinetic ene.gy rc:nqaining in the flow. Small scales are
•plObable frequency associated with rhe small scales and distributed rnainl'v within the shear laver region and
that it is constant throughout the entare cross-sectionai exhibit a preferei:ct towards the major axis regi,)ri.
regnon o the flow. [In the current investigation where Acoustic forcing a: :he Preferred Mvo)dC .-fec;iv yv
the - 10; the most probable frequency of the small suppresses vortex :ne× :ng ard isoia...s de .rFeca of6
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Objective
To investigate subsonic mixing in the flow issuing from a heated 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic

nozzle. Turbulent velocity and temperature data are experimentally measured within the highly

three-dimensional flowfield.

Introduction

The study of turbulent jet shear flow plays an important role in numerous engineering

applications. Free and confined jets are common devices present in mixing processes and the
production of thrust. It is zherefore desirous to control mixing, or the transfer of mass, heat and

momentum. A passive method of enhancing the rate of entrainment by as much as 500% in

subsonic open nozzle flows has been obtained by modifying the nozzle geometry to a 2:1
aspect-ratio ellipse.1 This yields a more efficient mixing control device than either a conventional
two-dimensional or axisymmetric nozzle. Small aspect-ratio elliptic nozzles have exhibited

significantly higher spreading and entrainment rates thereby providing improved large-scale
mixing properties at both subsonic' and supersonic conditions,3 as well as in a high-tem-

perature ramjet.4

Turbulent shear flows are known to be composed of structures of varying dimension and,
more importantly, are characterized by phase coherency.5 Successive interactions among the

energetic, coherent toroidal and streamwise large-scale structures, respectively, instigate the
production of smaller, three-dimensional scales which in turn lead to transition towards fully

turbulent flow. The importance of understanding the role of the smaller structures in mixing

processes has direct applications towards improved combustion and, hence, motivates our
current research. In this light, the three-dimensional portraiture is experimentally investigated
in an attempt to map out the complex topology of the structure of an elliptic jet.



Visual Insight

Digitized images of streamwise slices of the flowfield reveal distorted, elliptical cross-sections

of the large-scale vortices. Isocontour plots of the mean velocity and temperature fields confirm

the existence of the physical phenomena of axis switching as well as identifying localized

temperatuie peaks thereby providing information about the jet's evolution and mixing

characteristics.

Experimental Results

Density gradients in ýhe tlowfield are visualized by means of a focusing schlieren system, recorded

by conventionai motion photography, digitized by a 386 PC-based Werner Frei ImageLabTt4 frame

grabber and enhanced and analyzed with NIH ImageTm and Silicon Beach Digital Darkroornm on a

Macintosh® llfx. Visualization of individual plane sections of finite depth revealed individual cross-sections

of large-scala vortical structures and small-scale three dimensional turbulence in the jet. The images

confirmed the Kelvin-Helmholtz process whereby an initially laminar jet rolls up into successive ring
vortices. Observations of the flow revealed cross-sections of the large-scale vortices when imaging
planar cuts through the center of the jet. The toroidal vortices are level with respect to the horizon in the

major axis plaoe, however, when viewed from the minor axis plane they appear to be tilted at large
angles with respect to each other. Quantitative measurements of the .eparation and size of the large-scales

have been determined and were (Duoid to be in good agreemen, with theoretical calculations.

The mean velocity and temperature field was plotted in one-dimension with Synergy Software

KaleidaGraph® and in two-dimensions with SpyGlass' Transform®, Format' and Dicer® at

downstream cross-sections. Two-dimensional raster color imaging clearly illustrates the marked

differences in the spreading of the flow between the major and minor axes regions. At low exit
velocities the shear layer in the minor axis region expands by spreading outward into the

ambient region as evidenced by the velocity contour plots indicating greater spread rates in the

minor axis direction. Furthermore, a region of axis switching appears at low exit velocities,

while at higher velocities the phenomenin i., not observed and the spreading rates become

less pronounced between the two axe,.'

Adding heat to the flowfield further enhanced the already large spreading rates by modilfying

the self-induction dynamics of the coherent structures. This was manifested in the corresponding

velocity isocontour plots for the various cases studied, whereupon tne location of axis switchiqg

for a heated elliptic jet with the exit velocity held constant silifted upstream. At large temperatures

a conispicuous temperature pesk spatially bifurcates and then unites further downstream-n

demonstrating the influence of g-eater mixing rates in wiie minor axis region.



Conclusion

2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jets appear by ma-,y accounts to be very promis~ng improvements

over axisymmetric jet configurations because of their enhanced mixing capabilitie. Coherent
elliptic vortical structures which govern spreadirg, entrainment and large-scale mixing have

been experimentally measured, visualized and analyzed wi.h the aid of a Macintosh® to

determine the mechanisms of the elliptic jet's development.
This work is supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant no. 90-0301.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"Ways of improving mixing and increased spreading rate in subsonic
andsupersonic shear layers under study include noncircular jets."

- Panton, R., Long, L., Aerospace America

"Current means of reducing supersonic jet noise to meet FAR 36
Stage Three involve attempts with noncircular jets."

-Morris, P., AerospaceAmerica

The study of turbulent shear flow plays an important role in numerous engineering applications. Jets are a class of
unbounded shear 9ows that are not influenced by any physical boundary except for their orifice geometry. Jets form due to
flow issuing from a nozzle and the resultant velocity difference forms a shear layer consisting of coherent structures which
entrain surrou ¾cding stationary or moving fluid. The dynamics of these large scale coherent structures are chiefly responsible
for jet develot.nent. In general it is desirous to control mixing, or the transfer of mass, heat and momentum, in a direction
transverse to the shear la,,er. The earliest and simplest jets studied have been axisymmetric jets. In the search for
controlled mixing of jet flows, noncircular jets, characterized by three-dimensional exit nozzles, have become recent
candidates of study and they have displayed promising results. Accordingly, the large scale coherent structures have been
successfully controlled by modifying initial conditions, both passively by varying exit nozzle geometry and actively with
acoustic perturbations.

Turbulent mixing is a two-stage process, beginning with entrainment of ambient fluid by large scales and concluding
with fine-scale mixing cairied out by the small scales. The dynamics of coherent large scale toroidal rings governs large
scale entrainmcnt in jets. In particular, vortex self-induction is the principle mechanism driving entrainment in a 2:1
aspect-ratio elliptic jet. In combustion processes molecular mixing coincides with fine-scale mixing initiating exothermic
chemical reactions. The investigation of small scale processes is crucial towards controlling fine-scale, or molecular, mixing
and obtaining a complete understanding of mixing.

The goals of this study are to simultaneously measure both large and sniall scales in an incompressible subsonic jet
possessing an elliptically shaped exit nozzle of 2:1 aspect-ratio. The effects of both entrainment mechanisms upon the
development of small scales will be investigated. By uniformly forcing the jet with external acou~stic excitation at the
PreferredMode, vortex pairing will be retarded thereby isolating the effects of vortex self-induction upon the shear layer.
Subsequently, the contribution by self-inducting vortices to small scale production will be directly measured. Phase-averaging
techniques will demarcate large scale vortices. The Peak- Valley Counting method combined with phase-averaging schemes
will be employed to extract length and velocity gradient information of the small scales as well as their population. The
Fast Fourier Transform algorithm will yield spectral data and the Two-Dimensional Wavelet Transform algorithm will be
employed to simuhaneously display both phase and amplitude information of 5rructures within the flow.

APPLIA TIONS

Free and confined jetz are common devices present in mixing processes and the production of thrust and they have
been studied theoretically, numerically and experinentally. There are iUmerous and immediate benefits of noncircular jet
research. Operation of hypersonic aerospace vehicles, the United States National Aerospace Plane and vehicles similar to it,
will require supersonic mixing inside their 'scramjet' combustors. Other benefirs include, improved combustion efficiency
(Schadow, Wilson, Lee & Gutmark 1984), fuel injectors inside supersonic combustors or for the alleviation of combustion
instability; subsonic and supersonic exhaust nioise reduction; vectored thrust for increased aircraft agility (Watts 1989);
thrust augmentation ejectors for Vertical/Short Takeoff or Landing aircraft; the reductieon of aircraft infrared signature by
decreased engine exhaust temperature contributing towards stealth, (W-iley, Wallace & Pooz 1976); laser ejector pumps; and
improved steam ejectors in heat-actuated heat pumps (Jou, Knoke & Ho 1988).

LI Free . -b U

1.1.1 Foundations
The simplest free shear layer is the plane mixing layer consisting of two nearly parallel mixing streams of fluid. The

flow forms at die confluence of two fluid streams far removed from the presence of solid boundarics. Solid boundaries,
namely the trailing edge of an airfoil or jet exit nozzle, define the initial conditions. The velocity difference between the
upper and lower streams forms a hyperbolic tangent-like velocity profile which helps create the shear layer. The profiles



are characterized by an inflecion point and sizable velocity gradients whose significance to stability and turbulent energy
transfer will be noted. Refer to figure 1.

The velocity ratio, R, represents the relative velocity difference between the two respective streams. Refer to Equation
(1). Fractional values less than unity characterize mixing layers, jets possess values of R
equal to one and velocity ratios greater than one signify the presence of reverse flows or R A AU

suction. Heuristically, the shear layer spread rate, dO/dx is proportional to R so that the U + 1  2.U
velocity ratio can be viewed as a stretching parameter.

The thickness of the shear layer at any downstream location may be represented by the momentum thickness, 0. Refer
to Equation (2). This thickness decreases at higher velocities as 0 - U-11 . The initial momentum thickness will be shown to
be critical towards non-dimensionalizing frequencies in stability analyses, and overall shear layer development.

Close to the trailing edge a more convenient length scale parameter is the vorticity thickness, 8. Refer to Equation (3).
This scale is approximately four times the momentum thickness for a hyperbolic tangent profile, which is a good representation
of the mean velocity profile in a plan, mixing layer. Both length scales
illustrate free shear layer growth and provide proper scaling distances for
the separation between vortical structures. OW Ay

One of the most important parameters is the Reynolds Number, Re - x V - dy
70/v. It is a nondimensional value defining the ratio of inertial to viscous

forces. Regions of self-preservation,
unstable flows and transition to turbulence are marked by large Reynolds numbers. In

Ui-Uz addition, at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers the flow diverges very slowly and is
{313(y)/ayj, primarily unidirectional or nearly parallel allowing simpler analysis. The Reynolds number

classifies the 'degree' of turbulence such that as its value increases the resulting flow

becomes more unstable. Large Reynolds number flow is characterized by a wide separation
of eddy length scales wherein turbulent kinetic energy cascades from larger to increasingly smaller eddies creating a
Universal equilibrium range (Re.,>>I) and at higher values (R_' 4I>l) the existence of an Inertialsubrangegreatly simplifies
calculations by allowing isotropic conditions, where Xz, -1/P'(0) is the Taylor microscale (Batchelor 1953).

Initially, mean values followed by turbulent fluctuations and eventually higher-order statistical quantities (Reynolds
stresses, skewness, flatness, etc.) evol-e spatially and approach a sense of uniformity whereupon each respective profile
attains geometric similarity at resoectively increasing locations downstream. This is the property of self-preservation and
incorporates all flow parameters, velocity, temperature, stresses, correlations, etc. Ultimately, tu~bulenrt free shear layers are
dissipated by very small scales converting kinetic energy in the turbulent flow into mechanical heat through the action of
molecular viscosity.

In the nineteenth century, classical phenomenological theories came into acceptance coupling the assumptions of
self-preservation with eddy viscosity models based upon Maxwellian statistical mechanics into the simplified Navier-Stokes
Equations (Boussinesq 1877). These Boundary-Layer Equations yielded very good approximations of mean values. Early
limited attempts included the Mi: 'rng Length Theory by Prandtl (1925) and the Modified Vorticity-Transport Theory by
Taylor (1932) as reviewed in Tennekes & Lumley (1972). Turbulence was first considered a completely random process
requiring statistical description (Monin & Yaglom 1971, 1975). Early modern experimental investigations of free shear flows
were performed by Liepmann & Laufer (1947). Subsequent measurements of turbulent free shear flows included the plane
jct (Bradshaw 1965), die axisynimeuic jct (Wygnanski & Fiedler i969), and the plane mixing layer (Wygnanski & Fiddler
1970).

Brown & Roshko (1974) confirmed the mixing layer to consist of large scale echerent structures. Concurrently, Winant
& Browand t1974) showed the growth of a plane mixing layer to be due to the m rging of large scale structures. Refer to
figure 2. Direct numerical analyses of termporally growing mixing layers and their subsequent vortex interactions agree
with experiments (Corcos & Sherman 1976; Riley & Metcalfe 1980). Ho & Huerre (1984) extensively reviewed the free
shear laymr.

1.1.2 Stability
Although linear in its early stages, the evolution of the mixing layer is predominantly nonlinear. Inviscid instability

waves form due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability mechanism where small naturally occurring perturbations spontaneously
arise just downsrxcam of the trailing edge at the inflection point of the velocity profile (Drazin & Reid 1981). Free shear
layers arce inviscidly unstable flows shown by Rayleigh's Criteria- the existence of an inflecrion point in the velocity profile
(Rayleigh 1880). Classical hydrodynamic stability theory has been reviewed by Lin (1955). Tlit s, for high Reynolds
numbers free shear layer instability is due to inviscid induction effects and is stabilized by viscosity. The initial devclopment
of parallel shear flows has been studied by Betchov & Criminale (1967).

Nonlinear instabilities exponentially amplify the two-dimensional vorticity-containing structures which are composed
of multiple-frequency instability waves. Any spatially coherent perturbation whose frequency is proximate to the most
amplified frequency will form a dominant instability wave and its amplific:,tion rate will scale with initial conditions- the
initial momentum thickness and convection velocity. Two instability wavelengths downstream of the trailing edge roll up
into pemiodic spanwise vortices upon reaching a specific energy level. Refer to figures 3 and 4. The energy content of
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the growing instability wave at a particular frequency is defined as the integral of the eigenfunctions across the mixing
layer. Refer to Equation (4). The natural or most amplified frequency of the ensuing sinusoidal waves scales with a
constant dimensionless frequency- the Strouhal number based on initial momen'um thickness and convection velocity, St
- f0e/U- 0.017. The wavelength of the structures is "n- UJf, where the convection velocity is defined as (U,+ U,2)/2.

The unsteady shear layer response is modelled reasonably well by inviscid lirear stability theory, and it predicts the
spatial structure and the amplification rates of infinitesimally small perturbations superimposed upon a mean velocity
profile. The most amplified frequency is selected according to local spatial stability analysis of
parallel shear layers (Michalke 1965; Monkewitz & Huerre 1982). The vortex I (u,(f)/UO) d
roll-up process has been numerically simulated using inviscid linear stability theory E - - dy
in temporal space (Michalke 1964). Spatial stability calculations treat wavenumbers 1
as complex functions of real frequencies and temporal stability results are calculated with
complex frequencies as functions of real wavenumbers. Measurements of amplification rates and phase velocities in mixing
layers by Miksad (1972), Fiedler, Dziomba, Mensing & R•5sgen, (1981) and Ho & Huang (1982) agree extremely well with
theory. Refer to figure 5.

The spatial growth rate varies with Strouhal number and reveals a symmetric distribution increasing to a maximum at
Sto -0.017 corresponding to the most amplified frequency or natural frequency of the initial wave and decreasing to zero at
the neutral point. The phase velocity also varies with Strouhal number signifying dispersive wave action and after St0
0.017 matches the convection velocity and the waves become non-dispersive. It is noteworthy that two amplified waves
exchange energy more efficiently in non-dispersive regimes due to the fact that specific frequencies are more likely to
overl, • and match. Therefore a specific band of Reynolds number--dependent unstable frequencies with variable amplification
exists at which a perturbed shear layer may grow spatially.

A rapidly growing subharmonic wave is generated at the neutral point where the fundamental wave has saturated, and
its frequency is a subharmonic, Q"/2, of the natural frequency of the free shear layer (Sato 1959; Wille 1963; Browand 1966;
Freymuth 1966; Miksad 1972; Ho & Huang 1982). Refer to figure 6. The fact that the stability curve for spatial growth
rates in mixing layers is symmetric expiains the tremendous amplification of the subharmonic frequency at the location of
the neutral point. The occurrence of the subharmonic wave in the non-dispersive region is associated with the first location
of vortex merging at four initial instability wavelengths downstream (Huang & Ho 1982).

Vortex merging is the process in which the induced motion of typically two and infrequently more neighboring
spanwise vortices causes them to revolve about a common center-of-mass and amalgamate into a large vortex via the
Biot-Savart Law (Winant & Browand 1974). It is a nonlinear process because energy is exchanged between waves of
different frequencies. For pairing to occur, phase speeds and subharmonic disturbances must match between respective
merging vortices (Petersen 1978; Cohen & Wygnanski 1987). Large scale structures have been numerically studied confirming
the process of vortex merging (Saffman & Baker 1979).

Kelly (1967) and Monkewicz (1988) proposed a subharmoiic-resonance model in which the subharmonic mode interacts
in a weakly nonlinear fashion with the fundamental and receives energy in the process. Ic is the most unstable mode
responsible for vortex pairing. Another provision describes the creation of a secondary instability that feeds back strengthening
2nd aniplifying the subharmonic wave. A locally new subharmonic is selected and amplified by a resonance mechanism
becoming the locally most amplified wave, and the merging process is repeated downstream repeatedly at 8A, 16k, ... ,
albeit wi'h some uncertainty due to phase jitter, until the respective vortices lose their coherence and breakdown. The
vorticcs arc quasi-stationary and dicer randomness is attributed to phase jitter due to background perturbations and varying
convection velocity (Blackwelder 1987).

Gaster, Kit & Wygnanski (1985) corrected the linear stability theory allowing for a more realistic slowly-diverging
shear flow. It is important to note that linear stability theory only explains local effects and amplification rates can be over
predicted, Wygnanski & Petersen (1987). Since a real shear layer develops nonlinearly more accurate global results arc
predicted by the nonlinear instability theory which retains higher order terms (Start 1971; Wygnanski, Marasli & Champagne
1987).

1.1.3 Global Feedback
It is natural to expect a free shear layer to develop causally in the downstream dilrection. Dimotakis & Brown (1976)

first suggested that large scales exert upstream influences upon their induced velocities. A global feedback rrmechanisira
hypothesizes that large scaie vortices in a shear layer impose upstream influences by uniformly radiating very weak acoustic
waves from merging locations. The upstream-travelling acoustic waves interact with the fundamental frequency and excite
the unstable thin shear layer at the trailing edge in a resonant interaction (Laufer & Monkewitz 1980). This feedback loop
explains the doubling in strength of vortex circulation at successive mergings. The associated feedback equation is defined
by the distance to the j'th merging location, x, where, X. is the subharmonic wavelength, Xa is the acoustic wavelength and
N is an integer number of wa,,ez describing J' merging locations. Refer to Equation (5). The equation predicts vortex
merging locations and the spreading rate in a subsonic jet (I lo & Nosseir 1981, 1982).

1.1.4 Global Stabili.),
The evolution of coherent structures has been described by propagating instability waves composed of various
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frequencies. Linear hydrodynamic instability theory can be approached from a temporal or spatial point-of-view. Free shear
layer experiments tend to agree with spatial calculations, however, shear layers forced periodically in time do not. Thus,

neither approach is exact because global instabilities may amplify admitting both complex
1 x4 3x = N frequencies and complex wavenumbers. A combined and global spatio-ternporal instability

theory analyzes the dispersion relation of a given flow to determine if the system is convectively
or absolutely unstable, and hence if it may be temporally or spatially calculated (Huerre &

Monkewitz 1985, 1990).
Very small amplitude disturbances for a parallel flow are assumed as in Michalke's linear hydrodynamic theory. A

response in the form of a wave packet is obtained for a given initial disturbance. In convective instability all local and
global modes are temporally damped such that the disturbed wave packets decay downstream with positive group velocity
thereby stabilizing the flow although pressure waves may introduce upstream feedback effects (Chomaz, Huerre & Redekopp
1981). The flow is considered to be a spatial 'amplifier' of external disturbances. In absolute instability, local regions
become self-excited with temporally growing oscillations but remain stationary in space such that disturbances spread both
upstream and downstream contaminating and saturating the flow. Refer to figure 7. Conventional descriptions of absolutely
unstable flow can not be employed, i.e. predicted merging locations. Instabilities can change locally, that is, at a particular
velocity profile, from convectiveiy to absolutely and back to convectively unstable. Therefore, local absolute instability
does not necessarily imply global absolute instability. This topic will become important in the discussions regarding
acoustically excited and nonhomogeneous jet flows.

1.1.5 Coherent Structures
In the fifteenth century Da Vinci recorded the earliest illustrations of vortices- the principle elements of turbulent

shear layers. It is now accepted that large scale vortical structures contain most of the flow's energy- the 'energy-containing
eddies' (BaLchelor 1953). The Kelvin-Helmholtz mechanism distributes most of the initial vorticity downstream of the
trailing edge into periodic waves which evolve into coherent structues. Coherent structures are recognizable vortices of
fluid characterized by commonly aligned phase relationships that dynamically develop in space and time. Coherent large
scale structures may be thought of as an evolving vorticity field in space (Ho & HIue=re 1984). They are the defacto building
blocks constitutingmluruj,:n, ,fre shar layei flow by being responsible for the transport of momentum, mass and heat. The
recognition of quasi-determninistic structures dominating the free shear layer by Brown & Roshko (1974) and Winant &
Browand (1974) heralded one of the biggest advances in the study of turbulent shear flows.

inviscid, coherent spanwise structures of the order of the width of the ensuing flowfield emerge and receive energy
from the mean flow via the Reynolds shear stresses. The downstream merging and subsequent growth of the large scale
spanwise structures is responsible for large scale mixing and the overall development of the mixing layer. With every
successive merging event, large scale passage frequencies decrease by one-half (Huang & -lo 1990), their strength and
wavelength double, and the separation between large scales increases by a factor of two (Brown & Roshko 1974). The
momentum thickness grows linearly and is proposed to double instantaneously at each pairing location in the subharmonir
evolution model (Ho 1981). Refer to figure 8. Merging spanwise large scale vortices engulf large portions of ambient
irrotational fluid into the shear layer producing entrainment, spreading and overall mixing. The processes of entrainment
and fine-scale mixing appear to be separate at high Reynolds number (Dimotakis & Brown 1976).

Browand & Weidman (1976) found merging p.c.sse.s cratcd Rcynolds strcss w.hich ini tou is responsibie for turbulent
energy production (-Ui-- caUi /xk, from the dynamic equation for -ujui-). Wygnanski & Oster (1982) measured changes in the
sign of the Reynolds stress at merging locations verifying transfer of energy from fluctuating velocities to the mean flow by
the stresses. This process is termed vortex nutauion and it permits energy transfer to large scale coherent structures (Browand
& Ilo 1983).

Secondary instabilities initiate creation of another type of large scale coherent structures designated as sticamwise
vortices (Breidenthal 1978; Bernal 1981). They form in the streamwise 'braid' regions between adjacent large scale spanwise
vortices which are characterized by large rates of strain. The existence of streamwise structures was theorized by Benney &
Lin (1960) and Corcos (1979), measured by Konrad (1976) and Miksad (1972) and reviewed by Roshko (1981). Refer to
figure 9. Threading inwards as well as overlaying spanwise voitex cores, streamwise vortices are convected downstream
by the spanwise vortices (Jimenez, Cogollos & Bernal 1985). They anneal in a process similar to vortex merging in which
adjacent vortices merge thereby decreasing the nuibner of streamwise vortices. Counter-rotating streamwise vortices
enhance mixing by increasing the 'mixedness' of the fluid entrained by spanwise stiuctures and inducing ambient velocity
to traverse through the shear layer. They further increase the interfacial area of the mixing layer (Bernil 1981). Nevertheless,
the spanwise large scales are the major contributors towards mixing in homogeneous mixing layers (Dimotakis & Brown
1976) and chemically reacting mixing layers (Breidcnthal 1978, 1981; Masutani & Bowman 1984).

Lashelas, Cho & Maxworthy (1986) found initial three-dimensional perturbations affecting streamwise vortices. It was
shown that mutual influences exist between streamwise vortices, the initially two-dimensional spanwise vortices and small
scales, theoretically (Pierrehumnbert & Widnall 1982), experimentally (Bernal & Roshko 1986; Huang & Ho 1990), and
numerically (Ho, Zohar, Moser, Rogers, Lele & Buell 1989).
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1.1.6 Small Scales
The plane mixing layer begins as a laminar flow, promptly changes into a vortical flow digesting irrotational pockets of

ambient fluid and eventually becomes fully-developcd turbulent flow. Throughout its existence, the turbulent shear flom
consists of multiple scales of varying dimensions and associated energies. Successive interactions among spanwise and
streamwike large scale structures, respectively, instigate the production of smaller, three-dimensional scales which in turn
lead to transition to fully turbulent flow.

A still unknown nonlinear secondary instability triggers production of small scales within the cores of the spanwisc
large scals as early as the first vortex merging (Bernal 1981; Zohar 1990). Hsiao (1985), Huang (1985) and Zohar (1990)
found small scale populations normalized with respect to the number of large scales to reach maxima around the second
vortex merging location. Small scales appear prior to the breakdown of large scale vortices and their generation is not a
result of phase decorrelation of the large scales. Although it has not been ruled out that smali scales may affect the
secondary instabilities leading to breakdown of the large scale vortices.

Production of the small scales may be due in part by interactions between the spanwise and streamwise large scales, or
possibly due to vortex stretching and tilting of the large scales (Brachet, Orszag, Nickel, Morf & Frisch 1983). Liu (1981)
showed when the large scale amplitudes saturate the transfer of energy occurs from laige- to small scales. A phenomenological
model about small scale mixing in a reacting turbulent shear layer was proposed by Broadwell & Breidenthal (1982).

There are various experimental methods of identifying 'signposts' marking the beginning of transition following the
first vortex merging and approaching completeness after the second vortex merging. These potential indicators incluIc in
descending order of accuracy, the number of small scales per large scale as estimated by thz Peak-Valley Counting method
(H-uang 1985; Zohar 1990), the -5/3 slope of the roll-off exponent of the one-dimensional energy spectrum (Jimenez,
Martinez-Val & Rebollo 1979), large values of the Reynolds stress (Browand & Weidman 1976) and increased mixing
(13reidenthal 1981). Refer to figure 10.

The number of small scales increase downstream, Ho & Huerre (1984) and Zohar (1990). Small scales were found to
diffuse large scale structures as well as the amplificaAt.-. cate of pairing (Pieirehumbert & Widnall (1982). l-lsiao (198i),
Huang (1985) and Zohar (1990) found small scaie tiawsiti. location begins a- Rx/k - 8, the second vortex merging
location, for both two--dimensional plane jt a.n inixing Iays.:, ,espc.cti'vely. Small scales measured in two-dimensional jtt
by tlsiao (1985) were close to the Kolmogorov M :-,s., 410. (rw.,.i)"', where E is the dissipation), whercas Zohar's (19190
measurements showed die values to be closer to the '7aylor Micro~calc.

The initially coherent large scales undergo increl-,ign leve's or" i•re-1scorrelation which may generate small scales
within cores. By the third vortex merging, fully turbule'.t ,iow is aehvweC g,,. the asymptotic limits of these processes (Ho,
Zohar & Foss 1991). Refer to figure 11. lor sufficientl:, hgO. Reynoid; n•a-.ber, Re > 3000, the separation of scales in
wavenumber-space becomes large enough such that an inert .,I subrange zegiwo' characterized but = necessarily defined
by the -5/3 slope exists in the downstream region saturated by tire small scales, Arhough not sufficiently correct, conditions
of isotropy may then be invoked to more easily facilitate estimation of in;poft:aoý. lengti: scales-- the Taylor Microscale,
Kolmogorov scales, etc.

In summary, free shear layers in principle act as low-pass ilters amplifying b',kground perturbations at selectable

frequencies resulting in the formation of coherent structures. The initial momentum ai.'icknesai (oL vorticity thickness) and
velocity ratio are the controlling parameters.

1.2 Axisrnmmetric Jets

1.2.1 Foundations
As stated previously, jets are a basic flow configuration possessing numerous mngineering aT. l~cata.is and form due to

the pressure drop through an exit nozzle. Jets are among a class of inviscidly unstable free slicer flows and evolve in a
fashion similar to plane mixing layers through large scale vortex merging (Boucliaid & Reynolds 1972; Browand & Laufcr
1975). Jets do not )ossess a solid boundary which may act as a vorticity source and all of the vorticity Is idded to the flow at
the nozzle exit. A common length scale characteristic of jets and mixing layers is the i'iitial moirct'ratum thickness, or
vorticity thickness. Additionally, the existence of one extra length scale, the nozzle diameter, distinguisIcs jets from plane
mixing layers, As the jet develops downstream the dimension characterizing the local length scale o' the shear layer
increases in size from being on the order of the initial momen-um thickness to the order of the jet diametnr.

Interior to the shear layer and separated by an unsteady intermittent surface exists the potential coi t., 'n irrotational
central region of constant velocity and temperature of approximately five exit diameters in length. Refei to 'gure 12. In
the shear layer region energy is transferred from the mean flow to the fluctuating turbulent components via tte Reynolds
shear stresses and the subsequent pressure-velocity gradient correlations transfer energy from the streamwist velocity
fluctuations to transverse components. The shear layer continues to grow dictating flow development after the potential
core terminates and the mean quantities achieve self-preservation around eight exit diameters downstream. Refer to figure
13. Farther downstream the jet continues to develop approaching a state of fully-developed turbulent flow. E\ en aFtecr
seventy diameters turbulent properties are still not self-preseing. Refer to figure 14. No definite isotropic hoMUJog-neous
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turbulent regions have been measured in axisymmetric jets.
The fact that mean quantities become self-preserving before turbulent quantities illustrates the concepts o6 energy

transfer in turbulent shear flows and the production of turbulence. Hence similarity or equilibeiium is reached 'in a very
gradual series of steps. Self-similar velocity profiles may be conveniently non-diniensionalized by thle total st-rearowise
distance or by a local transverse length scale, the velocity 'halfwidth'. The halfwidth is the transverse distance from the
centerline axis to the location where the velocity drops to half of its centerline value.

Analyses of jets using phenomenological models have been simplified by two notions at large Reynolds numbers, a
narrow mean flow pattern suggesting the use of boundary-layer equations and self-preservation. The first simplification
indicates zero mean transverse velocities, considerably sm-aller streamwise gradients (a/ax) than transverse ones (3/Dr) and
constant streamwise pressure. The production of turbulence is by the Reynolds stresses acting upon the mzan velocity
gradients and this close relationship supports similarity in mean and turbulent quantities. Therefore, self-preservation
coupled with eddy viscosity models close the equations and predict gaussian-shaped mean flow distributions which are in
good agreement with experiment except near the edge of the flow (Townsend 1956; Hioize 1959). See Sehetz (1980) for a
complete reference list, Early measurements Of turbulent axisymmetric jets began with Corrsin (1943) and Gorrsin &
Uberoi (1949, 1950). An extensive investigation of axisymrmetric Jets was undertaken by Wygnanski & Fiedler (1969).

1.2.2 Stability
Initial conditions at the nozzle exit impart a longtime impression upon the flow (Townsend 1956). Measurements of

the evolution of the circumferential shear layer have shown the lip of the jet nozzle to be very sensitive to initial conditions
(Bradshaw 1966; H-ussain & Zedan 1978). An initial velocity difference between the jet and the local ambient fluid creates
a cylindrical top-hiat velocity profile surrounded by a thin circular shear layer- the region of turbulent shear flow.

Laminar and turbulent free jets are inviscidly unstable flows by the presence of in~flection points in their mean velocity
profiles. The initially laminar axisymmetric shear layer gives rise to periodic instability waves by the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability process. Exactly like their two-dimensional counterparts, the axisyrnmer-ric waves amplify exponentially in the
Unstable shear layer and roll-up in a nonlinear process forming three-dimensional ring-shaped vortices approximately four
initial instability wavelengths downstream. The resultant periodic vortex rings appear quasi-stationary, grow and become
distorted downstream (Wille 1963; Bradshaw 1966: Becker & Massnrrn 1968). Refer to figure 15.

According to inviscid hydrodynainic linear instability, the initial vortex rings are built upon axisymmet-ric modes (m-0)
which amplify due to the linear instability of the top-hat velocity profiles at the nozzle exit. By Michalke's (1965) linear
stability theory, vortices roll-up at a most-amplified frequency downstream of the nozzle exit scaling with the initial
momentum thickness and convection velocity, St-0.0 17- ~f"0, / U,.

Earliest theoretical studies of axisymmetric jet instability were conducted by Tyndall (1867), who observed flames to
'dance' in response to chamber music, and Lord Rayleigh (1879). The jet instability problem is treated by the linearized
inviscid Euler equations with small perturbations, the Rayleigh equation, which calculate realistic mean velocity profiles
(Betehov & Criminale 1967). Sinuous and varicose modes have been likened to axisymmetric and helical modes, respectively
(Sawo 1960). Spatial perturbations were chosen rather than temporal ones owing to the considerations of a physical free
boundary layer (Gaster 1%2). Inviscid flow simplifications have been employed by Michialke & Schade (1963) and Freymuth
(1966). Parallel flow and finite momentum thickness assumptions applied towards temporal (Michalke 1964), and spatial
(Michalke 1965), theories, respectively, suggest better compari ;on of spatial instability results with experimental resulits
than with temporal results.

Michalke (1971) performed linear inviscid instabilityv calculation on a cylindrical vortex sheet with a finitely thin shear
layer and found the amplification rate of the spreading shear layer to vary with the local shear layer thickness, 0, the
redu,;ed frequency, 27if8./U and curvature, O/D. The linear hydrodynamic analysis of a jet then becomes similar to that of
a plane mixing layer. However, parallel flow assumrptions yielded slightly incorrect results at high kma,./D ratios (Michalke
1969) which led to a more accurate treatment of slowly diverging flow (Crighton & Gaster 1976). Treautlng an axisymmetrie
jet shear layer like a plane mixing layer creates problems because the thickening shear layer has a correspond inigl y larger
perturbation wavelength that is on the order of thle. jet diameter.

The resultant toroidal vortices are coherent structures with a definite phase and they mutually Interact an inviscid
fashion (Lamb 1932), and undergo a merging proccss with neighboring vortices (Browanti & Laufer 1975). Refer to figure,
16. The first vortex merging of the annular vortices occurs at the saturation of the subliarnionic wave in a non-dispers'ive
medium (Petersen 1978). The phase velocity of higher modes is non-dispersive for all frequencies bringing about resonant
inreracuons further amplifying the modes thereby facilitating more efficient energy transfer. This is in agreement with the
subbarmonic rcsonance mechanism (Kelly 1967; Monkewitz 1988). Refer to figure 17.

jets possess more cem 'plicated modes of instability than plane mixing layers and undergo symmetiy-breaking. that is,
their instabilities switch to higher modes downstream (H~o & Huerre 1984). Concurrent with subsequent vortex mergings
downstreamn, the mean velocity profiles evolve into hell-shaped profiles upon which the axisyrnmecrie modes decay and are
superceded by more energetic helhical (Iml Ž! 1) modes (Batchelor & Gill. 1962; Mattingly & Chang 1974). NMichalke (1972)
showed bothi axisymmetric arid helical modes to be amplified in a jet, albeit at different rates. Michalke (1971) calculated
that the axisymmetric modes Iti we higher amplification rate~s within the potential core and arc therefore more uinstable. than
higher 'spinning' or helical modes. This is in agrecement with slowly diverging parallel flow theory results (Pl1aschko 1979).
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Beyond four jet diameters downstream, helical modes dominate axisymmetric modes (Petersen & Samet 1988). At higher
Reynolds numbers the helical mode appears closer to the nozzle (Fuchs & Michel 1977; Drubka 1981), possibly due to
stronger global feedback effects (Ho & Huerre 1984).

Farther downstream nonlinear azimuthal instabilities grow about the circumference of the vortices forming lobes and
imparting severe distortion (Browand & Laufer 1975). The structures lose phase and amplitude coherence and begin to
break up. Azimuthal vortex instability modes and their induced disturbances may contribute to vortex breakdown and
symmetry breaking or eve i encourage the overtaking of the axisymmetric modes by helical modes (Widnall, Bliss & Tsai
1974; Browand & Laufer 1975). Measurements reveal 'wavy' velocity correlations distributed circumferentially about the
potential core (Sreenivasqn 1984) which suggests the loss of phase coherence at progressive downstream locations possibly
due to the appearance of higher order instabilities-, either azimuthal or helical. Decreasing amplification iates in the
downstream direction may be responsible for the diminishing strength of the axisymmetric waves and signify the appearance
of helical modes (Petersen & Samet 1988).

1.2.3 Preferred Mode
Crow & Champagne (1971) experimentally found iastability waves to reach peak amplitudes around x/D - 4 near the

end of the potential core where the flow was governed by a preferred mnode or jet-column mode of constant Strouhal number
based on nozzle diameter, D, StD-f D/U,- 0.3. Refer to figure 18. This is the mode of maximum growth and it differs from
the shear-layer mode which scales with the initial most amplified frequency, Sto-0.017. This agrees with the linear stability
results of Crighton & Gaster (1976) which predict a mode at Strouhal number, f D/Uý = 0.4, corresponding to a maximum
gain in pressure amplitude. The value of the preferred mode has been found to vary between 0.25 and 0.6 in experiments
and this is probably due to the existence of varying passage frequencies of acoustically untreated facilities (Gutmark & Ho
1983). Kibens (1981), Drubka (1981) and Ho & Hsiao (1983) determined the preferred mode to vary with Strouhal number
at small radius-to-initial momentum thickness ratios then remain constant beyond around 150 R/ 0,.

Hence, two modes govern the local development of the structure of a free axisymmetric jet. Within the potential core
region instabilities scale with the local momentum thickness and the local passage frequency, St, - f0/U, in agreement
with spatial stability theory. After four jet diameters, the preferred mode governs the flow scaling with the local momentum
thickness which is on the order of the exit diameter (Petersen & Samet 1988). This location apiners [o coincide with the
onset of helical instability modes (Michalke & IHlermann 1982) inferring the preferred mode to be helical in nature.
Therefore for small curvatures, O/D, the preferred mode appears to be the natural evolution of the shear-layer mode
beyond x/D -4 just as the local passage frequency is a result of numerous large scale vortex mergings.

1.2.4 Global Stability
Global spatio-cempotal analyses have been studied in jets. For a summary of global stability effects in jets refer to

Table 4 in Huerre & Monkewitz (1990). Decreased flow densities bring about absolute instability and self-excite
nonhomogeneous jets. In particular, for exit density ratios, p/p. < 0.72, the axisymmetric mode becomes absolutely
unstable prior to the appearance of the helical mode (Monkewitz & Sohn 1986; Yu & Monkcwitz 1990). Experiments in
heated jets reveal vortex break down immediately following the location of absolute instability (Sreenivasan, Raghu & Kyle
1989). Low-density measurements have revealed random appearances of side-jets emanating at large angles to the main
flow dramatically increasing the local spreading angle (G,_•yop 1988; Mor.kewitz, Bechert, Bariskow & Lchmann 1990).

Observations of globally self-excited modes agree with spatio-temporal theory (Monkewitz, Bechert, Bariskow &
Lehmann 1990). Refer to figure 19. Recent experiments indicate side-jets to be observed only in low-densitv axisymmetric
jets, (Clonkewitz, Bechert, Bariskow & Lehmann 1990; Ho 1991, private communication). Increased velocity ratios greater
than one found ia jets with coaxial reversed flow or suction show signs of absolute instability when R e! 1.3 in agreement
writh spatio-temporal predictions (Strykowski & Niccum 1990).

1.2.5 Coherent Structures
Iiviscid dynamics involving coherent structures occur in jets as in mixing layers. Orderly large scale structures have

been identified in axisymmetric jets (Crow & Champagne 1971). The important properties related to mixing depend upon
the evolution of the coherent structures. The merging dynamics of the large scale toroidal vortices govern entrainment and
the added mass widens the shear layer and accordingly the shear layer spreads radially outward. Ambient fluid is entrained
across the shear layer via the Biot-Savart induction mechanism (Batchelor 1967) during large scale merging and enters the
potential core. Entrainment is defined as the total massflow crossing any imaginary plane orthogonal to the principle jet
direction. Refer to equation (6). By similarity arguments entrainment should approach constart values far downstream
because it is a mean property (Wygnanski 1964) and it has been measured to be nearly constant in the potential core region
(Crow & Champagne 1971).

Streainwise vortices are piesent in axisymimetric jets, as well. Begirning at the nozzle exit, three-dimensional secondary
iristriilitics disturb the ring vortices and in a most nonlinear fashion develop into coherent streamwise vortices. These
'braid' regions are characterized by strong positive strain and large shear that may be stretching and aligning the vorticity
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field to form these streamwise structures (Lasheras, Cho & Maxworthy 1986).
The streamwise vortices connect or overlap neighboring large scale vortex
cores and survive successive vortex mergings (Browand 1986). They do not
appear to have as strong an effect upon entrainment as in plane mixing !ayers. p(Dx)= p IJ(r) 2 it r dr

The actions of interacting large scale vortex rings and streamwise vortices
may generate small scale three--dimensional fluctuations (Ho & -l-uerre 1984).
Small scales begin to form following the initial vortex merging locations and
their numbers realize asymptotic limits in the fully-developed region downstream of the third vortwx merging (Hsiac
1985). The highly three-dimensional small scales 'wrinkle' the interfacial aiea of the once-cohcient vortices increasing
their surface areas. They proceed to carry out the final stages of mixing begun by the large scales by initiating fine-scaic
and molecular mixing (Broadwell & Breidenthal 1982).

1.3 Three-Dimensional Jets __

1.3.1 Foundations
Three-dimensional jets are distinguished by noncircular exit nozzles of varying geometry, i.e. elliptical, rectangular,

triangular, tapered and even scalloped- or crown-shaped! By passively changing nozzle geometry the initial conditions in
three-dimensional jet nozzles profoundly alter the downstream evolution of the flow. The properties of three-dimensional
jets approach those of two-dimensional plane jets the limit of very large aspect-ratio. Consequently, the complicated
stability modes and velocity fields in three-dimensional jets are found to be very different than axisymmetric jeis. It is
these properties that are responsible for significantly greater mixing processes in three-dimensiotval jets. Owing to their
more physically intricate nature, large aspect-ratio and plane '2-D' jets were first studied, and it is only recently that
small--aspect ratio and more 'irregular' jets have begun to be investigated.

1.3.2 StabilityAt-yiuuncti jet flows display more complicated stability modes than axisymmetric flows. Michalke (1971) has remarked

that the more a jet departs from axial symmetry the more unstable it becomes. Linear inviscid stability analysis of an
elliptical vortex sheet indicates similarity between large aspect-ratio jets and two-dimensional jets (Crighton 1974).
Measurements of velocity fields and spreading characteristics in large aspect--ratio and '2-D' jets lend support to this view
(Ho & Gutmark 1987). Elliptically shaped, large scale coherent toroidal vortices are shed consecutively from the exit
nozzles of three-dimensional rectangular and elliptic jets according to the previously discu•.3ed Kelvin-Heirnholtz instability
mechanism. The initial vorticity distributions and any intrinsic "irregularities" at the position of the formation of the shear
layer help to determine its linear growth rate (Winant 1972; Dimotakis & Brown 1976).

Morris & Miller (1984) distinguished an axisymmetric mode, helical modes which 'flap' about the major and minor
axes, respectively, and even higher order 'double helix' modes in elliptic vortex sheet analyses. It is conjectured that
azimuthal modes may be responsible for complicated superpesitions of higher order, quasi--helical instabilr-y modes which
dominate the initial axisymmetric mode in small aspect-ratio elliptic jets precluding any simple stability explanation.
Elliptic ring vortccs may retain -hei- coherence and strength farther downstream than axisymmetric rings possibly due to
the dynamics of self-induction, see below, resisting the. highe; frequency distortions of the Widnall azimuthal instability
(Morris & Miller 1984; Koshigoe, Ho & Tubis 1987; Morris 1988).

Linear instability calculations found heated .les to be mooe unstable that, cold jets ýGropengcisser 1969). More
recently, analysis shows temperature to display subsonically destabilizing and converscly supersonically stabilizing effects
toward the development of elliptic jets (i(oshigoe, Ho & Tubis 1987). Global spatio-tcmporal investigations of a
nonhomogeneous 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet at density :atios lower than the predicted onset of absolute instability did not
reveal any noticeable differences in the flow (H1o & xsttin 1988). In the same ;acility, suction applied to inceease the
velocity ratio well above the predicted boundary also did not confuim tdie existEwce of absolutely unstable flow. It is
possible that either spatio-temporal calculations of axisymmecric jets are not directly applicable towards small aspect-ratio
elliptic jet flow fields and require re-.calculation, or absolut:u instability may be confined to very localized regions.

1.3.3 Coherent Structures
Studies of isolated elliptically shaped vortex rings showe., deforming vortices and axis, switching (Viets & Sforza 1972;

Dhanak & DeBernardinis 1981). The coherent elliptic vortices have varying radii of curvature such that the section of the
ring in the major axis plane is convected faster downstream than the minor axis section by the inviscid nature of the
Biot-Savart Law mechanism (Batchelor 1967). Refe,- to equation (7). The faster moving section of tOe major axis section
convects forward as it bends inward decreasing the local radius of curvduire ultil it imiatchcs the radius of curvature of the
minor axis section which is simultaneously moving outwards. This is the process of se,ýf-induction. Thc property of axis
switching occurs when the initially elliptic ring briefly sustains a circular configuration tkliowing a series of downstream
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distortions. Following axis switching, the major axis scction becomes the 'new' minor
S.- axis section and reciprocally the minor axis section becomes the 'new' major axis
rZs section. Refer to figure 20.

474 3 These dynamics unique to three-dimensional jets only begin to uncover the
f highly convoiuted three-dimensional evolution of the elliptic ring as it progresses

downstream in tomprison to the 'conventional' non-self-inductive behavior of circular toroidal rings. Viets & Sforza
(1972) and Dhanak & DeBernardinis (19f.t) have ascribed the azimuthal distribution of vorticity along the elliptical ring's
contour to be responsible for self-induction in vorrex rings. Refci to figure 21. The self-induction of small aspect-ratio
elliptic vortices is the czus, of considerably large entrainment rates in a 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet (Ho & Gutmark 1987).

Streamwise voticess although largely undocumeited, exist in three-dimensional jets and have bee visualized
immediately following the first vortex merging in nonhomogeneous 2:1 aspecr-ra•.io elliptic jet flows (H , Huerre &
Redekopp 1990). The fact that the streamwise structures arc observed primarily in the major axis plane may only be a
consequence of the optical flow diagnostics.

1.3.4 Large Aspect-Ratio
Early experimental studies by Trentacoste & Sforza (1967) measured mean properties of 10:1 aspect-ratio rectangular

jets. Triangular •nd high aspect--ratio, 6:1 and greater, ellipticl and rectangular jets were investigated by Sforza & Stasi
(1979), Kiotha•palli, Baganoff & Karamrclieti (1981) .nd Krothapalli, I-Isia, Baganoff & Karamcheti (1982). Mean values
approached self-similari•y beyond 30 jet diameters dowastream, many times farther downstream than in an axisymmetric
jeti (Sfeir 1978). The investig'ttors identified feur regions reflecting local stages of flow development. The first is the
potential core, characterized by consta.nt mean velocity; second, a characteristic decay region where centerline velocity
decays as a negative power; third, an axisymmetric -type region where the centerline velocity decays inversely with
downstream distance, and last, a fully axisymniet'ic region.

The first revelation distinguishing three-dimensionai jets from their conventional axisymmetric counterparts was the
existence of different velocity profiles and spread rates in the maJor and minor axes regions. The mean velocity profiles
differed between the major and minor axes, respectively, indicating different spreading rates in the two planes perpendicular
to the main flow. Initially, the minor axis plane would spread more th-an the major axis plane. The transverse location of

hr•.,CI th. loca. --A.. y eqLals half the local centeriine velocity is termed the 'velocity halfvvidth' ano it characterizes jot
spreading. At a particular downstream location the velocity naifwidtrhs in both axes will be equivalent. This has been
explained as the phenomenon of axis switching aud its location w.as found to be iincarly proportional to the nozzle
aspect-ratio.

Entrainment values in large aspect-ratio jets were found to he similar to a:nisvmrnctric jets because axis switching and
azimuthal distortion of the large-aspect rztio vortices occur further downstrream. By this location the large scale structures
have begun to be weakened i-.y azimuthal instabilities dissipating their vorticity such that these 'less-coheCen( rings can
not engulf large amounts of ambient fluid.

1.3.5 Small Aspect-Ratio
Visualization of small 2:1 aw.pcct-ratio elliptic jets revealed large scale vortex mergings, three-dimensionally deforming

elliptic vortices, azimuthal distortions -;nd up to three axis switching locatons in the major and minor axes (Ho & Gutmark
1982; Gurmark & Ho 19861. P•anar visualizations ot vortex ring cross-sections showed inclined vortices with respect to the
nozzle exit suggesting a helical riode nature and many promintrnt streamnwise vortices (Austin & Schreck 1990). Refer to
figure 22.

Ho & Gutmark (1187) rneasurt-d up to five times greater entrainment ratios and demonstrated the small 2:1 aspect-rano
elliptic jet to be a passi ',o means of increasing entrainment Furthermore, ten times as much entrainment was measured in
the minor axis plarne than in the major axis plane. This evidence suggests a secod, and perhaps more important, entrainrmLent
mechanism in addition to vortex mciging- the self-induction cf the asymmetric vortex rings. Specifically, the increased
azinu~thal deformations in the vortical structure cause the mintr ?xis section to move outwards thereby greatly increasing
the interfacial area permitting the engulfment of zrore irrotational ambib'i-r fluid into the jet. Refer to figure 23. Therefore,
the mechanisms of shear layer growd- are voxiex merging and vortex self-indu:;tion. Measurements suggest optimum
mixing anti entrainment to exist for elliptic nozzles having aspect-ratio between 2-1 and 3:1 (Schadiow, Wilson, Lee &
Gutmark 1984).

'Tere exist noticeable differences betv'een solne parameters in the major and minor axes regions. The initial momentum
thickne'ss, -nd hence the Strouhal number, Srt, was found to be twenty percent smaller in the minor axis than the major
axis, whereas, the mno. amnplified Erequency was constant about the no;:zlc exit resulting in the instantaneous shedding of
sTngle vortices. In agrcein,•nt with the linear instability analyses by Michalke (1965) and Morris & ,Miller (1984), the
frequency of the initial axiJymmetric waves scale with exit velocity and the thinner initial rnonentum thickness in the
minor axis because that secuiur. of tthe shear l.yer is associated with steeper velocity gradients and hence, maximum
vorticity. The amplification rates, -kO, in both major and minor axes ate equal aidhough their peaks do not ex,ictly co. cide
with predicted merging locations (11o & Huang 1Q82) most likely due to increascd pli:ý.e jittter of the large scales brought
on by severe azimuthal distortions.
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Peak turbulent intensities and positive Reynolds shear stress conform to the inward motion of the major axis section
and the outward motion of the minor axis section of the deforming vortex rings. The minor axis velocity profiles display
considerablh higher spreading than the major axis velocity profiles. Velocity halfwidths and constant-velocity contours
indicate linear growth in the minor axis regions and nearly constant growth in the major axis regions. This evidence
reinforces the existence of greater entrainment and spreading in the minor axis region. Refer tQ figure 24.

The consequences of axis switching are more dramatic in small aspect-ratio three-dimensional jets. In large aspect-ratio
three-dimensional jets axis switching is only observed once, if ever. Axis switching in low velocity small aspect-ratio
three--dimensiona, jets continues up to forty diameters downstream and then the jet becomes fuily axisymmetric. The
number of such locations is dependent upon the density ratio (Austin & Ho 1988a) and jet exit Reynolds number (Ho,
Huerre & Redekopp 1990).

Near-field pressure fluctuations have been studied in light of noise reduction, and they are produced by the merging
process at equally in both axes at subsonic velocities (Gutmark & Ho 1985). It has been shown that the source of noise in
low Mach number jets has its origins in the process of nonlinear saturation of the instability waves at the vortex merging
locations (Laufer & Yen 1983) and the maxima of most-amplified instability waves are associated with these locations (Ho
& Huang 1982). However, recent measurements show noise to be due to the preferred mode in a high subsonic 2:1
aspect-ratio elliptic jet (Schreck & Ho 1990). In contrast, elliptic jets with aspect ratios greater than five display a
difference in the pressure field between the major and minor axes regions (Voce & Simpson 1972; Browand, Chu & Laufer
1975).

1.3.6 Nonhomogencous Flows
Turbulent measurements in a nonhomogcncous 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet revealed higher mixing and entrainment in

the minor axis plane, moderately higher entrainment ratios than a homogeneous elliptic jet and displacement of the axis
switching location upstream (Austin & Ho 1988a, 1988b; Ho, Austin & Hertzberg 1989). Side-jets were not observed in the
heated 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet. Pressure and gravity forces act only through the center-of-gravity of fluid particles and
cannot induce rotation However, in a nonconstant density field the center-of-gravity does not coincide with the center-of-mass
which allows pressure forces to induce rotation and generate internal vorticity. The baroclinic torque due to fluid accelerated
by nonaligned pressure gradients in a varying density fluid may figure in the vorticity dynamics of a heated flow The
IiChgiioLtz vULLicir7-, equation obtained by taking the curl of the Navier Stokes equation describes the rate of change of

vorticity by stretching, tilting, thermal expansion, p+ _ VPviscous diffusion and baroclinic torque terms (Yih 1 (WP + u.- V wVp = Wp. - u -op W . u -U -vV2oWp +

1969). Refer to equation (8). However, the at 3
baroclinic term has not been determined to be primarily
responsible for increased entrainment in a heated 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet. Rather, the upstream shift in the location of
axis switching upon the addition of heat seems indicative that the inviscid effects of self-induction upon the vortex rings
have been enhanced in an as yet unknown mechanism such that more ambient fluid is engulfed upstream.

Experiments of a confined subsonic 2:1 aspect-ratio rectangular dump jet reveal the existence of transverse velocities
and the suddenly expanding recirculation zone common in axisymmetric dump combustors to be completely suppressed in
the minor axis plane (Ho, Austin, & Hertzberg 1989; Hertzberg & Ho 1991). As a result combustion efficiency is improved.
Schadow & Gutmark (1989) extensively reviewed propulsion research on the improvement of subsonic and supersonic
combustrion and determined the 3:1 aspcct--ratio clliptucal nozzle demonstrated higher spreading and improved combusrion
efficiencies over axisymmetric, square, rectangular and triangular nozzles at both subsonic and supersonic conditions.
Importantly, large scale coherent structures coinciding with local combustion regions have been identified in supersonic
dump combustors and ramjets admitting the possibility of controlling and enhancing real-world flows. Refer to figure 25.

Spread rates of compressible subsonic and supersonic shear layers are considerably less than in incompressible subsonic
shear layer (Bogdanoff 1982; Roshko & Papamoschou 1986). It is therefore beneficial to find higher spreading and entrainment
in the near field of a 2:1 aspect-ratio rectangular jet over an axisymmetric jet at supersonic conditions (Jou, Knoke & Ho
1988; Schadow & Gutmark 1989). This work extends the envelope of increased mixing performance in small aspect-tatio
nozzle to supersonic conditions. However, for Mach numbers greater than 2.25 all types of jets appear to grow similarly.
The expansion and compression waves further excite shear layer instabilities switching instability modes and creating more
acoustic signals that feedback upstream. The geometry of the supersonic exit nozzle determines the large and small mixing
characteristics (Gutmark, Wilson & Schadow 1989).

Other nonconventional and effective means of passively achieving controlled mixing and increasing entrainment rates
has been to modify the jet exit boundary conditions with crown-shaped nozzle extensions (Longmire & Eaton 1990) and
adding tapered nozzles of indeterminate origins (Kibens & Wlezien 1985; Schadow & Gutmark 1989).

1.4 Excit__on._ Effects

The turbulent free shear layer is composed of quasi--deterministic large scale coherent structures whose subsequent
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mergings are responsible for entrainment, growth and small scale production leading to transition. These organized structures
are defined by unique passage frequencies and characteristic length scales. To increase mixing, the merging process must.
be controlled so as to obtain a spatially coherent merging pattern. It has been successfully demonstrated that shear layers
are especially sensitive to low-level disturbances and can be excited. Existing or new peiturbations can be further amplifiea
by the influence of external acoustic waves, an embedded splitter plate or three-dimensional corrugations at the flow
origin.

The phase speed of acoustic waves is much larger than phase speeds of incompressible subsonic flows thus excited
acoustic waves can only impart energy at the origin by converting acoustic energy waves into vortical instability waves via
the trailing-edge receptivity (Morkovin & Paranjape 1971; Crighton 1981). As a consequence, higher Mach number experiments
can be directly excited (Tam 1978).

It is known that the most amplified wave is due to a naturally selected amplitude and phase reference. Periodic forcing
smoothens phase jitt&e ard increases coherence of the large scale structures by extacting energy from the background flow
and simultaneously reducing background turbulence. This process strengthens the phase reference of the large scales
permitting more convenient spatial identification of the structures. Forcing at a certain frequency with large enough
amplitude leads to a response by the shear layer at that particular frequency and usually induces vortex roll-up at a
frequency which is a specific harmonic of the forcing frequency.

1.4.1 Mona-Frequency Forcing

Artificial forcing was shown to 'flesh out' or strengthen vortices (Wygnanski, Oster, Fiedler & Dziomba 1979; Browand
&. Troutt 1980). Acdve acoustic forcing organizes large scales and has considerable influence on the vortex merging process
(14-1 & Huang 1982; Oster & Wygnanski 1982; Fiedler & Mensing 1985). Forcing at the fundamental or natural frequency,
f , (mode I forcing) reinforces individual vortices and lessens influences from neighboring ones which delays vortex pairing
at the first subbarmonic, fJ2, and discourages growth of the shear layer. This forcing arrangement increases the efficiency
of energy transfer from the mean flow to the large scale structures (Zohar, Foss, Ho & Buell 1990).

In marked contrast, mode II forcing at the first subharmonic bypasses vortex merging and proceeds directly to the first
vortex pairing. Numerical calculations re-affirm mode II results (Riley & Metcalfe 1980). In general, Mode "m" subharmonic
forcing at the m-l'st subharmonic, f, - ,/2', skips the first rn - 1 mergings and introduces a frequency-locked shear layer
that promotes the amalgamation of up to "m" vortiices into a iaige, vovei. aL uic point where the Frequency, f., peaks in
amplitude. Refer to figure 26. Hysteresis is observed between forcing modes. This mechanism, the collective interaction,
interacts with as many as ten vortices and greatly increases spreading in the mixing layer (Ho & Nosseir 1981) and enlarges
the momentum thickness (Oster & Wygnanski 1982).

Subharmcnic forcing induces vortex pairing under non-.dispersive conditions in agreemcrnt with the dynamics of
'natural' shear layer perturbations (Ho & Huerre i984). The phase speed of the subharmonic disturbances should match
the large scales' convective speed to enable most efficient energy traisfe.r between the modes (Petersen 1978; Cohen &
Wygnanski 1987).

Forcing an axisymmetric jet establishes the best response at St-0.3- the preferred mode (Freymuth 1966). Crow &
Champagne (1971) found similar results and observed collective interaction-like events. Forcing at the preferred mode
delays subharm':nic vortex roll-up and merging by locking the large scale structures into the passage frequency of large
scales at the end of the potential core and causing largc vortices to roll-up. The intensity peaks of the fundamental and
subharmonic waves also shifted nnrr:'m, with increinS i'odn. leve.•. Loev- le-vel, forceing has bccn show to affect die
large scale coherent structures in an axisytni-etric jet (Reynolds & Boachard 1982). Forcing at the preferred mode is also
the most efficient method of ucoustic forcing because it requires the least energy input (Wygnanski, Oster & Fiedler 1979;
Gutmark & Ho 1983). Increasing th'e forcing amplitude by very large amounts shifts the peak of the fundamental upstream
(IFreymuth 1966) as well as the merging location (Ho & Huang 1982). Typical excitation forcing !evels are 0.01% to 0.1% of
the mean velocity. Reynolds & Bouchard (1981) forced an axisyminetric jet at extremely high levels of 17% inducing
vortex rings to revolve abozti each other and merge into a large; structure. In general, lower forcing frequencies require
larger amrplitudes to affect the flow and this is visible from the instability curve showing a linear increase in growth rate at
small Strouhal numbers. In an axisymmetric jet (Crow & Champagne 1971) and in a mixing layer (Zohar 1990), it was
determined that forcirg amplitudes saturate beyond a cprtain energy input level and can not further affect the flow as
indicated by an asymptotic limit in the number of sniall scales produced in the forced mixing layer casc.

Moderately forced elliptic vortices behave similarly to isolated vortex rings (Ilo & Gutinark 1983a, 1983b). Schadow,
Wilson, Crump, Foster & Gutmnark (19A4) and Gutroark, Schadow, Parr, Harris & Wilson (1985) performed subharmonic
and preferred mode forcing on ramjets with three-dimensional nozzles at operational conditions to control the unsteady
pressure oscillations responsible for certain combustion instability modes. Vcrtex roll-up occurred in a fashion similar to
homogeneous non-reacting jets and the growvch of the shear layer was increased. Thle• forced coherent vortices dissipate
sooner upstream regarding them unsuitable to interact with pressure oscillations in the hopes of ,educing combustion
instability (Schadow, Gutmark, Parr, Wilson & Crump 1987).

1.4.2 Multi--Frequ e ncy Forcing
The phase difference, ir, between the fundamental wave and its subharmonic is crucial to vortex merging and
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subharmonic growth rates decrease by varying ji between 4) and it (Arbey & Ffowcs Williams 1984; Zhang, 1 to & Monkcwitz
1985) and has been numerically observed (Kelly 1967). Furthermore, numerical simulations of forcing at zerua ph-ise
difference the structures are of equal size and pair normally, but at anti-phase forcing, w• --> n, the two merging vortices are
of different size and 'shred' (Riley & Metcalfe 1980) although the latter result is in dispute (Zhang, Ho & Monkewitz
1985). By varying the phase difference and amplitude ratios between fundamental and subharmonic frequencies in an
axisymmetric jet yielded varying vortex pairing or shredding locations, increased momentum thickness, larger Reynolds
stresses and faster shear layer growth (Ng & Bradley 1988).

Forcing at multiple frequencies increases the number of control variables- frequency, amplitude and phase reference
(Wygnanski & Petersen 1987). The different frequency components are known to nonlinearly interact in a type of nonlinear
mode competition which depends upon the amplitudes and frequencies (Ho & Huerre 1984). Miksad (1972, 1973) acoustically
forced a mixing layer at two frequencies and observed the nonline2r effects upon the growth and generation of various
modes. Combinations of axisymmetric and helical forcing modes create 'blooming' or 'bifurcated' jets with very large
spreading angles and entrainment (Lee & Reynolds 1985; Parekh, Leonard & Reynolds 1988).

Harmonic and subharmonic forcing with variable phase differences allowed for control of the nature and lo~ation of
vortex pairing in crown-shaped nozzles (Longmire & Eaton 1990). Energy is transferred more efficiently from the mean
flow to the vortices of the respectively forced subharmonic modes. Therefore, forcing at subharmonics of the fundamental
supplies the maximum allowable energy to the frequency-locked structures (Zohar, Foss, H1T & Buell 1990).

Experimental helical forcing of axisymmetric jets at multiple frequencies radically altered the shape of the axisymmetric
flow approximating an elliptical jet for modes ±1 and to a square jet for modes ±2. The spreading rates and entrainment
were increased and were comparable to an unforced 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic nozzle although no axis switching was reported
(Strange 1981; Long & Petersen 1989). The coupled dynamics of subharmonic forcing at multiple higher order modes anra
shear layer spreading processes are believed to lead to triad resonances or controlled resonantr interactions (Long & Petersen
1989).

1.4,3 Control of Small Scales
By imparting energy to large scales through multi-specaral forcing, the resulting energetic structures should produce

more small scales during merging events. Control of both the spanwise and streamwise structures as well as an increase in
the number of small scales by p to 50% were realized by haroi-onic plus Nu.hIiai•unc iorcing in a mixing iayer ýZohar
1990). Forcing the fuel feed o1 i reacting axisymmetric jet at one magnitude higher than the preferred mode shifted the
transition region upstream initiating intense combustion (Gutmark, Parr, Hanson-Parr & Schadow 1989). Refer to figure
27. Increasing the production of small eddies through acoustic forcing will prove to be helpful in fine-scale and combustion
processes.

All free shear layers, whether natural or forced, may be considered to be 'perturbed'. Therefore, a more consolidated
overview of free shear layers, both natural and forced, can be obtained by plotting the local Strouhal number of the forced
frequency versus streamwise coordinates normalized by the feedback equation integer parameter, N, along a common
curve (Ho & Huerre 1984). Refer to figure 28.

1.5 Small-Scale Mixing and Combustion

Heat release in subsonic and supersonic chemically reacting flows is believed to be associated with vortex dynamics.
Large scale mixing provides the bulk mixing between the fuel and oxidizer inside combustion chambers and small scale
motions dynamics give rise towards finer mixing and initiate reactions leading to combustion. Wben heat is released in a
chemically reacting turbulent shear layer the resulting flow is characterized by a rnonconstant density fie!d. This imposed
nonhomogeneity couples the effects of fluid dynamics to chemistry. It is important to understand the directly coupled
effects that turbulent shear flow and combustion processes have upon each other.

The reasons for controlling combustion are three-fold, to raise the amount of energy released and increase thrust, to
extend flammability limits thereby broadening the operational range a:id to eliminate potentially disastrous combusntion
instabilities. Unsteady combustion combined with periodic heat release amplifies pressure oscillatiows of high amplitud-
and triggers the onset of combustion instability (Harrje & Reardon 1972; Culick !983). Therefore, to control and imptok c
combustion characteristics one needs to passively, if not actively, direct the dcvelopmental processes of coherent stiuctures
in shear flows.

The mixing regions of fuel injecors inside combustion chambers are believed to behave like their homogeneous
non-reacting counterparts. Large amounts of unmixed fluid is entrained into thc shear latcr by the induced velocity field of
the large scale vortices and molecular diffusional mixing is accelerated by large strain fields. Refcr to figure 39. Fluid may
also be entrained by vortex merging supereeding diffusional mixing such th'.t low-speed, ambient fluid is inge.Cted (Broadwell
& Breidenthal 1982). The structure of chemically reacting mixing layers depends on asymmetric entrainment, mixing
characteristics and finite-rate, action kinetics (Masutani & Bowman 1986). kefer to figure 30.

Fleut release from combustion decreases vortex merging and velocity gradients in plane mixing layers ( lermanson &
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Dirnotakis 1989). Numerical results hy MLMurury, Riley &. Mer~calfe. (1989) identified the barocliriic torque and thLrmal
expansion termis from the Helmrholt-z vorticity equation for noniconstant density to be responsible for char~ges in the
velocity profiles and reduced rorticity conccnrra,. i within the cores of the vortices. Decreased turbulent shear stress wvas
oiicred as an explanation for decreased shear Ivy_. growth inferring decreased momentum transport by the vortice.3 in the
outward radial direction.

1.5.1 Coherent Stru.atures
Products of chemical reactions conce-ntrL~e wiithin the large scales and in particular among the small scale regions

(Breidenthal 1981). Combustion processes appear to be phase-locked to large Ecale motions which in turn mrodulate the
dynamics of small scale mixing (Gurmark., Schadow, Parr, Parr & Wilson 1987). This reinforces thzz possibilities of direc'~y
controlling combustion because the methods for controlling coherent structures In homogeneous shear layers both passively
and activclý may bz employed u ' on combustion systems.

Planar. laaer induced fluorescence flow visualizadon. of hydroxyl concentrations indicate that combustion begins within
the circumferential of large scale vortices where smaller secondary three--dimensional eddies mre produced (Gutmark, Parr,
Parr & Schac'>ý, 1059) As rate flow develops the regions of combustion propagate into the vertex cores and heat is
periodica1lly rL' /~-.c.I~t-X merging accelerates c-ambustion by ccntributing to the production of small scales.

Combustion ..3 ~-,--wired among the srreamvwise vortices joining the large scales together. It is believed that the
onset of small scales ~'~sismu ltaneouisly with the beginning of transition to turbulence; in homogeneous shear layers
(Breidenthal 1198i). The locations of smsll scales appear to overlap v ith zones Of ccmhuTIonI30 in reacting shear layers and
increased small scale pi.-ductiou in~~ ine-mixing which enhances .omnbustion. The combustion process) has also been
demonstrated Lo ocecir prior to the vartex merging whe-n the fuel and air mnixes and burning is sustained. When tile first
vortex merging is delayed through preferred mode forcing, the drivers of combustion instability, pressur-e oscillation
amiplitude-s, are reduce~d. In addition, flammability margins and overall cornbusticri efficiency are increased (Schadow,
Gurmark, Parr & Wilson 1989).

1.5.2 Excitation Effects
"Strong forcing has shown to rea the 'braid' region joining adjacent large scale vortices, forming large. velocity g~radients,

inc:easing stretching and strainjog and reducing the narmber of flamelets and q~uenching or oxtinguishing combustion (Givi,
Jou & Metcalfe 1986; Gutmark, Parr, Parr & Schadow 1989). Active forcin:, ( F the duct acoustics in coInjunctio with the
passive employment of small 3:1 aspeect-ratio elliptic nozzles, sharp-cornero6 trianigular nozzles, tapered slot nozzles and
mnulti-step nozzles havz: all proven to enhance various combustinn. processes, Schadow & Gutmark (1989).

It is evident thpn that comrbustion is arn extrzmely complicated process involving fluid dynPITIICS, chemical kinetics and
acoustic interaccions. Consequently, comnbusrioai is affected by many variables- velocity, density, pressure, specie~s
conceatranons, tccrrperalT~ie, and so pi;.. One of tie principle drivers of combustion is the production of small scales, and
this dictates the understanding of large-scale mixing and :rs relationship witch fine-scale mixing. Thereforc, the next bcst
thing to the analysis of a reacting shear laye; is performing fundamental research on a turbulent nion-reacting free shear
layer without the aided complicating effects of chemiastr-y and conflnement. It is in this light that the small scale topology
of a 2:1 aspect-ratio el~iptic nozzle will be investigated

11. E,-XPE--RUIMNTAL FACILI'tY AND TE-CHNIQUES

JI I a? ____ I___________ I___ ___

''lu: experimental jet facility Is driven Ly as many as four \Vindjainniero cciitr'fugal blowers arranged In~ pitrallel and
ciuciosed wvithin a chamber which filtcis intakctl aii firom the surrounding lahoraroiy. TIhe blowers a..r powered by siimglc--phasic
IZUV variacs that var,,' i~ozzle speed. At the nczzle exit, ýhc miaximumn ve~locit~y is. 85 M/S, which a1pp-oaCheCS the limit1 Of
ill."'I , ressioility. !n a si*.;iiiý'r vein, tirepae60A pf-werstats, power two para~l.'i1 Wesern Gear0 electric: he~aters and
suý, j; armible heat to the flow. The heaters are located downsirr_ýam ofl' th blowers and aic capable, of raising the exit
LtICInPerICr to a nia>mmvim of ZZO C which corresponds to a density ratio ().'0.64. The nutlet of each heate~r is nmonitored by

a F-nwll0 .1'334 theirmistor to indicate potmrrial overheiating of theý -,tr facilit~y. A v'ery small temrpemrtuie risc of fifteen
djegrees may Ib Added wo slightly conitamiinate the flow in order to usc heat. as a traCer, Or tem1perature may he increased to
isolate temnperature i-nflu rices on the Jtformnatiofi of thet vortlrec'ý.

'Downstream ot tie '2owers and hearers, t-hc flcw enters arn ane-hoically t~cated zyiindrical chamber daping nV'9qari--pIpr'
a- .U mode-, that might resonace with 5hciir Irycr frequencies arnd miodfy th-e preferied mode. Perforte~d steel plateCs
"-leed with tempcratuze-resistatr: mnsulativ- mineral wool reduce p~assage noise from the blower blades. Ilot-wife
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mcasurements just inside the nozzle lip did not sense any acoustic frequencies at varying jet velocities verifying the
'cleanliness' of the flow. The exit low has a low turbulence ievcl and is 0.4% of the mean velocity. Flow visualization of
the nozzle exit confirms the existence of an initially laminar flow.

The flow contracts and enters an alum:num constant diameter circular stagnation chamber where it is made more
uniform and turbulence and rotational swirl are decreased by passing through aluminum honeycomb, Duocelo aluminum
foam, and a series of fine 40x 40 wire mesh screens. The nozzle is casted from temperature resistant ITM&W Industries0

PR4920 aluminum filled epoxy resin composite, and the inside wlls smoothly contract along a fifth-order polynomiai
contour to a 2:1 aspect-ratio ellipticai orifice. The area contraction ratio is eighteen to one. 'rhe dimensions of the major
and minor axes of the nozzle are two inches, '2a', by one inch, '2b', respectively. Refer to figure 31. The semi-major axis
length, a, will be the typical scale for nondimensionalizing lengths and the hydraulic diameter, Dl, - 4A/P, where A - 7mab
and P - 2it{(a2+b2)/Z)/}2, will be required for normalizing against axisymmetric and asymmetric jets.

11.2 ._ti _ _____ ds __ -

Early problems plagued the jet facility provoking distortions in the mean flow field and necessitated secondary design
changes. The heaters Lave been relocated further upstream and were replaced by different heaters that permit flow over
heating plates replacing the previous arrangement where hetoting coils directly disturbed the flow. A butterfly diaphragm
was initially located immediately downstream of the blowers acting as a passive emergency hezter shut down system in the
cas-e of flow loss and preventing facility damage. The diaphragm was removed due to its negating effects upon the flow and
there is no current fail-safe system in operation. The section of honeycomb was replaced upon the discovery that its cells
were not properly vertically aligned and were inducing a small swirl to the flow. Art anechoic cl;amber was inser-ed to
dampen potential acoustic perturbations.

Ambient conditions in the Rapp Research laboratory are far from clean and a miniaturized c;ean room employing
cotton batting filters air for the blower arrangement's intakes. Following this implementation hot- and cold-wire sensors
have endured considerably longer due to fewer damaging strikes by accelerated specks of dust. The high temperatures
posed a very demanding problem regarding the manufacture of sensor probes. Attempts at producing hot-wire probes with
ceramics, high-temperature epoxy or sii,,er soldering resulted in stray capacitance problems and electrical noise. Thereupon,
all rcihes were nurchas•d to snecivr•rion. Insulation of the Jet facility was initially ... ovid. d 6y ibuiglass, then mineral
wool and at the present there is none for health concerns. The imerior of the jet's anechoic chamber was also insulated
with mineral wool to foitify acoustic damping, however this too has been removed due to portions of the material flaking
off and contaminating the laboratory environment. It remaiais to be tested if the facility will provide a non-irritating, clean
and quiet flow.

LT. _j.) ata Acq.luisition & An al ,i s

11.3.1 InstwumL,.-aaon
Instantaneous velocity signais are sampled by a high-temperature Dante;0 55.1"71 single wire hot-wire probe. A

balanced-bridge constant-tempeiature zircui: supplies current to tE. :anernometct at a 60% overhetr rtio and provides a
tin, frequency response to 30 kHz. Li! vise, instantaneous temperature signaI3 arc sampled by the previously-stated
probe or slimultaneouly wirh velocity sign-ls by a high-temperature DLanrtec.SA75 dual-wirc parallel probe. For -cmrper3rure
sensitivity the hut-wire is operated at a lowcr overheat ratio of 0.005. Tne rcultant cold --wire has a morl iimited frequency
rcsponsez of 3001 llz.. Construction and testing of the consta.nt current anemometer was in accord with Weidman & Browand
(1975) and i.ntonia, Biowne, & Chambers (1981). The low response region between tCe original time constant and the
noise cutoff frequency of the cold wire is extended to 3 kiltz using digital frt'quency compensation techniques (I!, l-tuerre
& Rcdckopp 1990' and the large frcqucricy noise is FIR filter sinoothened (.Clcllan 1976). The sensor elemerit consists
of 0.0002" diameter platiriun-10% rhodium wire soldered to a 1 nmm wide probe using high -ternperatue 60% tin-40% lead
So•lder.

I l-r-wirc voltages are calibiai.ed in the potential ctn; againit mean pressures measured by a pitor tube con:,ected to a
Valid 1,nc 0 CDI2 pressure transduct;i. King's L.aw provides the necessary relationship, )-. - A + B U (or Nu.selt - A : B
[lP6clet'rJ), Blackwclder (1981), and the cozitar,.ts of the e-su!tiung fourth order polynom.;al arc obtained by linear least
squ:rr.s fit.ting. In thc,:ontext of this investiga•tion, dte 1Wjuss~cl number which is a dimensionless group of the heat transfer
coefficient and length divided by the heat conductivity depends upon the Reynolos number and non-uniforml temperatures.
The P&clct number reprc.snts the ratio of heat advction by the heat conduction and depends tipczn the Reynolds nuImbCr
iII this study (the Prandd number remaining consvti,).

"T'Cmperature signals are calibrated versus lICan1 tempcrature inea:iurcients by a Fenwall0 JJ334 thermistor or an
Qrueg o0 RT_) thini film platih.uw resist-n11ce p•i ah• yielding nearly accurate second order fits. t lot-wire calibration become-s
com,)licated in the prcesencc of n0UconsIant density because the constauits in King's relationship are instant functions of
temlperatur.. 'he ea.list siin1taneL:ts mcasurcnlcizrt of vclocit. and tempetature with hot- and cold-wires employing
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King's Law was performed by Corrsin (1947). Recently, All (1975) determined a different relationship between velocity,
hot-wire voltages, V,,, and cold-wire voltages, V , where, K V. and C. are constants. Refer to equation (9). The unknown
cocfficients, C. are obtained by performing a least squares fit to the nonlinear equation which is initially linearized by a
Taylor expansion. Refer to equation (10).

The probes are mounted on a traverse system
translatable in all three-dimensions with a spatial
resolution of 0.0016 mm. A PC microcomputer controls

-fu -- V2h - KIV][K3Vc,+(1-K3)Vý three Slo-Syn* DC stepper motors which drive the
K2VGl+a) V.- Vc respective axes of the traverse sy:;tem. Up to sixteen

channels of data are simultaneously digitized and
+ ... .Xý+C V,,, C recorded bý a PC AT microcomputer controlled RC

C3- V C3- VC Electronics analog-to-digital converter at up to 1 MHz
acquisition rates. Typically only four input signals are
required: hot-wire, cold-wire, pressure and mean

temperature values.

11.3.2 Measurement Techniques
A-D-C sampling rates are selected to insure the acquisition of at least 10-20 samples per period and including

500-1000 periods of the passing structures to obtain a statistically meaningful population sample. Signal processing and
anal-ysis is performed on a PC AT microcomputer and image proces5ing and filial analysis is performed on an Apple0

Macintosh Ilfx. Mean values and root-mean-squared fluctuations are obtained from long time-averages.
Elliptic jet flow field is highly three-dimensional and the flow field can noz be realistically mapped out by radial cuts as

would be the case in an axisymmetric flow. Instead, the entire cross-sectional area of tfhe flow is investigated and after
performing symmetry checks this is reduced to one quadrant of the flow. Sampling along the major and minor axes
provides mean and fluctuating profiles of velocity or temperature, respectively. The velocity profiles indicate jet halfwidth
spreading rates and axis switching locations. The entrainment is measured by sampling velocity and temperature (for
hearud flow) across 25 by 25 grid points separated by 'Ay. and 'Ay' at croz-sectional quadrants downstream. The total
amount of massflow becomes the summation of the product of density, velocity and increrienral area, AxAy. Checks can be
made by insuring the total momentum flux, ) pf'Ayay, is constant at the same cross-sections. Measurements revealed the
total momentum to bt- constant in the potential core and to decrease no greater than five percent at locations farther
downstream (x/a > 6). This 'missing' mass is probably due to the existence of small velocities (u < 1 mi/s) near the edge of
the flow and consequendy are indistinguishable by the hot-wire or picot tube from A.-D-C bit ioise.

11.3.3 Analysis Techniques
T'he tast-fourier transform implementing Welch's 4-point algorithm (Cooley & Tukey 1965; Brigham 1988) calculates

the one-dimensional energy spectra from which peak frequencies may be inferred. Fluctuating temperature signals are
statistic Ily analyzed to obtaun probability density functions of the temperature disuributions. For heated measurements the
density of the flow is calculated as a perfect gas. Refer to equation ( 1). The dynamic viscosity is then calculated using
Sutherland's equation (Bcrtin 1984) and the kinema6c viscosi, , beroines v = pip. Refer to equation (02). Two flow
parameters, the Reynolds numbers, Re- 3x 10' and Re 0 - 1300, and the Richardson number at maximum exit temperature,
Ri- g • '(-)I(S Uz)- 10" clearly demonstrate the dominance of inertial firces over both viscous and buoyancy forces.

_ r/ 1.225[kg/m3] x 288.15[K] •-urces of error include measurement errors due to the
p (T) Lkg/m 3] acLiracy of the hot-wire anemometer, ±lmV; the cold--wire

anemometer, +0.Oln0V; the pressure transducer, ±0.0175 m/s;

the thermistors and platinum resistance sensor, ±O.1C; A D-C
k 14 1 K]0' 'bit' noise, or mininumn resoluton; ±5mV; and randomly

1(m[K] occrirring 60-Herrz background noise. Considerable electrical
noise is reduced by regulating the supplied 25V DC power

in the hot-wire anemometer circuits, and noise is virtually clirninated by powering the cold- wire axemometer circuits with
12V dry cell batteries. The reading accuracy of a water manometer used to calibrate the pressure transduce: is ±0.5mm.
The resolution of the A-D-C is ,ie liniting point of the acquisiton and analysis system and if necessary can be decreased
by lowering its ±I0V input range to ±5V with a resistance rnodifcation at a specific location in the circuit. The probe
location in x, y and z is uncertain to ±0.0016 mm. The jet is mounrted vertically to eliminate cffects of gravity and the
chamber hou.ajing tic facility is considerably tall enough, > 2`0 jet diameters, to disregard p;tential feedoack from downstream
reflections.



11.4 Forcing Facility

A small forcing chamber is machined into the nozzle exit allowing four acoustic inlets. Refer to figure 32. Four
Dynaudio0 type D-Z1 speakers with a response range between 100 tHz and 35 kHz acoustically perturb Lhe flow and their
output signals emit at opposed ends of the major and minor axes at the nozzle exit. This placement allows for axisymmetric,
asymmetric and helical forcing modes with the phase differences between the speakers provided by a variable phase-shifting
circuit. The speakers are powered by a pair of two-channel Carver0 M-200t 120W per channel power amplifiers. The
output is synthesized by either a B&KO funcr.on generator which sends continuous sinewaves, a simple arbiLrary waveform
transmitted by a PC microcomputer controlled RC Electronics0 Waveform Generator or a more complicated high-frequency
waveform may be sent via a 12-channel Data Translation0 DT-2814 digital-to-analog converter.

11.5 Optical Flow Diagnostics

Flow visualization of heated jet flow is a simple and helpful tool to aid in the analysis of the dynamics of turbulence
(Liepmann & Roshko 1957; Merzkirch 1987). Visual evidence of the sma!l scale structure of a flow can be obtained if
temperature fluctuations are present in the turbulence. Temperature gradients are steepest when they are associated with
the smallesc eddies, and any optical system sensitive to such fluctuating gradients 'sees' the small scale structure of
turbulence. However, the usefulness of flow visualization becomes severely degraded in the near 'chaotic' three-dimensional
turbulent regions downstream of the flow where higher-order instabilities increase the 'wrinkledness' of the intermittent
interface.

Density gradients in the flow are visualized by means o; a sharp focusing schlieren system and recorded by conventional
still and motion photography. Focusing Sc.dlieren is a non-intrusive flow visualization method (Burton 1949; Kantrowitz &
Trimpi 1950; Weinstein 1991). It yields more qualitative as well as quantitative data than conventional schlicren and
shadowgraph methods which are only useful in flows having translational symmetry because they integrate intensity along
the entire light path. Visualization of individual plane sections of finite depth is possible within the turbulent flow. Actual
planar slices reeal individual cross-sections of large-scale vortical structures and small-scale three dimensional turbhlence
in -he jet.

In the basic schlieren system ordinary white light is focused into parallel beams by being passed through a lens and
transmitted across a test section. This line-of-sight integration drastically limits the ability to study the inner structure of a
three -dimensional flow field. The Focusing Schlieren syztem uses multiple light sources by passing light through a grating
whose lines are aligned parallel to the mean flow studied. In this manner many beams of light pass through any given point
within the test section and subsequently there will be many beams of deflected light within the test section. Finally, there
must be multiple knife edges or cutoffs to focus and filter the incoming rays. A screcrn receives rays which have passed
through one given poinm. Other points intercept and deflect rnese rays but none of the rays focusing upon the screen will
have encountered any points in common, along their respective paths. Only the deflection from the common points within
a plane in the test section will contribute to the intensity of light at the screen. Other planes remain out of focus and their
offset images blur out as in the focu ing of ordi.iary camera lenses. There is only one moving part, the screen which is
translated forwurds and backwards C0 visualize different planes in the test section.

The size of die flow region in cie near ieled of the elliptic jet dictates the minimum size of the necessary optics for
visualization. White light is emitted from a variable strobed light source, General Radio0 1540 Strobolume Oscillator,
controlled by a funcrion generator. Light is collrn-ted by a 10.5" focal length Edmund Scientific0 Fresnel Lens and passes
tUlrough Ronchi Rulings consisting of vertical ý. line per inch fringes. The fiinge pattern was computer generated and
lascrpý.nted onto 3M0 transparenc'i paper. Light rays penetrate the flow region, are focused by a 10 inch converging lens,
and then are deflected by a second set of Roachi Rulings. The second Ronchi Rulings were created by placing Kodak0

l-Ktapan 8" x 10" black and white photographic paper at the location of the second Ruling- and briefly exposing it to the
image created by the first set of Rulings. The resultar t film is developed so as to obtain very dark fringe patterns. 1This
sccond set of fringes is aligned with the first set of fringes until an interference image of moire patterns vanishes. The final
plane image within the flow appears on a cardboard viewing screen behind the second Ronchi Ruling or on ground glass to
allow camera recording (Austin & Schreck 1.090). Refer to figuxe 33.

Recorling cf the imaqs on tte ground glass screen was done by an ELMO0 SE 30t black & white CCD TV Camera
connected to a Panasonic TL AG 6750 Super VHS Video Cassette Recorder and Panasonic" CT 2010-Y Color Video
Mounitor. Still black and white images were take!n by a Nikon0 F4S 35min camera with a Vivitar' 1:4.5 macro fccusirig zoom,
,n,, on Kodak0 TMAX 100 and 400 ASA filni. Sitpe-VHIS or VHS videotap-, of the flow is digitized on a PC AT

iczcmr'om,:er, and subsequently enhanced and •ial'jzed on an Apple Macintosh Ilfx rrmicrocomputer or a Gould0 IP9000
worl-station in the future.
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III. CURRENT RESULTS

IilA Mean Flow Fidd

Measurements have been carried out in the steady state flow of a subsonic homogeneous 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet
and have confirmed previous results (Ho & Gutriark 1987) that reveal the elliptic jet to have markedly increased mixing
qualities over an axisymmetric jet. The addition of heat was found to further modify the voiticity distribution in the
coherent structures and further intensifying the spreacing and mixing characterisvics of the elliptic jet. All experiments
were performed in the same facility, and elliptic and axisymmetric nozzles with equal exit areas and Reynolds numbers
were employed thereby removing any potential bias. The parameter space of the current study included subcohic velocities
from 20 m/s ro 85 m/s and temperatures ranging from the ambient to 2201 C. For nonhomogeneous flow the facility is
allowed to warm up and reach steady state conditions (approximately one hour) in order to sample mean velocity and mean
temperature measurements at the same grid locations but separately in time.

111.1.1 Mean Velocities
Mean velocity measurements in nonhomogeneous flows, whether by pitot tube or hot-wire, yield mean total pressures

from which mean velocities are calculated with the knowledge of the mean temperature at that location. Refer to equations
(13) & (14). The static pressure in the elliptic jet is approximately 1-2% of the total pressure throughout the flow and is
deemed negligible in the velocity calculations. Measurements of the initial momentum thickness corfirmed previous

findings of the existence of a nonconstant momentum thickness
about the nozzle perimeter: The momentum thickness is 13% thinner
in the minor axis region than the major axis region. Furthermore,

p (=,y,z,) - p TL/ T(x,y,z) the momentum thickness varies with the inverse square root of the
exit velocity, similar to axisymmetric ets. The most amplified
frequency is determined to vary as, U and the length scale of
trh ini-a! w.rticac scture scales aS, U Nonhomogoncous flow

P-P=c--• P(.x,Y,z) u(x,)%z),, did not noticeably affect the initial momentum thickness or the
most amplified frequency,

The mean velocity profiles emerge at the exit with a top-hat I rofile and evolve intc bell-shaped profiles downstream
resembling asymmetric and axisymmetric jets in ge,,eral. The sl eading of the flow due to self-induction P, diffierent
between the major and minor axes. At low velocities the shear layer in the minor axis region expands by spreading out into
the ambient region as evidenced by the increasing velocity profiles. However, the 'narrower' velocity distribution indicates
the shear layer in the major axis region spreads into the potential core. Refer tu figure 34. Velocity contour plots clearly
indicate larger spread rates ia the minor axis direction and illhstrate a nearly circular mean velocity distribution between
four and eight semimajor axis lengths downstream- the region of axis switching. Refer to figure 35. Velocity haifwidths
emphasize linear growth of the minor axis region and a near constant state of affa.', in the major axis region. The first axis
switching location is evident in the neighborhood of xla - 7. Downstream of the first eight semimajor axis lengths both
regions grow at a nearly equivalent linear rate. At higher exit velocities the differences between the respective spreading
rates become less pronounced as evidenced by only slightly more spreading of the velocity halfwidths in the minor axis
region than the major axis region. The centerdine mean velocity remains constant up to five semnimajor lengths confirming
the length of the potential core to be in agreement with conventonal jet dimensions.

111.1.2 Mass Entrainment
The primary purpose of investigating the elliptic jet is to measure the mass entrainment and. hence, large scale

mixing. The entrainment ratio is defined as the ratio of the local massflow at a cross-section to the massflow at the nozzle
exit, 6(x) - (Q(x) - Q,)/Q0, where the local rnassflow is defined as, Q(x) - Y pi(y,z) U;(y,z) AyAz [kgs], which is summed
over all grid locations across a given jet cross-section. Entrainment measurements for varying velocities in the homogeneous
elliptic jet agrc :d with the earlier spectacular results of Ho & Gutmn-ark (1987). The minor axis region, defined by 'arbitrary'
diagonal borders set it 450, entrains at !east five times mere than the major axis region. This strongl;' asymmetric d'stributinn
of entrainment about dth elliptic jet flow field is the primary evidence for the proposed entrainnient mechanism of
self-inducting azimuthally distorted elliptic vortex rings rather than the merging of vortices as found in mixing layers anid
axisymmetric jets.

111.1.3 Velocity Effects
Two prominent features associated with the flow, the location of first axis switching and mass entrainment, were found

to vary significantly with -varying exit velocity. The location of the first and only detected axis switching of tei elliptic
vortices increased downstream in direct proportion to the mean exit centerline velocity. Measurements uf the ntjý
entrainment decreased with increased exit velocities. Refer to figure 36. These results reaffirm the existence of a strong.



correlation between the dynamics of the elliptic vortex rings and their associated axis switchings with mass entrainment by
the large scales in the flow field of a 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet. The maximum exit velocities correspond to Mach 0.25 so
that these results hold only for a sobsonic incompressible elliptic jet although these results are con,;istent with the fact that
supersonic jets have smaller sp~eading rates and entrain less mass than their subsonic counterparts. These results may
suggest a Reynolds number dependence in which the initial boundary layer upstream of the nozzle might be modified in
both axes' regions.

111.1.4 Nonhomogeneous Effeats
Temperature was increased to investigate nonhomogeneous effects on the development of an elliptic jet and heat was

also employed as a contaminant to trace the large scales. Heating the elliptic jet further enhanced the already large
spreading rates and the velocity profiles indicated an inner growth in the major axis region of the shear layer and an outer
growth in the minor axis region similar to the homogeneous low-.speed case. The resulting nonconstant density distribution
in the jet modifies the dynamics of the self-inducting elliptic vortex rings. This is manifested in the corresponding velocity
lialfwidths wherecpon the location of axis switching for a heated elliptic jet with the exit velocity held constant translates
upstream from xja - 7 to x/a - 5.7. This is a 20% reduction in the axis switching location for a 25% increase in absolute
temperature. Refer to figure 37. Nornhomogeneous centerline mean velocities are virtually identical to their homogeneous
counterparts and the length of the potentia! core remains unchanged.

Additional measurements of nonhomogeneous effects at var.ying exit temperatures confirmed the inverse dependency
of the location of axis switching upon the density ratio, r = p/p. Evidently then, the location of axis swirching depends
lirealy upon the ratio of Re/f. Refer to figure 38. Measurements of subsonic large aspect-ratio jets by other authors
found the axis switching location to move downstream with increased aspect-ratio. Therefore, it is proposed that the
location of the first axis switching scale with the nondimensional parameter, Re( (FAR), where AR ý aspect-ratio.

In the medium of air, turbulence transports heat similarly as it transports momentum because the Prandtl number is a
constant value - 0.7- Subsequently, the mean temperature. distributions, ,flbeir broader and flatter, closely resemble the
mean velocity distributions and, hence, a universal behavior of mean quantities exists throughout the jet. In the case of the
elliptic jet, the mean te.Mpera:ure profiles mimic mean velocity profiles as they grow inward along the major axis and grow
outward in de runulni UAl lmgi•u•g . A temperature haifwidth may be measured like izs velocity counterpart, and the location
where the major and minor axes regions have equal halfwidths occurs upstream from the axis switching location at x/a - 4.
It becomes appearent that the spreading rate in the minor axis region is re.arded at higher (subsonic) exit velocities while
cn the other hand is enhanced by higher exit temperatures. This pattern is exhibited by mean velocity contours where
similar growth of the major and minor axes profiles is apparent for a high velocity (85 mis) and high temperature (185 C)
flow field as for a !ow-speed homogeneous case.

The nonhomogeneous elliptic jet entrained as much as 25% more mass than the homogeneous case (Ho & Austin
1988). In the first two semimajor axis lengths the noiihomogeneous e~liptic jet entrains up to six times nuore than a
homogeneous axisynimetric jet and entrains up to three and a half times more than a nonhomogeneous axisymmetric jet
Refer to figure 39. The near-field of the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous small aspect-ratio elliptic jet was found to
be a region characterized by large scale mixing more intense than in an axisymmetric jet and these findings are promising
in view of the fact that this coincides with the region where combustion processes are initiated. Nonhomogeneous flow in a
small ......aspect-rat lptc jet iS qlSo characterized by increascd large scale ,mixi.ig and ti' iN a desirouspassive method of
increasing entrainment.

U l.2 Turb'!ifu_ ý_.tF Jw___ ___ _ _ __d

S11.2.1 Tcmperature Fluctw'Ltions
Instantaneous velocity and temperature signals were measured uy hot- amid

cold-wires, respectivel), to investigate the details of the nonhormogeneous shear layer
anid the entrainment process. The rurbulcurz or root- -ian -squ are signal is extracted1/
from the instantaneous signal statistically. Refer to equation (15). The frequency responme X,
of the coldwire anemamctez does not permit accuratc measurements of the flow in the
neighborhood of the nozzle exit because the ciLaracterstic frequencies are greater than Xr n-
the cut off frequency of the circuit. For a jet e.at velocity of 70 rn/s the most amplified
frequency is 10,400 112, and the initial irnstabiiity wavelength is estimated, X. U /(2
f) - 0.33 cm. The Frequency of the second vortex merging is f2 - 5,200 1 L at x 4" - 8
anti the rhirj voxtex pairing, f14 - 2,600 Hiz, occurs at x/r - 16 or 5.23 cm downsucam which is at x/a - 2.06. "Thcefure, the
frequency compcnsa~ed cold-wirc sersor iV capable of resolving temp:ratux;c fluctuations for all regimis downstream of the
first two semimajor axis lengths where characteristic frequencies are less than 3 kI L.

Mean temperature contours reveal the existcnce of never before seen dual temperature peaks-- one on either side of
the centeoline along the major axis. The pecks appear after x/a - 4 and ericrge into one 'normal' peak beyond x/a - 8, in a
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repeatable pattern that is more pronounced at higher temperatures. Refer to figure 40. These 'dual peaks' occur in the
mixing region following the termination of the potential core where the turbulent shear laer fills the entire flow ficliJ
Supporting evidence to this anomaly is given by contours of RMS temperature which show similarly distributced twirl pcaks
of thermal fluctuations but along the minor axis. The evolution of the turbulent temperature field downstream as shown inV
RMS temperature contours portrays higher intensities in the minor axis region beginning at x/a - 3 and becoming acute at
x/a - 10. The xistecnce of greater thermal turbulence in the minor axis region irdicates pronounced large scale mixing
processes engulfing more ambient fluid into the hotter inner fluid along the minor axis region. This would create slightly
cooler regions in the centerline and min,'r axis regions an( probably be responsible for the unique mean temperature
distribution.

Larger amounts of mixing are to be expected in the minor axis region where greater spreading rates and significantly
larger rates of entrainment occur. Cnterline mean temperatures remain constant over shorter downstream lengths at
higher temperatures suggesting higher ratc-s of mixing in inverse proportion to the density ratio. In the mixing region
dowastream of the end of the potential core the centerline mean temperatures are lower in the elliptic jet than an
axisymmetric jet at the exit conditions of 220 C and 55 m/s perhaps indicating deeper penetrations of ambient fluid into the
mixing region of the jet.

1112.2 Temperature Probability Density Functions
Instantaneous temperatures were measured along the major and minor axes at downstream cross--sections in a

nonhomogeneous elliptic jet with an exit temperature of 150 C and exit velocity of 70 m/s. Probability density functions,
a.k.a. PDFs, were statistically obained by building up histograms of discrete temperature ranges from the fluctuating
temperature signals. These cavculations depict temperature distributions and are normalized widt respect to thz local
centerline temperature at every cross-scction in the flow. The distribution of the PDF profiles altng the minor axis
inidicate a consistently even progrersion. This is :I marked contrast to the PDF distributions along the major axis which are
skewed towards either very hot temperatures near the jet core or towards cooler ambient conditions at the jet edge. These
results were repeated for all downstream locations across the major and minor shear layer regions. Refer to figure 41.

The gradual even distrilbutions along the minor axes suggest the penetration of larger amounts of ambient fluid into
tht- mrinr a-i' reclur;ng in more global mix-.g and inducing nurecCntairax;ir The )kuwed arrangement of the PDFs
along --he major axis suggest smaller 2mounts of localized mixing because the regions near the centerline remain at higher
ternpcr'urcs than the corresponding regions along the minor axis. Measurements reveal similarly placed PDFs in cooler
nonhomogeneous flows. A comparisorn of two PDF profiles at two similar locations in the shear layer, y/a- 0.5 in the major
axis ar, z/b - 0.5 in the minor axis, respectively, reveals some differences for a heated flow of 130 C. A broader distribution
in the ,.irnor axis is skewed towards cooler temperatures reflecting more mixing over a wider range of remnperatures. In
contrast, the sharp narrow peak of rhe major axis indicates very little mixing because the temperature of the flow remnais
confined ti, a narrow temperature range. PDF measurements of temperature fluctuations help visualieC the Inbirng process
in the ehiptic jet in which the 5elf-inducting large scale vortices engulf large amounts of ambient fluid into the mix]-g
layer primarily in the minor axis region (Austin & 11o 1988).

111.3 Flow Visualhiations

The structure of the nonhomogencoos elliptic jet has been examined by standard optical medtuds of flow visualization,
including schlieren and shadowgraph as well as by a more powerful and recenfly revived means- the sharp focusing
schlieren. Images of the flow were recorded by still and motion picture cameras. Conventional chlieren and shadowgraph
techniques display the irMer-Irittendy textured surface ensconcing the flow field. The sharF. focusing schliercn by definition,
of its name focuses upon individual thin volumetric slices within tre flow field. The elliptic jet has been observed at
temperatures as hig!. a" 195 C, although siructiies are remarkably still identifiable at lower tcir.pcratures of 45 C. The
entire range of flow ve•ocities are visualizcd by schlieren of shadowgraph altdh;ugh lower velocitic yield best resuhLs.
Focusing schlieten requires small density ratius (high exit tenipt-r.-tiurc ) in conjunction with minimum exit velocities to
enable qualitative viewing f,) the laige scale structures. Tec maximurn hearing of the fEcility operated at low speed is very
demanding upon the facih,-y, and in general focusing schicrcin is corsideraby miore difficult to set up and operate
efficient y- than conventional schliercn or shadowgraph techniques.

[rown & Roshko (1974) and Winant & b1owand (1974) primariy relied on flow visualizations of so'eaklines •r.
study the moon: n of large scales. Optiai flow diagnostics are indispensable ic the analysis u4 experimental nows, but can
not be a replacement because Inrcrpreraticooi of flow vlsualizm nor, ale difficult tu achieve correctly. They provide a 'qoiciý
picture' to an overall flow in a brief amount ef time that would odterwi,, rcouire large aniounts of experimental nieasurements
to infer the ob,,ervc:d characteristics.

11.3.1 Shadowgraph irid Schlieren
Largc scal-' toroidal vortices obsceved by shadowgraphl and schlicrern tiagnostics roll ,p into clearly ide,•cihable
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strucrlrCS in tI-ic vicinilt, of the nozzle exit. Additionally, a :;mall number of strcamwise vortices appear following the first
voricx murging. After the first two vortex mergings, both the ring vortices and streamwise structures become obscured in a
field of 'rough' turbulence. This is due to the integration of light through the cntirc flow field by conventional shadowgraph
and schlicren methods. Nevertheless, one can appreciate the overall spreading of the jet and quantitatively the 'visual'
spreading angle with respect to the centerline is as much as j'our times greater in the minor axis plane (250) as compared to
the majoe axis plane (6). Frhe ring vortices appear horizontal in the major axis plane and they appear 'bent' and to overlap
each othe, soincwhar. i thde minor axis plane. The distort:ed shape of the rings in the minor axis plane confirms the
predicted cor: oluted muti,•ns of 0h -minor axis section in the self-inducting elliptic vortices.

A no: homogencuds axisinmetric jet was also investigated and found to 'visually' spread at an approximately
similar ant;.e ii in the m -jor axis plane. The appearance of the large scales duplicated those visible in the major axis plane
of the elliptic jet and fe6 f.iany sueamwise vortices were apparent. The existence of similar characteristics in the axisymmetric
jet and major axis plaeric o the elliptic jet may be corollary to sensor measurements indicating similar rates of entrainment
and spreading angles in the two regions. The profile of the turbulent interface appears less irregularly shaped than that of
either plar,e :n the elliptic jet. The vis.al evidence regarding the axisymmetric jet conclusively supports the elliptic jet's
unique prupertes of larger spreading rates and irregularly shaped elliptic vortices.

111.3.2 Focusing Schlier-en
As in the previous method of visualization, focusing schlieren confirmed an initially laminar jet rolling up into large

toroidal vortices. Observat ns of the flow by focusing schlieren reveals cross-sections of the large scale vortices when
imaging planar cuts through the center of tie jet, Otherwise, focusing at other cross-sections reveal vortical structures at
oblique angles. The 'roug:' turbulence seen by the previous methods are not observed. Focusing schlleren allows observations
of the ensuing development of the large scale structures farther downstream than conventional optical diagnostic methods.
Streamwise vortices are barely distinguishable when focusing on the edge of the flow field because the 'cuts' are vertical
and the jet along with its streamwise strUtlures spreads outwards diagonally such that the entire streamwise structure is not
visible in the plane of focus.

Similar to the findings made by the shadowgraph and schlieren system, the cross-sections of the large scales are
horizontally situated in the maior axis nlane hbu rhey are tilted at larg, angles vith respect to each other when viewd ...
tie minot plane. Quantitative measurements of the separation and size of the large scales can be determined from digitized
images of the flow and the measured scale of the initial vortex agrees with calculated values. These visualizations may
suggest the onset of helical stability modes overpowering the initially axisymmetric modes of the elliptic vortices (Ho,
Huerre & Redekopp 1990). Refer to figure 42. Finally, side jets were not observed for any density ratio or exit velocity
and it is apparent that side jets form only in axisymmetric jets at low density ratios (Monkewitz, Bechcrt, Bariskow &
Lehmann 1990).

111.4 ForAc,:d ____

A brief forcing investigation was performed on a homogeneous jet operating at a low velocity of 8 m/s. Four speakers
emitred 5i*nu11soidal a-ousu, waves into fbur chambers that were sym..ct:-Ci.ll .. lCateud widi .espect to the major and minor
axes. The perturbations entered ,he flow at the nozzle edge from four opposite directions. Forcing was done at the most
amnplified frequency and at very low amplitudes so as not to alter the velocity mean profile and influence the initial
stability. The laminiar flow at the nozzle exit exhibited a more organized pattern in that the instu.ntaneous velocity signal
displayed on an oscilloscope became more sinusoidal and less random when either or both of the major and minor pairs of
opposing speakers forced the flow (in-phase forcing). The same results were observed for anti-,hase forcing, when either
pair of opposing speakers were operated with a 180' phase shift with respect to the other speaker pair. Under these flow
and forcing conditions it appeared neither the major axis or minor axis region was more rnsonsive to small amplitude
forcing. This is interesting in light of previous measurements indicating similar near field press ore fluctuations in both the
nIajor and minor axce icgions of the subsonic clliptc jet (Gutmark & Ilo 1985).

The homogeneous elliptic jet is convectively unstable. Introducing nonhorniogencity into the flow by reducing the
dci 'uiry ratio did not alter the jet's global stability niodes. Subsequently, the effects of increased velocity ratio was briefly
irncctigated by appiying suction uniformly along the edge of the elliptic jet nozzle. The study was motivated by the
prcdcutions of spa,.o--tenporal instability theoiy (Hucrie & Monkewitz 1990) and a recent experimental study of
countL;currcnt mixing layers in an axisymnoctric jet (Strkowski & Niccuin 1W0). Iheory predicts a critical velocity ratio,
R,0- 1 32, i:n a mixing layer v here the flow transitions from convective tc absolute instability and this has been verified
Cxpe;riInIL ty ftor axisy)imetrc jets. Spatio-tcmp.ral instability theory also predicts a transition to absolute instability at
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density ratios < 0.7, however absolutely unstable regions were not noticed in the nonhomogeneous elliptic jet for density
ratios as low as 0.66. It is possible that asymmetric jrts, specifically 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jets, aic characterized by critical
velocity and density ratios different from mixing layers.

Suction was applied along the circumference of the elliptic nozzle raising the velocity ratio up to 5 and the subsequent
changes in the nonhomogeneous flow were immediately observed by means of the focusing schlieren method. It must be
noted that the trailing edge separating forward and reverse flow is not ideally thin but is approximately 25 initial momentum
thicknesses wide due to structural constraints imposed by heat stresses upon the aluminum--composite nozzle. Flow
visualization revealed a decreased distance to the first vertex merging, the elimination of the initial laminal region and a
shortening of the potential core. It appeared the virtual origin of the jet w.s being tratislated upstream by the effects of
suction.

Measurements of mean quantities in a homogeneous flow were sampled at low exit velocities of 20 m/s. Reverse
velocities were not measured with available sensors. Pitot tube measurements of centerline mean velocities verified a
shortening of the potential core under the effects of suction from x/a - 4 to x/a - 3.5. Mean velocity profiles decreased as
much as 15% and halfwidth calculations indicated decreased spreading in both axes. However, in the shear layer velocity
fluctuations did not differ for all velozity ratios > 1 except at the exit where the amplitudes were one order of magnitude
higher in the case, R > 1. Massflow measurements showed that suction reduced entrainment ratios in an elliptic jet albeit
higher than in an oxisymrmetric jet.

No firm conclusions regarding the existence of absolute instability were obtained from the study, and the configuration
of the thick trailing edge may have been responsible for these results.

111.6 Rectangular Orifice Jets

Nonhomnogeneous rectangular orifice jets characterized by 1:1, 2:1, 3:1 and 4:1 aspect ratios with constant hydraulic
diameter were visualized by focusing schlieren. The passive and active control of the spreading of rectangular orifice jets
was investigated at velocities between 30 rn/s to 80 m/s and temperatures up to 150 C. For natural flows, the 'visual' jet
width and overall spread angle did not exhibit significant changes in either major or minor axes. Side jets were not observed
reinforcing current beliefs confining their existence to nonhomogeneous axisymmetric flows. External forcing by a single
speaker located outside the near field also nresente.d no visual change in jpr ... h Mr, ---r.d angle. H•-"- ---- --...

low Cxit velocities around 15 rn/s, forcing effects became dramatically noticeable and the shear layer thickened as much as
33% and the 'visual' spreading angle increased by 25%. Evidently the amplitude of the acoustic waves was not large
enough to influence jet flows at higher exit velocities. In the proposed study, stronger speakers driven by powerful
amplifiers will alleviate this issue.

IV. PROPOSED RESEARCH

Investigations of the nonhomogeneous flow field will be concluded to understand the mechanism(s) driving the
vorticity dynamics of the self--inducting coherent structures. The primary task will then be the investigation of the small
scale topology in : homogeneous 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet. The effects of self--induction and vortex merging upon the
generation of smali scales will be examined. The uniorced elliptic jet in an addition to an axisymmetric jet will be studied
initially foi purposes of later comparison. Forcing the flow uniformly at the preferred mode at the exit will mask the effects
of vortex merging and isolate the effects of self-induction. Measurements will be conducted of the populations, dimensions,
frequencies and spatial distribution of the small scales with respect to the large scales using the Peak-Valley-Counting
method. Finally, the flow will be actively controlled with acoustic forcing add the nozzle exit. Multiple frequency signals
with variable phase shifts and amplitudes will be employed to increase p~oduction of small scales and enhance the small
scale mixing process.

JN..1 Nonfhormnogen ekL .-

A dual parallel wire I.robc housing both a hrot- and cold-wire will simultaneously measure turbulerit velocity and
temperature signals. Two cases will be studied, a ligh temperature jet at 180 C to observe strong non Vmogeneous effects
and a slightly heated jet at 45 C where temperature w`ll contaminate the flow effectively 'tagging' the large scale structures.
Velocity-ternperature correlations will be made to determine how nonhomogeneity modifies the dynamics of the elliptical
structures and enhances the entrainment. As we.l, the initial boundary layer thickness will be invc-,tigated to ,onfirm the
effects of Reynolds number upon axis switching and entrainment.

IV.2 Small Scale T_. 1 k9_gy____
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The phase relationship between the major and mirnor axes sections of the distorted large itk ile vortical structures in all
unforced natural elliptic jet will be investigated by simultancous velocity measurements in both shear layer regions. The
small scale topology of the natural elliptic jev: will then be investigated. It is not iknown definitely at what Reynolds number
elliptic jets become turbulent. The exit velocity will initially be varied to determrine a velocity that is not so low that will
preclude small scale production and not too high that will case problems widh the physical resoilion of the 1 mm wide
hot-wlre, sensor and the maximum 1 MHz samp~ing rate of me analog-to-digital converter.

Irrotational fluctuations are induced into the quiescent fluid by the passing of large scale struc~ures in the shear layer.
Quantitative knowledge regarding the large scale vortices will be obtained from the velocity signals sampled by a hot-wire
anemometer in the ambient fluid adjacent to thc shear layer- Simulaaeously, a second l at-wire probe separated radially
from the first probe will b- located witd.r, de sh,:ar laý er to acquire the combined Lurbulent signals of the large and small
scales. These pairs of measurements will be undertaken at incremental downstream locations in the major and rminor axes.
The facility may also be heated by a few degrees to .,ontaminate the flow using heat as a tracer and a cold--wire anemometer
wvill sample the thermal fluctuations of the slighdly heated large scales.

Phase-averaged information from the fiist sensor will provide the period of the large scales to help isolate the signatur-
of the small scales. Spectral analyses of the velocity signals by a one--dimensional fast fourier algorithm will yield die peak
frequencies at the respective location in the flow. The slope of the resulting energy spectrum is not as clearly definable in
jets as it is in plane mixing layers. Thus one of the 'signposts' suggesting the possible location of transition to turbulence,
the '-5/3' slope, will not be employed.

Laufer (1948) and Liepmann (1949) proposed a method for estimating the Taylor microscale by counting the number
of 'zero-crossings' of a random stationary fluctuating velocity signal. Rice (1944, 1945) determined a theoretical value of the
number of 'zero-crossings', N.,for Gaussian distributed u'and du'/dtsignals. Refel to Equation 16. Gaussian characteristics
occur far downstream along the centerline in axisymmetric jets (Wygnanski & Fiedler 1969). A
more refined mnethod, the Peak-Valley-Counting method, incorporating specialized conditional
analysis concepts will be used to determine the dimension and amount of small scales (Hsiao 1,
1985; Huang 1985; Zohar 1990). This method generates a pulse train corresponding to the
proper local extrema associated with small scale fluctuations in n .nirbuelnnt veloir ty signal. The -L
final result is obtained by differentiating between actual smail scale fluctuations (the 'peaks' F' (u_)/2
and 'valleys'), including the removal of erroneous consecutive extrema. a-d-c bit noise
components and random high-frequency noise by employing appropriate amplitude and temporal
threshold levels. The number of small scales will be regarded as a possible indicator of turbulent
transition (Zohar 1990).

Analysis of the distribution of scales will incorporate a two-dimensional Wavelet Transform (Grossman & Morlet
1984). The combined Fourier and physical space properties of this method of decomposing turbulent signals provide a
better view of the dynamics of coherent strucrures (Dallard & Spedding 1990). In contrast, the Fast Fourier Transfoim
algorithm retains only the amplitude or phase information of the spectral components of the transformed turbulent signal.

JV.3_S•lf-Induction Effects._

The interactions of merging vortices and strceinwise structures i; hypothesi-!ed to aid in the generation of small scales
in the vortex cores of plane mixing layers and axisymmcrxic jets. The existence of a 'cca•nd nt'nism respnmzble for the
growth of a 2-1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet is the process of vortex sel'-induct.ion. This second nmechanism anpears 0o Le more
responsible for increased entrainment ratios than vortex merging and r:-ay well bc responsible for thc generation cf small
scales in the elliptic jet. The flow will be forced at the preferred mode of the jet, StA - f d / U.,, where 'f,' it obtained from
the peak frequency of the l-D energy specpum at the cud of the pot:ential core (x/a-5). Forci'ig will inhibit the action3 of
vortex pairing and thereby will isolate the effects of seli--induction_ If. this ma.nner, the small scales will be invLstigated to
deterrnine how their production is modified by the presence of self-inducting voirCces. Additionally, the spicacing rat.. and
entrainment ratios will be measured to confirm the imporz.ncc of vortex self-inducrort or. the development of small
aspect-ratio elliptic jets.

Suieamwise structures will be measured as .iA by hot-wire ,iwbe5 placed in the shear layer at a given downstiemri
cross-section. Previous flow visualizarion indicates these vortices to be fairly stationary in space. It wih b,h important to
determine the distorting azimurhel effects of ri'c streamwise upon the elliptical vortex rings and how self--induction and
vortex merging modifies the streamwise structures because of tdle importance of interactions between these large scales
towards small scale production.

IV.4 Active Con el I
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The 2:1 aspect ratio elliptic jet was found by Hol and Gutrniark (1987) to tentrain consideý.ably more mass than in
ordinary axisymmetric it~t due to the natural dynamics and Uiciorinations of the self-induci:,g elliptic vortices. It is,
therefore, an efficient. passive control device. From an eng-ineerint, point of view, passivt- enhance vm are m~ore desirable
than active methods. However, acoustic forcing has been dt-moostirated to increasc the nirrmber of snall scales, Zohar
(1990). The elliptic jet will be aca.vt.ly forced to control the large and small1 scales to improve large and small scale mixing.
It has also been discovered thaL incteased entrainment is corielated to a slhoiter distance between the location ef axis
switching and the nozzie exit, Ho & Austn (1988). Thus, to control the location of switching by forcing the large scales,
perhaps to lessen influence by vortex mcerging, may fuither enhance entrainment.

In this vein, mulinple frequency forcing incorporating harmonic plus various subhafinonic components with variable
phase shifts and variablk omplitudes will be attempted. Helically phase shifted frequencies may form 'spinning' elliptic
vortices (Long & Petersen 1990) to further dlitort the inviscid large scales thereby increasing entrainiment and, sccond, ý0
increase the production of small scales o'nd enhance fine scale mixing. The flow will be measured by hot-wires -and
Prnalyzed with thec Peak-Valley Counting method.

5.7 CONCLUSION

jets arc:. important fluid dynamical processes of study due to the exiutrnce of mixing regions in numerois apolications.
In particular, 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jets appear by many accounts to be very promising improvements over axisyrrirrctric
jet configurations because of their enhanced mixing capabilities. Coherent large scal-, stroctures which govern spreading,
entrainment ard large scale inix.nog in general have been investigated to reveal the ip aceof the mechanisms of vortex
sclf-induction and vortex me.'ging. It is important to continue detailed investigation of th-, 2:1 aspect-ratio elliptic jet
aimed at the topology of the. small scales and the nature of their production by the large scale structures. Methods of
controlling and increasing the population of small scales will help in the understanding of their subsc-quent effects upon
fine scale mixing in relation to combustion processes.
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Figure 10. Power Spectra Roll-off Exponent
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Figure 14. Mean Velocity Profiles
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Figure 17. Contours of Phase Velocity
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Figure 22. Elfiptic Jet Flow Visualization
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Figure 23. Elliptic Jet Ent-aiunment
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Elliptic Jet Entraimnent Ratios
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